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many ta
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in business,
vors bestowed on me while
gladly recommend a continuation of the same with
the hew firm, with whom I shall remain for the
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present.
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210 Federal Street.
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and have found no permanent relief by taking drugs
and medicines, and he can help you, as thousands of
his patients will testify.
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XT. S. Hotel,
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beneficent resources of medical skill
could only prolong his life a. brief time and
We
assuage the agony of his dying hours.
can rest assured that all was done for him
that
could
be done,
that possibly
the expedients of the healing art were
exhausted in his behalf, and that no human
and

it? Par): Bow,
tO stii'.-;,..OWT01H. J
{ IVfcW I OBK
Estimates furnished gratis for Adv ertising in
Newspapers in tile United States and British Piovnoes.
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That he lived

aid could avail him.

as

long

the strongest testimony to the
faithfulness and professional skill of his
he did is

physicians.
In our impatience and anxiety and harassing solicitude, many of us have conUCUiUCU
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things beyond
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The Boston Journal has this praise and
kindly criticism of Mr. Seed’s speech:
The address of Congressman lteed will atMr. Reed is not only a briltract attention.
liant and able man, but he is thoroughly
honest and straightforward. In Congress he
will pursue that course which commends itself
to his judgment, regardless of consequences.
He hates shams and he also entertains positive
views which he does not fail to express in
All that
terms that cannot be misunderstood.
he says about the necessity of parties and of
The
party organization we fully indorse.
reasons which he gives for being a Republican
rather than a Democrat are conclusive. It
would be well for the Republican party and
for the country if the people ruled every day
of the year as well as on election day, as Mr.
The difficulty in
Reed says that they should.
the past, the danger in the future is that
public servants will forget that the people
have any part in the government except on
We entertain the highest reelection days.
gard for Mr. Reed. We admire his frankness
We should have less apand his robustness.
prehension if Congress should be made up of
And yet
men of his intelligence and candor.
there are a few expressions in Mr. Reed’s
His
him.
of
not
quite worthy
speech that are
sneers at the press, which he will admit is the
most potent ally of the Republican party,
would better oecome a man whose dark ways
have been exposed by them. Journals are not
always discreet, but Mr. Reed will admit that
the greater part of those of the grade that have
positive influence are conducted by men who
He will also
are both intelligent and honest.
admit that if Republican Congresses had followed the advice of the average Republican
newspaper they would have escaped several
serious and almost fatal blunders. This being
the case, Mr. Reed can afford to leave the
authors and supporters of salary grabs, etc., to
slur “newspaper trials" and editorial infallibility, as they have cause to regard Republican journals as enemies, while he has abundant reason to respect them as friends and
allies.
__

Traveller:
of Maine, gave

Boston

Reed,

Thomas

Hon.

address

good

a

B.

State ConvenSome, of our
Worcester.
tion
at
readers may think he gave the Massachusett Republicans a good talking to. No one
reading his speech will doubt his Republicanism. He believes in the principles of the
party, he has admiration for its past and
hope for its future, and he is not afraid to
called a
say so. He is not ashamed to be

before

party

the

Republican

man, because he

belongs

to a

party

He favors organiza-

tion, because it is necessary to success. He
evidently has no respect for that “golden
butterfly of glory” that flits from one party
to the other, because he does respect those
who have principles and stalwartly maintain them. It is a speech that will be re.
membered by all who heard it and will find
an echo in the heart of every true Republicwho roads it.
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President Garfield,

while

still

a

boy

in

fervid and masterly speech when about
twenty yoars old. “He was tall and thin,

looking; his hair
yellow, combed back
smooth after the manner of the youth of his
time; his fine face softened with a growth of
whiskers unmistakably fuzzy, like down, so
He had a slight
soft were they and fine.
stoop, a habit which he took infinite pains
He was cool, passionless in
to correct.
statement, aggressive with facts, modest in

pale and rather
long, straight

opinions.”

delicate

and
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The Rev. Dr. Sumner of Chicago thinks
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viva! of religion, and a great downfall of
the bulwarks of infidelity; that “the pistol
shot that

brought

the President to the dust

the Nation to its

'brought
“dispersed

knees;” that it

in a second more skeptic spun
cobwebs than the pulpits could have done
“the bullet that
in a year;” and that
wounded the President has pierced the
heart of irreligion.”

Victok Hugo lately said of President Garfield to a correspondent of the Buffalo Express: “What a charmingly interesting life
his is as a poor boy, a fair scholar, and the
of your great country. I admire
him because he is a great scholar to a greater
extent than politics pe mit most of your

president

'leading men to be. And he is a courageous
man—worthy of his country, which he will
live to happily govern. I hope.”
trying hour of the assassin’s at"
tack,” the Washington Post, (Dem.) says,
“Gen. Arthur boro himself with a quiet,
manly dignity that won the respect of the
country.”

Repairing of all kinds.

Tiie\ speech of Congressman Reed, says
Providence Journal, was an exthe
ceedingly sensible and pertinent exposition
of individual and party duty; of the necessity for parties, as for personal intelligence
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twenty thousand copies of a petition in favor of the Reagan bill, in favor of
Congressional control of the railroads prepared for distribution for signatures this
week in all the principal cities of the Union.
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“Thebe is every reason for believing,”
says the Baltimore Gazette (Dem.) “that
President Arthur will discharge his duties
honestly and ably, and in such a manner as
to promote the interes

he

people.”

Tue temperance people of Indiana have
called a convention at Iudiananolis on October 0.
_

Worcester Spy says Mr. Reed’s
speech was as full of wit as of good sense.
The

Fillmore

Official Records In

The Surgical Treatment of the President’s
Case.

the

Several leading Chicago physicians were
asked Wednesday what they thought of the

Senate.
_

Since the day on which Washington took
the oath of office and entered upon his duties
as President of the United States, on the 30th
of April, 1789, until now—a period of more
than ninety-three years—only three Vice Pres-

ident!’have succeeded to the presidency—
John Tyler in 1811, Millard Fillmore in 1850,
The official
and Andrew Johnson in 1865.
proceedings under which each qualified have a
peculiar interest at this time, and they are
given below precisely as they appear in the
written minutes of the proceedings of the SenThe minutes areas
ate of the United States:
follows:

Tuesday, April 6,1811.
Immediately after the decease of the President, Mr. Webster, Jrs. chief clerk in the
Department of State: accompanied by Mr.
Beall, an officer of the Senate, set out for the
residence of the Vice President, iu. Virginia,
bearing the following letter:
Washington, April 4, 1841.
To John Tyler, Vice President of the United
States: Sir— It has become our most painful duty to inform you that William Henry
Harrison, late President of the United|States
has departed this life.
This distressing event took place this day, at
the President’s mansion in this city, at thir.y
minutes before one in the morning.
We lose no time in despatching the chief
clerk in the State department as a special
messenger, to bear you these melancholy tidings.
We have the honor to be, with the highest
regard, your obedient servants,
Daniel Webster,

Secretary of State.
Thomas Ewing,
the
of
Secretary
Treasury.
John Bell,
Secretary* of War.
John J. Crittenden,

human

The medical treatment of the Presicase was as competent and judicious

it has

course

Presidents Tyler.

President—the

bUV

ignorance

years, was a man in brain and eloquence.
A.n old friend describes him as making a
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andJ'ounp Stone, cor. Congress and Green bts.

This Company is a LEGAL DEPOSITORY for
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable
Associations and all Courts of Law.
IL’ WILL ACT AS TRUSTEE, or as fiscal or trans
fer agent for corporations, municipalities, etc., and
REGISTER and COUNTERSIGN certificates of
stocks, bonds, & e.
IP IS AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE LOANS
and to RECEIVE MONEY ON DEPOSIT.
We invite business and correspondence, and will
make prices for prime securities by mail or telegraph
ASA P. POTTER, President.
N. W. JORDAN, Actuary,
D. L. ARBKCAM, Treasurer.
aug31eoddm
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or will be Bent
by
uddMKins
thb GEAY ueuxotke CO.,
N.
Y.
No. 10G Main Street, Buffalo,

B!ECBCTOB§:
Thos. Nickerson,
Fred. L. Amos,
Chas. J. Morrill, Geo. G. Lord,
Thomas Dana.
H. D. Hyde,
Ezra H. Baker,
Asa P. P Iter,
Oliver Ames,
D. P. Kimball,
Jonas 11. French, Lovi C. Wade,
B P. Cheney,.
Win. B. Bacon, A. L. Ooolidge,
F. Gordon Dexter
H. M. Whitney, W. 1>. Forbes,

the Portland and Rochester

notified that
be held at the station of
meeting
tho companv on Kreble street Wednesday, the fifth
day oi October next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
to act upon the following business, viz.:
Artie e! st. To hear be report of tho directors.
Article 2nd. To accep* tho Act of the Legislature
of the >tate of Viaine, approved February 3, 1881,
and to i»hss all votes deemed proper under the provisions of >aid act.
Article 3d. To accept ihe \ctof the Legislature
of the Sta e of Ne«r Hampshire, approved mly 27,
1881 at d to pass 11 vot< s dec vnedjj roper under tho
i*r<• felons oi '» d act.
i o act Of.cn any other business that
Article 4 h.
mav leca
lyy come befor< them.
1
WM. II C IN ANT, Clerk.
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The undersigned liavc.this day formed

Has

Isaac T. Burr,
Alex. H. Rice,
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Annual Meeting*
Stockholders of
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Exchange St., Portland, Me.
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1

rgvfiK copartnership heretofore existing under the
X firm name of Caldwell et Cushing, is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. The liabilities will be
assumed, and all outstanding accounts will be SetRed with Messrs. A. H. & C.

wm7m. marks,

be read with

patient was past all surgery
the second of July, and that the large

which he believes in.
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230 Middle St.

Pianos,

mail,

FOSTER, KILBURN it C0„ Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
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CUrC
for
Seminal Weakness.

florae Df AM LOUISE CA8L
a

bad State of the Blood,

B
TRADE
limns*u„j,ullng

CALL and SEE

Also

Nervous Affec-

norZ9

Straight Business, Straight Advertisements, and fair dealings.

iltf

Decker Bros’

Dyspepsia,

accompanied by Debility
State of the System.

and fence advertisements.

an.

at ten cent* per share.
Subsctiptions are now
price to everybody.
pledged for nearly one-third of the whole amount.
be
will
books
opened Saturday, Oct.
Subscription
1st 1>>81.
Prospectuses on application, or by
and all information given at Company’s office,
180 Middle 8t., Portland, Maine. Address—
Portland and San Juau Mining Company.

5ill Congress Street,

A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
en earth.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.

Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in

Congress St.
°

Cures

a

bed

Engraver ami Stationer,

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases,-Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizzteicss, Loss of
Anpctite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.

tions, General Debility, Fever and

for sensitive feet.

E. T. MERRILL

100,000 Shares, $2.50

WILLIAM

rMMRW

NEWPQRTS,

DONGOLA

Each.

WEDDING STATIONERY.

Face

styles and at all prices.

non-

Appropriated for Working Capital, 26,000 Shares.
Subscription Stock.... ..75,000
Required for purchase of property...
Required for immediate organization
5 »)■>«<>
and development expenses.
To raise the above amount, $7,600, 75,000

Engraved

,Tn:_.
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on

an
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GENTLEMEN’S LOW SHOES,

of the SPECIALhe will offer this

some

Colorado.

SALS BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

B.
x

Respectfully calls attention

Countv.

I

The only fully assorted stock of Gentlemen’s
best quality, hand sewed

S

Juan

San

PIT 4L (when organized) full paid acd
assessable $^50,000.
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Just received from NEW
YORK, the latest NOVELTIES in Boots and Shoes
TRADE:
for the FALL
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State has the

Dongola Boots
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Congress §t.
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Mining Company,

WEDDINGS.

blood. A Book sent free. Dr.
Sanford, 162 Broadway, N. Y.
FOR

JUAN

SAN

PORTLAND AND
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E. T. MERRILL,

suffices.

at any stage. One package generally
Delivered by Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
46 Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
the
$5.00. Treatise and remarkable statements_by
cored, mailed free.
The afflicted can refer to:
S. Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
H. A. CHOATE, Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Gebaghty, 51 White St., Lawrence.;
Mrs. A. J. WHITTLESEY, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leighton, New Market, N. H.;
Mrs. Edgab Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mrs. Geo. Webster, 69 Exchange St., Portland;
Mass.
Mrs. George Hayden, West Roxbury,
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, J amaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donna;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Y
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N.
Sam’l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ ete.
A real cure of Catarrh for $1.00!
M.WSFly
ootll
cure

will be ottered for a limited time, with
notice,
option to increase price 100 per cent without
rock
at

regulates the bowels, purifies the

Greatest range of Sizes,
from Slimestto Widest,
from Shortestto Longest
No other store in this

Unquestionably the most important
A remedy
discovory since vaccination.
which assimilates with the mucous membrane and
forms not only a looal, but a constitutional

medical

shares

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. Itassists digestion, strengthens the system,

BEST GOODS,

FALL GOODS.

OHARLki DENNIS,

Only Vegetable Compound that
acts directly upon the Liver, and
cures Liver Complaints, Jaun-

Largest Stock,

KTBW

S. D. JONES, President,

8NVIG0RAT0R

sep20-eodlm*

morning will

wound was fatal from the first, and that all
that could be done was to alleviate, so far as
man
possible, the suffering of a strong
slowly wasting to death. That its course
was not sooner ascertained, and the inevitable results announced early in the case are
faults of no one. They were beyond the
reach of knowledge as long as the President
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Arthur

ONLY.

his Company will tako risks at their office, New
Cork OB
Cargoes and Freights, and issno
open policies to merchants, making risks binding aa
soon ns

Il/Unlm WaIIao

The term open* ou the l2tk of September, but pupils may enter at any time.
ITOtn. O’NB1LL will also be prepared to receive
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after Sept. 5th.
eeplod3m

THE BOSTON

ideal

RISKS
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President

eager interest and mournful satisfaction.
The description of the wound and the
course of the ball is
admirably clear and
will make itself understood by all. It is
patent that the hurt was mortal from the

just.

Year Stalling Dee. 31, 1880:

Voice,

to inform his numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for

E. COOK.Business Manager
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MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

Teacher of Rugli*h and Italian Ringing

all.

YORK,

OF NEW

and Grocers.

begs
CH AS.

Mutual Insurance Co.

MR. JOHN O'NEILL,

75, 50 ard 35 cts Sale of seats comFriday, Sept. 23 at 8.30. Get the “Advance
Progrume" with piano sheet music and full partiTickets

ments
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trial of over 30 years duration In every
section of our country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uneqnaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubriiy
claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists

English studies.

NKXV YORK CHURCH CHOIR BOY8,
BAIRS*’* ZOUAVE CADETS,

Free to

Address

Maine.

in the Pkess this

dent’s

CuKE.

Dwelling

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered iiapnre by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOLLittle Blue,

MINSTRELS!

ulars.

DE” POYEN,

University of France, will receive pupil*
in the Frcucb language privately or in
auSldlm
clanKC*. Adder**, Itili Park St.

L. W. BAIRD’S
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wound with the illustrative
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The President and his Doctors.

and for their failure to prevent an inevitable issue. We have been cruelly un-
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For Sale or To Let.
Hour-, No. 173 State St, now occupied
by Gen. George Thom. Possession given
Oct.lst 1831.
Apply to L. If. M. Sweat.

Schiedam Aromatic

French.

Convent of
FREE STREET.

50

Mercy,

to

all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or prep ve com
m unications that are not used.

ken,

2V3 Storv House on Emery Street. A desirable
house and location with all modern improvements
Gas, Seba&o &c. For sale low by
J jHN C. PROCTER, 83 Exchange SI.
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We do not read anonymous letters and oommnni
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FOR SALE.

dly

WOLFE’S

a

Package Rooms,

Refreshment Room, Coat and

Press Room, Telegraph ttilica, Daily Newspaper,
and all the conveniences of a Perlecr Exhibition.

land belonging to tbe estate of the late
Dr. Lucien Ingalls of Falmouth, containing about
sixteen acres, being a part of tbe A*a Field Farm,
Also an
lying on the County Road to Yarmouth.
undivided fcwp thirds part of the farm standing in
J.
MERRILL,
to
K.
said field. For terms &e, apply
spplGeod2w*
Colleys Corner, Falmouth.
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ffflllE School affords every facility for acquiring

MILITARY AND COLONIAL MUSEUM.
CATARACT AND FLORAL PYRAMID.
ANIMMENSE CAMERA-OBSCURA.
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC.

A lot of

rcWonable and satiolaotion guaranteed.

Price-

the Press is furnished

a Card certificate signed by Stanley
Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.

first,

A THOUSAND ATTRACTIVE NOVELTIES
ALL THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCES.
A FULL MACHINERY HALL.
A SUPERB ART GALLERY.

FOR SALE.

Square, 5*ort!»*i4.

Je2

Academy

September 5th,

Secure your seats at 25 cents.
Tickets for sale at
BOX OFFICE.
sephidBt

SVIARSH,

! ;J Slat ket

TERM

25 and 35 Cents
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Huntington Avenuo and West Newton street, opposite the Coliseum Grounds.

near

IOCATED

FRESCO PA IN T E R S,
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S. L. HOLT & CO.,
07 Sudbury St., Boston^JUass.

railroads, markets and school,
J 260 acres, gomi tillage, abundance of wood,
large orchard, two storied house and ell, 2 large
barns. Cuts 40 tons of bay, can be easi ly increased
to 100 tons. Price 33000, on easy terms.
W. >r. IV iLDRON, Ileal Estate Agent,
180 Middle street.
eep9eod2w‘f

JTOST At JTCORTOW,

GIRLS, PtirlMiuouth,
Reopens September 28, 1881. During vacation apply for circulars and information to Mrs. J. H. Fos-

Sf. Elizabeth’s

a

Tarrn Jb or sale.
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317 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Opposite frye’s Drug Store.
dow*
sepl4
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var

Watches, Clocks, Plated Silver ware. Eye Glasses etc.
For Sale,
Watches', Clocks and Jewelry Repaired Cheap and
Warranted.

A. €. MORGAN’S
xouhg ladIks ..j

ter, Box 285.

'*’**'W

Watch Maker, at home again.

or

fgtHE

No higher prices.

1

J. H.

Sixth Year begins MONDAY, SEPT. 5th.
JSl Instruction thorough. Light and ventilation
excellent. Sessions from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.
ET^^Private Lessons at reasonable rates.
For further information address C. B. VARNEY,
M., Stevens’ Plains, Me.
augl 1 -eodtf
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great variety ShaftBelting, Steam Pumps

75 II. P., also,

aug27eodlir.‘

No. 3? Plum 3treet.

ENGLISH & CLASSICAL SCHOOL

Still greater and better than last season, and
still at the same gloriously popular prices.
Tho TransThe Rial Pantomime company!
Tho London Dog
Atlantic Novelty company
Circus’ Dodd’s Military Band ! May’s Opera
Orchestra!
34 ARTISTS, 34. Count them and you -will
find the total correct, 34.

fLJ
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BEftRY,

STEPHEN

148 Pearl Street.

senoor,

io

ing, Hangers, Pulleys,
and Wood working tools.

private pupils by the subBoribwr,

Given to

Prices,

Fourteenth Triennial Exhibition,

~~

For circular
Fall Term will commence Sept. 5.
and references, apply to
U. F. EATON, Principal-

attach^ of

The account

OPEN SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER,

Portland, SVIaine.dti

»

518

3Elot£i.Tk3li!©l3L©<3.1850.

SEPT. 23 and 21.
ber the prices.

Massachusetts
Charitable iechauic
Associatiou.
“Old Mechanics’ Fail-’

PHOTC )GRAPHER.

regular

Vice

and Johnson Took the Oath of Office of

with

-OF THE-

SCHOolT

EATON FAMILY

Theatre.

How

FRIDAY MORNING. SEPT. 23.
Every

Qermnn and Italian.
Pupils received singly or In class
Apply at Miss Sargent and Miss Bt lbury’s
jlyi ,odtf
School, 148 spring St.

Friday & Saturday,
j

the Pictorial Arts at the Maine State

on

PHOTOGRAPHY, THE SRST
“For She BEST SPECIMENS 03
PRIZE is awarded to C. W. IIEAff IN.”
“C. W. HEARN ot Portland also exhibited some ssipmor Crayon
work executed for him by Mr. Frai ik Goddard, WHICH WAS NOT
ENTERED FOR A iJBEiTIIITM.”
The above report speaks for it> iclf.

applieation. Send for catalogue.
Mention this paper. C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.

ENTERTAINS ENTS,

03-Hemcmbcr this

of Committee

report

From

LAOT

Fair of 1881.

tilled in order of

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Portland

P! tiotographs.

Superior

for

provided

Home School for Young' Women. Only one teach
ir»g household arte, cooking, dress-cutting, &c.; literary work of high gratle. Always full. Vacancies

Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
ef the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, end 50 cents per square for"each subsequent
iasertk.n.
Address ail communications to

New

-FC ►n.-

pupils from out of town.
For circulars, or adndsdon, apply to the Princijy23-eodtf
pal, 78 Winter St.

is published everv Thursday Morninq at $2.50 a
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.
of Advertising: Ono inch

nreeiM it THstatefair

Miss Se wall’s School,
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Francis Granger,
Postmaster General.
City of Washington, D. C., Wednesday, April
7. 1841.
By the extraordinary despatch used in sending the official intelligence to the Vice President at Williamsburg, and similar despatch by
him in repairing to the seat of Government,
John Tyler, now Presiderft of the United
States, arrived in this city yesterday morning
at five o’clock, and took lodgings at Brown’s
Hotel.
At twelve o’clock all the heads of departments, except the Secretary of the Navy (who
has not yet returned from his visit to his family) waitod upon him to pay their official and
personal respects. They were received with
all the politeness and kindness which characterize the new President. He signified his deep
feeling of the public calamity sustained by the
death of President Harrison, and expressed his
profound sensibility to the heavy responsibility
He
himself.
devolved upon
so suddenly
spoke of the present state of things with great
made
known
his
concern and seriousness, and
wishes that the several heads of departments
would continue to fill the places which they
that they
now occupy, and his confidence
would afford all the aid in their power to enable him to carry on the administration of the
Government successfully.
The President then took and subscribed the
following oath 6f office:
I do solemnly swear that X will faithfully execute the office of President of the United
States, and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect and defend the constitution of
John Tyler.
the United States.
April G, 1841.
District of Columbia, City and County of
Washington, ss.—I, William Cranch, chief
judge of the Circuit Court of the District of
Columbia, certify that the above-named John
Tyler personally appeared before me this day,
and, although he deems himself quali fled to
periorm the duties and exercise the powers and
office of President on the death of William
Henry Harrison, late President of the United
States, without any other oath than that which
he has taken as Vice President, yet as doubts
may arise, and for greater caution, took and
subscribed the foregoing oath before me.
W. Cranch.
April 6, 1841.
TAYLOR’S DEATH.
The record of Zachary
the succession of Millard

Taylor’s
Fillmore

death

and

is

fol-

as

lows;

Zachary Taylor, President of the United
States, having deceased on Tuesday, the 9th of
July, 1850, and Congress being then in session:
STATES,
Wednesday, July iu, iodu.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED

The following communication received by
the secretary of the Senate was read:
To the Senate of the United States—In consequence of the lamented death of Zachary
Taylor, late President of the United States, I
shall no longer occupy the chair of the Senate;
and I have thought that a formal communication to the Senate, to that effect, through your
secretary, might enable you the more promptly to proceed to the ohoice of presiding officer.
Millard Fillmore.

surgical treatment of the President’s case in
the light of the autopsy. Dr. Edwin Powell
said: “It was perfect in every respect, so far a
I can see. Everything was done for the President that surgical skill could do. The wound
was a necessarily mortal one.”
“Ought not
the surgeons to have been able to have tracked
the ball bettor?” “No. Tracking a ball is
the most difficult thing
imaginable. The
books contain an instance in which a ball entered the right elbow and lodged in the left

shoulder, and another instance in whioh

The fact is, the President was a fleshy man
rather than a muscular man, anyway. I was
at Williams College with him, and he never
could climb Saddle mountain like the rest of
ns.” “Could anything have been done better
than it was done?” "No; I don't see that it
could. If they had known the track of the
ball and treated it on Lister’s antiseptic plan,
it might have made some difference; but they
coaid not be blamed for not discovering the
track of the ball.”
Dr. Edmund Andrews was asked what he
thought of the Presidential surgeons, and
said, “They did everything as well as it could
be done, so’far as can be seen at this distance
from the patient?” “Could they have found
the ball?” “No. The finding of a ball is
very difficult. The different folds of the body
slip over each other aftor the ball has gone
through them, and the continuity of the cbanne1 is broken. Then the probe slips in between organs, and the surgeon can’t toll bat
he is still sounding the wound, when he is
feeling at a great distance from it.” “What
do yon think of the surgeons?” “Some of
them, like Agnew, can’t be excelled. Bliss is
an ordinary
physician, with no claim to eminence and withal a very talkative man. Still I
think that by the aid and advice of the others,
he made no mistakes.” “What do you think
of the surgeons locating the ball in the front
of the abdomen, from braised spots found
there?” “I think the braises must have been
made by some accident at the time of the
shooting.” “What was the canse of the abscess, *i by 4 inches in size, near the gall blad-

thoroughly poisoned, and would have died of
that even if there had been no hemorrhage.
The people need not feel the slightest uneasi-

about the surgery in the President’s case.
all right and all good.”
Dr. Norman Bridge said: “I think the coarse
of the President’s physicians was probably
good surgery under the circumstances as they
presented themselves to them from day to day.
It must now be a matter of regret that certain
ness

It

was

were not done,
although, probably,
nothing could have saved the man’s life?”
"Why do you think that?” “Because one of
the spinal bones was perforated by the bullet.”

things

“Was that in itselfsufficient to cause death?”
was a bone wound, liable
to all the surgical accidents and dangers of
bone wounds, and it added very greatly to the
gravity of the case.” “Why could they not
have known that the spinal column was fractured?” The only way in which they could
have discovered tho course of the wound and
the location of the ball was by thorough probing, which, in that location, would have been
a hazard that few surgeons would have dared
Had they attempted it, the hands ef
assume.
the whole surgical profession would hav ebeen
raised against them instantly, and they would
have been charged with meddlesome, hazardous and wholly unjustifiable surgery, both by
You must rethe profession and the people.
member that the bullet perforated the body of
was separone of the lumbar vertebra;, which
ated from the surface of the body by two or
three inches of the muscles, and two inches,
oerhaps, of bone. The bullet became encysted,
and, therefore, of itself, was perfectly harmless.” “What then, was the cause of death?”
“The immediate cause was a rupture of a little
blood vessel, presumably severed by the ulceBack of
ration in the track of the wound.
that, however, septicaemia would have killed
him. And more than that, he had an abscess
entirely disconnected with the wound, and
about the gall bladder, which must have held
half a pint, and a small abscess in the left kidThese
ney, holding probably a teaspoonful.
suppurations would nave destroyed his life, if
had
not.”
the rupture of the blood vessel
Dr. E. O. F. Holer declared the treatment
He had congiven the patient was all right.
tended from the first that the spinal cord was
that
opinion until Dr.
affected, and held to
Bliss claimed to have discovered the direction
of the bullet.

“Perhaps not, but it

Wise Words.
Echoing from the Grave.
“Oh! sir; there are times in the history of
and nations when they stand so near the

men

veil ttiat separates mortals ami lmuiuriam,
time from eternity, and men from their God
that they can almost hear the beating and feel
Through such a
the pulsations of the infinite.
time has this nation passed. When two hundred and fifty thousand brave spirits passed
from the field of honor through that thin veil
to the presence of God, and when at last its

parting folds admitted that martyred President
to the company of the dead heroes of .the Re
public, the nation stood so near the vail tua t
the whispers of God were heard by the children of men.”—James A. Garfield on the assassination of President Lincoln.

»

“I have represented for many yeara a Dis
trict in Congress whose approbation I greatly
desired, but though it may seem, perhaps, a
little egotistical to say it, I yet desired still
more the approbation'of ono person, and his
name was Garfield. He is the only man I am
and eat with, and
live with, and die with, and if I could not
have his approbation I should have had bad
company.”—James A. Garfield before the

compelled to sleep with,

Washington, July 10,1850.
A similar message having been communicat"
ed to the Houso of Representatives, and the
neoessary arrangements made between the two
houses:
At twelve o’clock meridian,
The President of the United States, the
heads of departments, the chief judge of the
Circuit Court of the District of Columbia, and
the Senate of the United States having entered
the hall of the House of Representatives,
The oath of office was administered to the.
President by Hon. \Tm. Cranch, chief judge
of the Circuit Court of the United States for
the District of Columbia.
DEATH OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN.

The death of President Lincoln and the taking of the oath by Andrew Johnson are thus

recorded:
Washington, D. C., April 15,1865.
Sir—Abraham Lincoln, President of the
United States, was shot by an assassin last evening at. jrord s rneacre, in mis unj,
at the hour of twenty-two minutes after seven
o’clock this morning.
About the same tirno at which the President
wss shot an assassin entered the sick-chamber
of Hon. William H Seward, Secretary of
State, and stabbed him m several places—in
the throat, neck and face—severely, if not
wounding him. Other members of
»iu

u.™

mortally,

the
Secretary’s family were dangerously
wounded by the assassin while making his es-

CaBy the death of

ball

“What was the immediate cause of death?”
“The hemorrhage. The loss of a pint of blood
would not have been fatal to a man in health.

Washington, July 10, 1850.4
The following message was received from the
President of the United States by Mr. Fisher:
Fellow Citizens of the Senate and House of
Representatives: I have to perform the melancholy duty of announcing to you that it has
pleased Almighty God to remove from this life
Zachary Taylor, late President of the United
States.' He deceased last evening at the hour
of half past 10 o’clock, in the midst of his family and surrounded by affectionate friends,
calmly and in the full possession of all his faculties. Among his last words were these,
which he uttered with emphatic distinctness:
“I have always done my duty—lam ready to
die—my only regret is for the friends 1 leave
behind me.”
Having announced to you, fellow citizens,
this most affecting bereavement, and assuring
you that it has penetrated no heart with deeper grief than mine, it remains for me to say
that I propose this day, at 12 o’clock, in the
hall of the House of Represeu atives, in the
to take
presence of both houses of Congress,
the oath prescribed by the Constitution, to enable me to enter on the execution of the office
whioh this event has devolved on me.
Millard Fillmore.

a

entered the Adam’s apple, went aronnd the
throat and lodged where it went in, and no
probe can in every instance follow a ball.”

President Lincoln the office

pf President has devolved, under the Constitution, upon you. The emergency of the Government demands that you should immediately
of the
qualify, according to the requirements
constitution, and enter upon the duties of

President of the United States. If you will
pie ise make known your pleasure such arrangements as you deem proper will be made.
Your obedient servants,
Hugh McCulloch,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Edwin M. Stanton,
Secretary of War,
Gideon Welles,
Secretary of the Navy,
W. Dennison,
Postmaster General,
John P. Usher,
Secretary of the Interior,
James Speed,
Attorney General.
To the Hon. Andrew Johnson, Vice President
of the United States.
Mr. Johnson iu answer, appointed eleven
o’clock a. m., at his rooms at the Kirkwood
Hotel, as the time and place where he would
take the oath of office. It was duly administered to him by Chief Justice Chase, in the
presence of the Cabinet and several members
of Congress.
The ceremonies attendant upon the induction of Mr. Arthur into offico have already
been described.
We notice that the latest attraction in “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” circles is the proposed introduction of a hippopotamus iu the play. But. we
don’t think thi3 will amount to much. The
kind of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” that the Ameri-

people are groaning for is one in which little Eva wou’t die, and where Uncle Tom will
be killed before the curtain rises on the first
aot,_ Williamsport Breakfast Table.
can

A dispatch from Washington states that one
of the clerks in the sixth auditor’s offico “is seriously ill from overwork.” This is tho first
appearance of this dreadful malady at the national capital. Let us hope for the best.—Chicago Tribune.

Ohio Senate, 1880.

\

‘‘From the genius of our Government, the
pathway to honorable distinction lies open to
all. No post of honor so high but the poorest
It is the pride of
boy may hope to reach it.
every American that many cherished names
at whose mention our hearts beat with a quicker bound, ware sworn by the sons of poverty,
who conquered obscurity and became fixed
stars in our firmament.”—James

A. Garfield.

“Individuals may wear for a time the glory
of our institutions, but they carry it not to the
Like raindrops from heagrave with them.
through the circle of the
pass
may
ven, they
shining bow and add to its lustre, but when
they have sunk in the earth again the proud
arch still spans the sky and shines gloriously
on.

—James -a., vjrarneiu.

“This day will be sadly memorable so long
as this nation shall endure, which God grant
may irwtlll the last syllable of recorded time,
when the volume of human history shall be
sealed up and delivered to the Omnipotent
A. Garfieid, on the first anni-

judge.—James

versary of the death of President Lincoln.
“I look forward with joy and hope to the
day when our brave people, one in heart, one
in their aspirations for freedom and peace,
shall see that the darkness through which we
have traveled was but a part of that stern but
beneficent discipline by which the Great Disus on to a
penser of Events has been leading
and nobler national life."—James A,

higher

Garfield.
“We hold re-unions, not for the dead, for
there is nothing in all the earth that you and I
can do for the dead.
They are past our help
We can add to them no
and past our praise.
glory—we can give to them no immortality.
They do not need us, but forever and forevermore we

need them.—James A. Garfield.

Historical.
The

probe

Amethysts

was

invented by Esculapius
found in Kerry, Ireland, in

were

1735.
Cherries were first
years B. C.

planted

in Britain

100

The Spaniards discovered cochineal in Mexiin 1518.
The royal observatory at Greenwich was
built in 1673.
St. Petersburg was founded by Peter the
co

Great in 1703.
The use of the name Puritan begun,
ing to Fuller, in 1364.
The steam hammer was

patented by

accord'
James

Watts April 28,1781.
The invention of keys is ascribed to Theodore of Samos, 730 B. C.
The art of calico printing was first attempted
in England in 1763.
The idea of a stamped postal cover is as ol d
as the time of Louis XIV.
The excavations of the anc ient city of Her
culaneuin were begun in 1711.
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Introduced by Bawlingston,

Hie Hails Lfc I State at
tto Capitol.

an

Wen smelter, lu 1728.
Tbe Invention ot the harness Is ascribed to
■rectbeas, king ot Athens, who lived 800 or
too years before Christ.
Stoat oofflns occurred ameng the Anglo-Saxons os early as 693, and were not quite obsolete
before the reign of Henry VIII.
The earliest company for Insuring against
Are was instituted in London in 1696, and was
aalled the "Hand in Hand Fire Office."
John of Finland, on his return from Sweden
brought the first coach Into that ceuntry toward tbs and of the sixteenth century.
Tarring and feathering is an European Invention. It wss one of Bichard Cure tie Lion’s
erdinauoes
for seamen In punishment for
flheft.
Onnal locks were known in upper Egypt
from the most ancient times known to history.
They were introduced into Bagland from Flanders In 1632.
Beer was the common drink of the Germans
fn the time of Tscltns, whe wrote his “Treatise
ea the Manners of the Germans" about the end
of the first century.
Tbe ambulance Is comparatively a modern
"We
invention, due mainly to the French.
find no trace ef regularly organized military
the
time
of
IV.
until
Henry
hospitals

THE FEATURES fliO LOWER
EXPOSED TO VIEW.
President Arthur Formal-

ly Inaugurated.
A* BRIEF AND

APPROPRI-

ATE ADDRESS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

No Extra Session of

Congress

to be Held.
A PROCLAMATION.

Kept

Monday

AUlBUiUB,

Set Apart
Mourning.

racpi.

as

Z.&.-iUO

Day of

a

iUilUWiUg

The late President'* remains la; in state at
the Capitol yesterday but the lid of the coffin
was closed last night owing to the decomposition of the body and will not again be opened.
The remain* will be taken to Cleveland to-

prw*

lamstiou ku just been issued by President Arthur:
wrt to pn—mwn •* the touted states ox
AMERICA, A PROCLAMATION.
WhsrsRB, lx his Inscrutable wisdom it has pleased
ta
remon
from us the illustrious head of the
6*4
Ratio* James A. Garfield, late President of the
United btatee; and,
Whereas, It is fitting that the deep grief which
fills all hearts should manifest itself with one ao•erd toward the throne of Infinite Grace, aud that
we choald bow before the Almighty aud seek fiom
Him that consolation in

ear

affliction and that

day. President Arthur was inaugurated yesterday and delivered an address. No extra
session of Congress will be held.
LYING IN STATE.

Thousands V levying the Remains—Beau
tiful Floral Tributes.

sanc-

tification of oar loes which He is able aud willing to
vouchsafe;
New, therefore, In ebedlence to sacred duty,
and in accordance with the desire of the people, I,
Chester A. Arthur, President of the United States
ef America, do hereby appoint Monday next, the
fi6th of September, on which day the remains of
emr honored and beloved dead will be consigned to
their last resting place on earth, to be observed
throughout the United States as a day of humilia-

•

Washington, Sept. 22.—The crowd to view
the President’s remains constantly increased
and has been passing the bier by actual count78

At 11 there was a dense mass
each minute.
in front of the main steps on the east front extending for two squares np East Capitol street.
People from the outlying country have been
flocking to the city while every incoming
train npon ail the railroads is heavily freighted
with those who are coming to testify their
profound sorrow at the nation’s bereavement.
A short time since four very elaborate and exbeautiful flower peces were received
rom the White House and have been placed
at the head of the bier.
They were arrauged
by Henry Pfister, Superintendent of the
White Honse conservatory.
The first is a clrcular pillar of white roses representing a
broken shaft and resting upon » pedestal of
Marshal Neil and tube roses rewhite roses.
lieved with maiden hair ferns, the broken top
of
being purple immortelles and surrounded
by a white dove, with head bent downward.
The broken shaft next to this is a very elaborate piece representing the heavenly gates ajar.
The gate posts are about four feet high surrounded by circular halls of purple immoJtelles
and like the first composed mainly of white
relieved with others of a pale yellow tint and
Between the posts are half openwith ferns.
ed gates of Marshal Neil roses and ferns. The
third piece represents a crown of glory and is
also of white roses and ferns and snrmonnted
a cross of immortelles.
by,The
body will be In state until Friday noon
when seats will be placed in the rotunda for
those who will be admitted to attend tbe
funeral services which will take place at 3
Rev.
afternoon.
o’clock that
Frederick
Power, pastor of the deceased President, will
will
officiate. The space
rccommodate about
1500 people and only that number of tickets
will be issued.
Mrs. Garfield has selected six gentlemen, all
members of the Christian church, to act as pall
bearers to carry the body of the President

1

tion and mourning; and I earnestly recommend all
the people to assemble on that day in their respec
live places ef divine worship, there to render alike
their tribute ef sorrowrul submission to the will of
Almighty God and of reverence and love for the
memory and charaster of oar late Chief Magistrate.
1r witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be
aflxed. Done at the city of Washington this 2'id
day e September, in the year ef our Lerd one
thousand sign! hundred and eighty-one, and of
the independence of the Uniten States the one

hundred and sixth.

(Signed)

the

?uisitely

Chester a. Aether.

President.

By
Jambs G. Blairb, Secretary of State.

MAINE.
Decorations of the State House.
[Byeaial Dtepatoh to the Press.]
Inttni, Sept. 22.—The deeorating of the
•late House has jast bees completed by Mr.
George Brown of Portland. Over the dome
tetter* the national ensign with a broad fringe
•f black around it while the onpola is wreathed
with Mack and white crape.
The facade of
the ediice is heavily festooned with streamers,
black and white, which twine around the
■■ ■■

V
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Brier of the cepltol form* a spectacle
bre beauty and vividly brings to mind
asioa for thi* insignia of grief.
Over
ranoe to the rotuada is a flne portrait

dent Garfield bordered with orape,

UA

of som.
the oc-

the en.
of Presiwith the

from the

American flag arranged underneath concealing the bottom of the picture. Above the portrait 1* the memorable quotation, "God reigns

aad

the government at Washington still
lives." The rotuada is heavily draped with
streamers of black and white crape.
In front
af the south case of tattered battle flags is
another portrait of Garfield surrounded by a
banner with silver stars. Beneath the likeness
of the dead President are the immortal line

from Shakespeare, "His life

gentle; the
elements go mixed in him that nature might
stand up and say to all the world this a man,"
was

State Unitarian Convention.
Bilswobtb, dept. 22.—The annual meet
Maine
State
Conference
tug af the
of Unitarian churches
adjourned
to-day
after an interesting session of three days.
About one hundred and fifty were present.

Hon. Joseph Dane of Kennebunk, was President; Geo. P. Talbot of Portland, Vice President; Bev. G. C. Vinal of Kennebunk, Secretary. A sermon on Tuesday evening was
delivered by Prof. Peabody of Cambridge,
subject, “Church of Christ.”

Weduesday morning an essay was read by
the Bev. W. R. Alger of Portland, on the
distinctive work of Liberal Christians. Wednesday afternoon an essay'on the Sunday
•chool by Bev. Mr. Crowninshield of Belfast,
and In the evening a sermon by Rev. James
D. Bormandie of Portsmouth.
Thursday
Boraiag a Ministers' Parliament was opened.
Mi. Alger spoke on the ethics of bnsiness, Mr.
Oownlnshteld on civil service reform, Mr.
▼ina! en temperance, Dr. Hill on increase of
Slime, Dr. Bichols on amusements.
The
topics of the regalar essays were also discassed.

]

Maine Pomological Society.
Tbe ninth annual exhibition and fair of the
Maine State Pomological Society closed to-day
■rter a moat successful session of three daysTh# day was mostly occupied in awarding
prises of which there were two hundred and

flfty.

The

following

is

a

list of the more im-

■nrtBBt:

Applae—let, Joseph Taylor. Belgrade, 05 varieexhibited; 2d, William B Wharf, lardlner;
fid, Charles Pope, Manchester.
Peer*—let, bamoel Bolfe, Portland; 2d, L J
PerklM, Pert lend, *d, Henry Ingalls, Wisoasset.
Crapes—Hothouse, let, John Vickery, Auburn;
Foreign, let, John Burr, Freeport; 2d, G B
lawyer, Wiaoeeset. Satires, 1st, J H Miller, Lewties

Won.

Hum-let, Elijah Love, Bangor; 2d M V B
Chaat Augusta.
Peaches—let, Henrv Gordon, Lyman.
Flowers—1st, Mies L M Popo, Manchester; 2d.
■n J M Carpenter, Pittston.
Greenhoute Plants—1st, John Burr, Freeport.
Vegetablrt—let, F A Moor, Watervtlle.
At • subsequent meeting ot the society this
•Taming tha presenvjofficert were re-elected for
the ensuing year. It is proposed to hold the
•ext exhibition at Biddeford.
Steam Tag Knickerbocker Burned.
L Bath, Sept. 22.—Steam tug Knickerbocker
took fire while lying at Steamboat wharf tonight and was damaged to the amount of
•early A2300- She was hauled into the dock
Where she now lies.
The sheds on Steamboat
wharf ware also damaged to the amount of
about 1200.
The Knickerbocker is owned by
the Knickerbocker Towing Company and was
the beet and most powerful tug on the river
Ko insurance. She will be repaired immediately.
Woatn't Christian Temperance Union.
Lmwistoh, Sept. 22.—The seventh annual
convention cf the Women's Christian Temperance Union was held in Pine street
church to*
fiay. Seventy-five delegates are present. AnMaal reports of officers were made this evening
and addresses delivered by members of the
Convention end temperance workers of Lewiston.

The convention will close

Friday.

NEW YORK.
Cockling and Antl-CoakUng.
Ptsca, Sept, 33.—The Republican conven-

tion ef the first assembly district of Oneida
eeanty assembled this afternoon with half the
nata contested and after fruitless
attempts to
organize, two eowventions were held in the
satae room, and each elected
one
delegates,
aetwith Oonkhng at its head and the other
with Samuel S. Lowery. Both passed resolutions on the death of tho President.

SPORTING.
Wallace

Boss

Accepts Hanlon’s Challenge.
St Johw, N. B.,
Sept. 22.—Wallace Ro.-s
8M forwarded fiflOO to tho Toronto Mail to cov*
Hanlan
*r
depeeit, and articles of agreement
P*ae* to be mutually
a^F*’
i

Caniii 1 to the hearsA

and from

COMMAND OF BRBVET MAJOR GEN.

B.

Battery

of

Light Artillery.

PROCESSION UNDER COMMAND OF
MARSHAL, COL. ROBERT BOITD.

CHIEF

Guard of Honor.

Bearers—Hearse—Bearers.
Guard of Honor.

Officers of army, navy and marine corps in the eity
not on duty wth troops forming the escort, in
fall dress, will form right in front on either
side of hearse, army on right and

Chief

navy and marine corps on the
left and compose the guard
of honor.
Family of the late President.
Relatives ef the late President.
Ex-Presidents of the United States.
President and Cabinet ministers.
Diplomatic corps.
Justice and Associate Justices ef Supreme

Court.
United States Senators.
United States House of Representatives.
Governors of States and Territories and Commissioners of the District of Colombia.
Judges of the Court of Claims.

Judiciary

of Distriot of Columbia and

Judges

of

the United States Courts.
Assistants Secretaries of State, Treasury and InteAEBistant Postmaster General, Solicitor General and
Assistant Attorney General.
Organized societies, citizens and strangers.
The troops designated to form the escort will
assemble on the east Bide of the capitol and
form a line fronting the eastern portion of the
capitol precisely at 2 o’clock p. no. on Friday
The procession will move on conclusion of the
religion* services at the capitol, appointed to
commence at 3 o’clock, when minute guns will
be tired at the navy yard, by vessels of war
which may he in port, at Fort Myer and by a
battery of artillery stationed near the capitol
for that purpose. At the same hour the bells
of the several churches, fire engine housos and
school houses will be tolled.
Officers of the army and navy selected to
compose the guard of honor and accompany
the remains to their final resting place will assemble at 4 p. m, at the Baltimore & Potomac
railroad depot, where they will receive the
body of the late President and deposit it in the
car prepared for the purpose.
Robeut T. Lihcoln,
(Signed)
Secretary of War.
Wit. H. Humt,
Secretary of Navy.
J. Dent,
President of Board of Commissioners of District of Columbia.
remains
On arriving at the depot the
will be placed on a car attached te the funeral
train. This car will be opened at the side admitting a view of casket as the train passes
along. The other three cars will be occnpied
by Mrs. Garfield and members #f the family
and personal friends, President and members
of the Cabinet, physicians who attended the
President, Bx-Presidenta Grant and Hayes,
and committee appointed by Senate and House.
Another train will immediately loliow upon
which will bathe Senators, Membi rs t f Congress, Justices of the Supreme Court and other
distinguished persons who have been invited
to attend the funeral. Ou Saturday morning
the trains will be met at the Ohio state Line by
Gov. Foster and staff.
(Jueeu Victoria cabled this morning to the
British minister to have a floral tribute prepared and presented in her name. It nas been
placed at the bier of the President. It is very
large and exquisite specimen of the florist’s
art.
It
is accompanied by a
mourning
card
bearing the
following inscription;
"From Victoria, to the memory of the late
President Garfield, an expression of her sorrow and sympathy with Mrs. Garfield and the
American Nation.”
GENERAL NOTES.
James A. Garfield, Jr., who is a student at
Williams College and has been sick with malarial fever, was sufficiently improved yesterday to allow him to leave for Cieaveland last
night via the Troy and Boston railroad.
Mrs. Garfield and her daughter Mollie visited the White House yesterday to arrange for
She exthe removal of their personal effects.
hibited signs of deep emotion upon entering
>he familiar rooms and her eyet weregafiu-eu
with tearb which she made brave efforts to restrain. The mansion is draped.
Ex-President Hayes and ex-Speaker Randall have arrived in Washington and Will participate in the funeral exercises.
The Garfield fund now amounts to 5260,-

634.89.

vember. Bulk Meats shade higher, shoulders 7 76;
short ribs 10 65; short clear 10 85.
At the Afternoon Call of the Board Wheat was
higher at 130 bid, 130% asked for September;
1 31% for October; 1 84% for November; 1 35%
December. Corn shade higher at 67Va September;
68%c for October; 67%o fer November; i>8%c for
December; 73%e for May. Oats in good demand at
full prices; 41%o for September; 41% for October.
firm imt riAssHnoil
f.nrrt AaftifiP and de-
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THE FUNERAL-.

Washington, D. 0,,
Sept. 23,1 AM.

Oy»i-Js*.

Governor* of States Invited !to be Present.

Slightly

For Now Siiifflftnd,
warmer, partly cloudy weather,

rains, southerly winds,

stationary

/

)
ooal

lower

or

barometer.

Washington, Sept. 22.—The following despateh lias rieon sent Dy tna state department
to the Governors of the several States and Territories:
You are respoctfully invited to he present at

the funeral ceremony of the late President
James A. Garfield at Cleveland, Ohio, Mon-day, Sept. 2G, at 3 D. ra.
Jas. G. Blaine, Sec’y.
(Signed)
At a meeting of Senators held this afternoon
In the Vice President’s room, Senator Sherman presiding, the following were appointed a
committee to accompany the remains of the
late President to Cleveland and attend the
funeral there: Senators Sherman, Bayard,
Edmunds, Anthoney and Garland. Members
of the House also held a meeting in the room
of the sereeaut-at-armf, Speaker Randall presiding. The following were appointed a committee in behalf of the House: Messrs. Randall, Kasson. and Townsend of Ohio.
Boston, Sept. 28 —Gov. John D. Long has
issued a proclamation appointing Monday next
to be observed in this State as a sacred day.
He also suggests that on the intervening Sabbath all churches commemorate the man and
The Grand Commander of the Knights Templar requests all Templars who cau to attend
the funeral of Sir Knight James A. Garfield.
WORDS

SYMPATHY.

OF

up »,ic today, selling 10%o for granulated and 9%
for Extra 0. Fork Backs and Clear bare advanced
SI. Lard is strong and %o higher. Beane are IBe
higher for Mediums. Onions are 26o better.
Brain.

Flour.

Superfine.5 75*0

25

Extra Spring..6 6006 76
XX Spring....7 2507 76
Patent Spring
Wheats.8 6000 25
Michigan Winter best.7 60*7 75
Common
Michigan....7 00®7 25
85. Louis Winter fair— 7 b0®7 76
Winter good..7 76® 8 00
Whiter best.. 8 25®8 60
Predate,
Turkeys. 16018
Spring Chlckensl6@18
Fowl.
14010

gatches
The President of the French
tate:

Republic, to Mr.
Arthur, Vice President of United States,
Sans Vaudrez,
Moat
D.
C.,
Washington,
Sept 20, 1881.
I leatn that the President of the United
States has just died, notwithstanding the excellent and intelligent care which he has received duriDg the long period of his suffering.
Bo pleased to convey the expression of my
sympathy to Mrs. Garfield, his widow, whose
carriage during the painful ordeal to which she
lias been subjected lias called forth my sincere
admiration. Accept alBO, in my name and in
that of the French Republic, the expression of
the deep grief which we feel in consequence of
the fatal result of the odious crime to which
Mr. Garfield has fallen a victim.
Grbvy.
Signed,

M. Corn,
car lots,
Oats,
Sacked Bran..
Mids..
Cotton Seed,car lot
*'
bag lots
Corn,hag lot*..
H.

Meal,

T'

78
62

27 00
27 00
88 60

35 00
80

75
66
27 00
28 00

Oats,

Bran,
Mids,
Bye,

ISO
Preritien.
Me*s Beef.. 11 00® 1160
Ex K**e..l2 26012 60
Plate.14 00@14 60
Ex Piate.,1600*16 60
20@21
Eggs........
Fresh
3
25
Beef,
Unions,® bbl. 00(0,3
orate

OOgOO

0 000(1 00
OapeCod.O 00@0 00
Brand Hogs.... 0*0
Sugar.
Granulated.10%
Extra 0... 0%
FrnU
Mu*c’tlBaislns3 000815
LondonL*yer*2 7608 00
Turkish Prune*.7®7%e
Oranges.
Palermo*®bid 50@7 00
Messina,^box.6 00®7 00
Valencia {lease..
Ex large case 811 50@12
lemons.
1
Messina...8
1'a.lermos.8
Kuts
Peanuts—

Wiinlngton.l
Virginia....1 7<

Walnut*
Filberts
Pecan

"

PorkBacks.. ..*6 00®25 60
Clear.....24 00024 60
Mess.10 70020 86
Haa* (covered) 18018%

Tub,pib....l8%®13%
Tierces, ft *?.18%®13%
Pall..
18%®14%
Beaa»._

Creamery.28030
Gilt EdgeVeTmont28®80

Good....18020
Stare.16@10
Cheese.

Maine.12%@14

DEATHS.
Factory.12%®14
Skims. 7%@ 8%
Apple*.
Perbbl...... ..2 60@2 76
In this city, Sept. 23, Miss Delia K, Warren, only
3c Per crate.160®
daughter of Samuel and Martha Warren, aged 21
[Evaporated....... 12®13 | years 11 months 14 days.
I Notice of funeral hereafter.]
[Dried Western....6% ®7
do Eastern.6% ®7
In Pltteton, Sept. 9, Robert, youngest son of Mr*,

12

__

12%i

_

Chicago—Wheat—.

shown

by all

classes in

Liverpool.

London, Sept. 23.—Lord Brabason, son of
tbe Earl of Meath, writes to the Times: “It
is to be hoped that an early opportunity of

In Belfast, 8ept. 8, Wm. B. Ward ot Prospect and
Miss Hattie E. Kills ef Stockton.
In Searsport, Sept. 18, Loreneo K, McMahan and
Miss Lilian L. Paterson, both of Belfast.
In Orland, Sept. 7, PiUsbury W. Bowden and Mrs.
Elsie A. Bowden,

22025

■LIVERPOOL, icjll. zo.—xne mayor, nansmitting to Consul Packard resolutions passed
at
meeting, says: “I can
assure you I have never known deeper feeling

yesterday’s public

MJtBRIAG ESS.

ft V

12%

Brain

Jeannette P. Mansir, aged 11 months.
In Benton, Sept. 12, Mrs. Jane Robinson, aged
85 years.
In Vassalboro, Sent. 12, of consamptlon, 3IissI5ei
lie Mesenre, aged 19 years.
SACT.IJIG DAY! OF STEAMSHIPS.

market.

Republic.New York..Lirerpool....Sept 22

The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago today by A. W. Jordan,

Frisia..

Time. sono/
Oct.
r\

It n

Nov.

001 /.

Cert.
Sept. Oct.
a

City of Chester....Now York..Liverpool....Sept 24
Devonia.New York..Glasgow —Sept 24
Arizona..New York..Liverpool....Sept 27

—Cat*.—.
Nov.
Nov.
ST 1 /_

9.60.. 181 % 138%
88% 87%
10.30.. 131% 133% 67
68% 6,v,
11.31.. 131% 133% 67V* 68% 67%
12.81.. 131% 183% 67% 68% 67%
1.03.. 131% 133% 67% 68% 67%
0all....l31% 134% 67% 68% 63%
September Wheat 130; do Oats at 41% e.

A *>1 A

Lake Manitoba.Montreal...Liverpool....Sept 28
Baltic.New York..Liverpool.. ..Sept 28
City of Para.New York..Aspinwall...Sept 30
Accapuleo.New York..Panama.Oct 10
City of tUchmond..New York..Liverpool.Oct 1
Anchorla.New York..Glasgow.Oct 1
Sardinian.Qnobec.Liverpool... Oct 1
Wisconsin......New York..Liverpool.Oct 4
.Montreal.. .Liverpool.Oct 7
Lake Nepigon
Moravian..
Quebec..Liverpool..... Oct 8
Orescent City..New York..Panama.Oct 10
Barmatian.Quebec..Liverpool.Oct 15
Colon.New York..Aspinwall-Oct 20

42%
42%
42%
42%
42
42%

publicly expressing the deep and heartfelt
sympathy of all classes in the united kingdom
Receipt* of main® Central.
will be giyen.”
Poktund, Sept. 21.
At a meeting of the London Common CounFor
Portland,tears 36 miscellaneous merchandise,
cil to-day, Sydney Townsend Day, member for ! (or connecting
67 cars miscellaneous mar
(roads*
Billingsgate ward, proposed a resolution that j shandise
“This Court has received with the utmost sorStaii j Bcnmic Receipt*.
row and regret, the intelligence of the death of
President Garfield, and desires to express its
By water cotiraraasa—1000 hash Oornaaaa.1to o
on
W TrnoACa.
deep sympathy with the American people
the loss of'the statesman who was held in such
Dry Goods Wholesale market.
fellow
his
not
countryby
only
great respect,
l'he following quotations are wholesale prices and
It desires to
men, but by tho whole world.
corrected dally byStorer Bros. & Do., Dry floods,
convey to Mrs. Garfield and her family, the
respectful expression of its sincere condolence Woolens and Fancy floods, 54 & 56 Middle street:
in her irreparable bereavement.”
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
At every town council which has met since
‘Flne7-4.14
7%S 8
Heavy36in.
j
1
has
been
passed Med. 38 In. 6%® 7% Fine 8-1.16
the event, a similar resolution
'Fine
In.
6
36
9-4.20
@0
or noticed.
Light
'Fine 10-4....27%|
40in. 7%# 9
Fine
Melbourne, Sept. 22.—Both Houses of ParMBOCUED OOTTONB.
liaments of Victoria, New South Wales, Sooth
1 Fine 8-4.15
Best 361
Australia and New Zealand, unanimously
Fine 7-4-19
36
adopted addresses of sympathy on tho occa- Med. 861
Fine 8-4.21
7%
night
Garfield.
of
President
sion of the death
Fine 9-4.25
42
! fine
Fine 16-4 ...27%i
New York, Sept. 23 —The London Stock
Fine 5-4-*.and
1
o'clock
at
Monday,
Exchange will close
thwinos, kto.
the American District will be closed all day.
Drills.
Tickings,
this
'mmerce
of
C
morning
The Chamber
Best.16 @17% Corset Jeans.,..
of
tho
funeral
attend
to
committee,
a
1
Satteens. 8@ 8%
Medina.
®X4
appointed
8
late President Garfield.
Light.
@10 Cambrics.
5%
I
Denims.12%i§16% Sileslas.105)20
Home, Sept. 23.—The Syndicate of this city
Cotton Flannels, 7<«15
®12
DiickB-Brown9
has written a letter to tbe American Minister
Fancy 12%j|lC% Twine it Warps 18@28%
condoling with tho people of the United States Batting—Best.
-..,..11%® 13
for the loss of the President, in the name of
Good. 8%gl. %
the city.
stack market.
Washington, Sept. 23.—A large number of
messages frum foreign governments and perThe following quotations of stocks were received
sons of distinction were received to-day, and
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
appropriately responded tb by Secretary Blaine. Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
THE CABINET.
Opening Ciosixy.
Boston Land- -. *64
8%
8%
WaterPower......
8%
& Pere Marquette common.. 81
Flint
81
The Members Requested to Retain theif
Hartford & Erie 7s..
69%
69%
A. T. *8.F..139
lag7*
Resnective Positions—No Extra
Boston & Maine.153
1G3
Session of Congress.
O. 8. Si Clev. 24%
24%
Eastern.
45%
4G
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred.100%
100%
L. &. & Ft. Smith.,70%
Jr
Washington, Sept. 22.—After the oath was
m
Oatalpa.
1%
administered to President Arthur a meeting of Summit Branch. 17%
17
Denver & Bio Grande.... *. 88%
tho Cabinet was lield until half-past 1. The
sg%
Pacific preferred.,...,.. 78%
79
only business transacted was the preparing and Northern
signing of the proclamation appointing Mon(V#w York Stock aad Honey market.
day next as a day of prayer. Members of the
Cabinet were requested to retain their respec(By Telegraph.)
New Yoke, Sept. 22—Evening. Money loaned
tive positions. It ts authoritatively learned,
between 4*6 on call, closing easy at 4: prime meras well as indicated by the President’s inaugcantile paper 5*6. Exchange h steady at 481 tot
ural address, that there will be no session of
and 484% for short. Governments are
quiet.
SougTess until the regular session of December long
State bonds doll. Railroad bonds moderately active
A later dirpatch says the Cabinet resigned
but
irregular.
but were requested to continue for the present
The transactions at the Sto;k Exchange
^ ass relatS
at the heads of their departmentsed 821.073 shares.

New York. .Hamburg—Sept 22

Parisian.,.,.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Sept 24
Dominion.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Sept 24

167 Commercial street:
■

FOR

FRO 31

POKTIiAWD, Sept. 22.

.—

Extra Inducemeat^ for Early

Bayers.

OOMESTI€ POET*.
TACOMA-Ar 10th, ship Dakotab, GUkey, from

N<*ALVESTON—Cld

We offer the following list of

Small, Cedar Keys.
RICHMOND— Ar 19th, seh Laura Bridgman,
Portsmouth; Ada F Ames, Aehorn, Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 21st, barque
Golden Sheaf, from Baltimore for Portland.
BALTIMORE—£r 20th, sch Isaac T Campbell,
Snow, Kennebec.
Ar 21st, barque Harriet S Jackson. Bacou, New
York; brig K W Messer, Munroe, Port Spain,
Old 21st. barque Au Sable, Andrews, Hoboken;
»cb Clara Fletcher,jSargent, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, barqn* Mary O Hale,
Higgins, Santandor; scbs Normandy, Adams, Fernandina: Anna L Mnlford, Shaw. Kennebeo;
Old 21st, brig H B cleaves. Blake. New Haven;
sch Reno, Ackley, Saco; Cathie 0 Berry, Seavey,
Boston; O B Paine, Hillyard, do.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 20th. barque Ocean
Pearl; scha S PHitchcock, and A R Weeks.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque J W Dresser,
1
Charles! Brown, Orchilla; brig U 0 Sibley, Fowler, Fernanton; schs Annie L Henderson, Henderson,
1
aina; Casco Lodge, Pierce, Portland; AnnleS Collins. Cousins, Sullivan
Cld 21st, ships Tacoma, Kelley.for San Francisco;
Prima Donna, Hatch, Yokohama; brig Fidelia, Harlow, Port Spain; Hattie M Bain, Collins, Stlho_

buy their Fall supply of DRY
GOODS early in the season:

..

Hart.

4G pcs. Dark Grey and Brown
Mixed Brens Flannel at 12 1-2 cts.

__

1

Sd 21st, barque PeuaDg——;
n-vrt

W nuIn

briga Cascatelle,

per yard—25 et. goods.
40 pes. AH Wool 44-inch French
Damasee Dress Good1, only 50 cts.
per yard, all colors and hlack.
32 pcs. French Croise Berge 44inch all wool, G2 1-2 ets. per yard,
never before sold less than 75 cts.
40 Marseilles Bed Spreads slightly damaged, at $3.00 each, worth

$5.00.
500

..,

yds.

of Embroidered

more

Wbite Flannel, at $1.00 per yard.
60 doz. Children’s AH Wool Ho-e
in solid colors, sizes 61-2 to 8 1-2,

for

fnr Rnntrnr.

Passed the Gate 21st, sobs Sassanoa, from New
York for Bath; Oakes Ames, do for Portland; Abm
Richardson, do for Boston; Judge Low, Hoboken for
Calais; Maggie Ellen. Amboy for Portland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, schs Austin D Knight,
Perry, from Brunswick; Leonora. Smith, Bangor;
Red Jacket, Kendall, Rockland; Maggie Bell, XorM
rey, do; Clara W Elwell, Long, Philadelphia; S
Tyler, Hart, Hoboken.
from
scb
Clara
Leavitt,
21st,
HOLE—Ar
WOOD’S
New Bedford, to load for Baltimore.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs Stella M
Kenyon, Pendleton, from Port Johnson for Salem;
BP low, Rooklan.1 for New York; E C Gates, Calais
for Mott-Haveu; Mattie HolmeB, Bangor for New
Bedford; J C Harraden, Millbridge for Fall River.
Passed by, brig F H Todd, from New York for
Portsmouth, (head of mainmast sprung.)
BOSTON—Ar 21st, schs Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Hoboken; C W Dexter. Holmes,Calais; Addie J,
Leighton, Cherryfleld; J Chester Wood, Wilson,
and oriental, Wilson, Millbridge; Sea Pigeon, Handy, Sullivan; Frank Maria, Alley, Ellsworth; Henry
c'iay, Bickford, Franklin; Henry A, Wade, Waldoboro; Metropolis, Roberts, Vinalhaven; Maiurka,
Thomas, and Earl, Darby. Bangor; Hannibal, Pendletou, and Telegraph, Post, do; LT Chester, Kent,
Camden; Belle, Hiukley, and Hannah D, Reed,
Westport; J P Wallace. Bryant, Bristol.
Old 21st, sell Brunette, BabDidge, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 22d, sebs Georgiana, Dow. Bangor:

vmgl ATT’HF ALMANAC....SEPTEMBER 23.
Sanristo. ..6.49 I High water,(AH)..10.69
mxat-A
nti i Moon sets....
0.00

__

Eastman Bros.

& Bancroft.

MARINE

POST OF POftTUARR*

THURSDAY, Sept 22.
Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Easloort for Boston.

Sch Glide, Hutchins, Boston-molasses to WH
Robinson, Jr.
Sch Georgianna, Wentworth, Boston.
Sch Arcade, Kent, Boston,
Seh Linnet, Gray, Boston.
Sch War Fagle, Frisbee. Portsmouth.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmere, Friendship.
S«b Delhi. Lynara. Keuuebeo lor Baltimore.
Scbs Carroll, Libby, and Presto, Colbeth, Maab&s

1

for Boston.

Sch Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Deer Isle for Boston
Sch Adeline Hamlin, Lewis. Bangor for Boston,
Sch Charles Heath, Pendleton, Bangor for New

....

Haven.

Sch
Seh
Sch
Sch
ter.
Sob
Sch
Sob

Harvey, Bunker,
Leader, Nutter. So West Harbor—N Blake.
Cindeiella, Webber, Round Pond—N Blake.
Olio Ohillcot, Fullerton. Bangor— 3 W lhaxWar Eagle. Frisbee, Bangor—KensellS: Tabor
M L Croekett. Tain tor, Baugor-ft W Thaater.
Choate
Mary Elisabeth, Dantou, Bootlibay—D

Ar at
1

JntOM JUSBGHAXTS’ EXOHAKG*.
New York 224, seh Georgia, Coffin, from

^r'awlavatta

16tb, barquo Antonio Bala, from

New York.
,, ...
Sid 14th, barqne Havana. for New Yolk.
and
Old 17tb, brig Kdw H William for oaibarlan
**
Matansaa 12tb, brig Sarah Gillmore. for
Ar

at°

^

brig
Arm^ftagua 14th,
Mem.)

Akbar, from Cienfuegus;

Goodwin, do, (aee
Sid 17th, barque Norena, Chase, Portland.
Sid fm Liverpool 20th inst, ship Kiverglde, Langdon, San Francisco.
Bailed Anjler prev to ZOth inst, ship ft a? an Gilmore, C«TT«r, fr»m Hew York for —,

BEKF.
Himes and Haciiuina.
LOUD, HASKELL A <JO„ 185 Middle St
BOOTH,
l

BOOTH
BOOTH,
I

ieOOTH
.£»

I>OOKS. Stationery A- Room Paper*.
A HARMON, 208 SlidCe S
Blank Books and Stationery,
» DRESSER, SIcLKLLAN A CO., 47 Kieoange
fSOOKS 'Cowls 41 *0.1* not M. S. Mupplic*
1>
HOYT, FOGG A DON HAM, 108 Middle et.
JHFB8.. Paint. White wn»it, Ace.
D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St
71fr>*., Paint, WMtmmofcj Ace.,
TRUE BROTHERS, IbO Fore St.
I lCII.Uiitt* and fflUr* of “llonie Ftnish.” BURROWB BROS., cot. Fore A Cross rtl
Raker*. Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 Mid tlo 61.
and Paper Hanging*.
MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.. 190 A 192 Middle
nn.l Cpbolincry Good*.
W. T. KILBORN A CO., 84 Free St
&• Sleigh Oln. 4 Healer*.
MART IN, FENNELL A <JG., Elm & Oumbviantl
and Sleigh dll'**. * I*«a let*
ZENAS THOMPSON, Jb., 34 to 38 U vltin 8
and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A 00., 2G4 Middle S
dleau, Fl*h and Vegetable*.
PORTLAND PACKING C0„ 221 Cummer did
|
/TH’AB*. Manufacturer and Importer
\_y ERNESTO PONCE, eerr. Exchange trdMIddle
nuil
Famishing Good*
3. T. LEWIS A C0„ 147 Middle St
/TkOTBlAB Manufacturer* Ac Jobber*
Xy ALLEN A CO., 229 Middle and g Temple Et*
CIOAk, Wholesale, by Cnrgoor Carload,
RANDALL it McALLiSTTLR, 60 Commercials!
by the Cargo, Carload or Ton*
S. ROUNDS & SON, 80 Coomardal B»

X> L0B1NG, SHORT

f»OOKS,

BRCSH

CABINET
CARPETINGS
CARPETINGS
CARRIAGE
CARRIAGE

not a

CANNES!

CLEANSED & PRESSED
DYED & PRESSED.
CI.OTIIING
SPONGED & PRESSED
Tailor’s Pressmen Employed, at

Poster’s
DYE HOUSE,

CITY

FOREST

13 Preble

Street,
JolfW eodtl

Largest Dye House in Maine,

COAL,

/ TOAI>, Healer in Special Coni*.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial 8
%_y
.tOAL Lefcigb, Whit* Ash ami Cumberland.
WABifiSN & RING, 162 Commercial St
I S_y
r*(HL. Wholesale hy Carload or Ton.
CHARLES H OTORION, 2»6 Oam’l St
Roasters nnd Spice Grimier*.
>
H. H. NEVENS & CO., 184 A 186 Fate St
Spice*. Cream Tartar, *t
I
HOLLINS A KUllEKY, 184 & 180 Com. St.
tTOWIIISSlON Bchiak Prnlia' Dralert.
THOMPSON A HALL, 163 Commercial 8t
\j
ART, Plnin A- Fancy Mfr
L. J. P ERK INS, 489 Congress $t.
y
CTOOPGUAGK STOCK Exporter*.

^_y

HOC E.

FEEBLE

OFFOeiTB

CSr TJ BO" S3

CIOFFEE

C'OFFERS,

Ammunition and Fishing Tackle. (CONFECTION
now the largest ami most complete stock q(
the above goods tu tbe State. Wholesale and
retail. Also agents for the following
manufacturing companies:
& Fox Double Brccclt
Parker

UGt’i

I have

[Latest hy European steamers.!
Berdeaux 8th inst, John F Rothman,Nash,

Loading Onus,
Eaflla & Rand, Orange Sporting
and Blasting Powder,

Sld fm
Smtdswall.

Ar at Liverpool 9ih inst, Oregon, Fennell, Fleet*
wood, to load for San Francisco.
Passed the Liz ird 9th inst, Sami Skol&eld, Skolfleld, Antwerp for Cardiff, in tow.
Ar at Newport 8th inst, W G Davis, Morse, Havre
Hamilton, for
Sld fm I’euarth 10th,

-ALSO—

and
Atlas
Dualin,
Powder wholesale ansi retail.

Rendroek,

BAV3®,
No. 178 Middle Street,
T. B.

.Undaunted,

SPOKEN.
Aog 23, lat 10 N. Ion 27 W, ship America, Blethen, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
Ang 29, lat 89 N, Ion 36 W, ahip Levi G Burgess,
from Philadelphia for Portland, O.

wuce.

nearly wpjK

jw«od8w

fvpr^l

CRIKXJEBY,
CIBOCKBRV,
DBAIrt
)

Window*,

W. F.

Ac.

%

FCB.MTURE
mads to Measure at 222 MIDDLE STREET, GAI.VANIZKB
GBAIN
Grain,

Hndert the Falmouth Hotel.

B. F. WHITNEY & CO.
<ltf

GBOCEBIES,
319 Ocm
COUSENS & TOMLINSON, 217
GRGCKB8.
CoUtne Roaster*
Spice Grinders
TWITCHELL, CHAMFLIN It (XL, 175 Com*
GROCERS,
Floor and Proriaiou*.
A
A

CHAS. M0LAC6HLLN 8S C0„
Grocers.
/S

riROCERlES, Flour and Provision*.
FLETCHER A (XL, 169 Commercial St
YT
Provision*.
| J7ROCER1E8, Floor and147
Commercials
H. S. MELCHER A CO*
SJT
1

"W* 3Ef. V.

rtBOCERS. Provision* and Floo*.
Y3T W. P CHASE A CO, 167 Commercial St
ANP PROVWlOm
SHAW, SON A HA WKES. 148 Commercial
S
KUCEK3 and Beater* in Flour.
SMITH, GAGE A (XL, H Commercial St
5jr

GROCERIES

and Farm Twk

$1.25 Eaeii,

or

HOT7SSD
—

This Shirt is

IS NEW IT., NEW TO UK,
(NEXT DOOB TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
ami carried as long as required, on favorable termB
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per cent. Interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of th» N. T. 6tost Exmarltiaodtf
change.

Call and

ordering any IllON,
L

see

LC71KFR,

_____

LI7IE.

Owen, Moore & Co. LClllBER,8hip
dtt

sepia__

IGl!

PABKER,

Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

regarding Utigationand sales. Also buyers ami sal-

FOX

same.

JOHN! P. 2EEBEEY & CO3 Brand 8t (Drexel Building.) Hew York.
anglB
_B,sfc8t

1 I

___

TBMASTOS BOM

LOADS
A*

WANTED

|

NC;

t for

1

t

CUTLER!

REVOLVERS,

N*

BREECH

F S SSI ISC

TACKF-E,

'XT'T

and

$10,000

RENDROCK,
ATLAS

POWDElf,

Q

Electric Ease.

Bnponl’i Powder. tint*.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

jj30

G. L. BAILEY.

GEO. H. STARR,

eodtt

GEO. E. BERTE1 UX.

STARR A' BERTEAUX,

Sliip

BroRers,

Forwarders and

General

Commission

M ©re hit n Cm.
I No.

19 Doane St., Boston. Mass.
References by permission.

The Bank of New Brunswick, St. John, N. B.
The Casco National Bank. Portland, Me.
The Howard National Bank. Boston, Mass.
Messrs John Black & Co., Bon. Ion & Glaseow.
Messrs Black Moore Si Co., Liverpool G B
Messrs W. P, Howland & Co., lorouto & Montresupkldlw
tt]>

desirable securities,

m

BT—

to-day Elegant Peaches for eating
and preserving. Also a good tkow of Pears

AHUIVEP
and Grapes.

c D STEVJENS,
Foot of Exchange Street.

sep21-(J3t

x

c71

ItKIt.

Tier, ofali kimbolvnrttc*

JLi GILBERT SOULE, Agt, Vom’L loot at Bart.
ORED, Boers, Blinds, Windows Ac.
LEOKOW BROS., 24 Proble SI
Midi. Pine A Hard Wood.
WIDBER ft BACON, 220 Oam’i 8t.

LI
LUMBER.
Bteain, Gas,
DANIEL Y/msiDW
MACUHVInTB,
Piping.
St.
Union

A Water
A SON, 20

and iseUct Hatew,

St
mi.
1‘ORTLAND COMPANY,
Machinists
Goods,
Middle
8
joAn
PALMER/SIM
MII.I.liKBY.
Millinery
Grots
McJttANN.
MHLf,IN£RY
BIBBER, MORRILL
i'Ast i

Miras
E.

nod

A

,

221 MIDDLE STREET.
i

Witt

Pine and Short.

Spruce,
RUMERY, B1RNUC (XL. 332 Commercial St
LCiSBEtt,
of All Kind*, “Ttaanfr’*.’
EDWIN CLEMENT ACO., 372 Commercial St
LUllBER
Ka»trru, Wcatern A Southern
S. U. A A. 1L DOTEN. 265 to 284 Fore St
LUMBER,
It. Aon. Pine Timber and Plank
C. W. RICHARDSON, BAM Wht„ and Com’l g
LC7XBF
x

Municipal

Portland, Me.

s
glOiY, Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
A A. K. STEVENS A CO., 140 A 160 Commercial
Bteel, Carriage Hardware At.
E. COKEY A CO.. 126 A 127 Commercial a
11,71 BE B. Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
Boards.
J. W. DEERING, 210 Commercial.
all bind*. Black Walnut a Spo
W. LAKRABEE a SON, 194 IXai’
S.
ciauy.
Cement. Cal. A Maud Plaxcr and
Hair. 0. A. B. MORSE A (XL, 6 Com T WU1
Bare* and "hip Hariri*
iafi. W. H. SlMONTuN, 314 Coruiner’l Sfc
t

them before
•

Western Bonds

SWAN & BARRETT,

Belting.
Hardware,

costs $9.00.

other.

HENRY CLEWS & GO.,

Cook County, HI- 7$.
Chicago, Milwaukee A St, Paul
1«. K. 1st Mort. 7s.
Dayton A Michigan K. R. 1st
Mort. 5s.
So. Pacific II. R. Gen’l Mort, 6s.
Eastern Car Trust Co. 6s,

Agents tor Oriental Powder Mills,
* 1X1., N«l 2 Free St. Bl'k
mui suwdiea, abs. wim»m*
KING A DEXTER, 309 Middle S

1 ¥ ardw rer«.

Jti ™m!pERhSs

!

BONDS.

C'atlery
HAKBWABE,
EMERY, WA CERHOCSE A (XL, U.S iUddleSt
ABE, Cattery and Farm Tool*
HABBW
SMITH, tAbEITS A CO., 131 Mlddio 3t

$8,75 per Doz,

fully equal
CO., to
Street.
any Custom Shirt that
eodtt

Street.^

CentMl St

DEEItINO.l Centra Wirt
and Provision*.
CONANT A RAND, 168 Commercial St
A

GROCERIES
I

for sale by
H. M* PAYSON &

HANSON,

ROCER8,

\TT SAWYER, FOSS

6s.
St. LOUIS, various issues,
6s.
PORTLAND
7s.
COOK COUNT*
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE and
6s.
St, PAUL IVY.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R’Y LAND
6s.
GRANT
R’Y
LAND
NORTHERN PACIFIC
6s.
GRANT
and other desirable securities

U, S. Called Bouds cashed.
«epl3

St

FLOUR,

_

186 Middle St,,

Good*. Woolen* and Fancy
STOKER BROS. A (XL 54 A 58 Bliddie

Cnee*, Fancy
F. HAND, 98 Crow St
YXI8II, Bry and Pickled, Dealer, in Salt.
DANA A CO., 124 CurnmertsalSt
U
Bry, Pickled uud Smoked. Weal
GEO.TREFKTHEN A CO. (JOoiumerctal
Proyl*ion» and Staple Grocerie*
1
THOMAS, ELIASAOO., SB Uonauereial St
and Grocerie*.
WILLIAMS, PULS IF’ER A CO.. 59 Com'l St.
Grocerie* and Provision*.
E. C. HERSEY A CO.. 93 A 96 Com’l St.
JlBUIT and Prodace, “Wholesale.”
HODGDON BROS., 101 Commercial St.
J;
Maufr*. Fine A Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free St
IBON, auttar» ACprulo«k
W. H. SCOT T. Mir*., 29, 31 & 33 Uiuon St
and Feed, Beeeivrm * Beater*
KKNSELL, TABOR A (XL, 11 Central WEart
plour and feeb.
Waldron a 'rauE, 4 a 6 union wbsrt
Flour and t'rori.io**.
\v. AC.it. Milliken, 107 A 109 Commercial8

Exchange Sts.
OOdtf

-FO» BA KB

sundries!.

74 A

FLOUR

Woodbury & Monlton

ana other

SnppUtl

It
D8CGS, K. L. STANWoOD A 00* Market
Good*, Woolen*, end Fancy Good*.
DBY
DEERING, MJLLIKEN A (XL, 1«6 Middla SL
44ood*

PiUeoitd fflatdi 13, ISS1.

Jj29

Middle

to 138

A

A

DUV

Gaiter

Hsgliesi Market Price Paid for
this Issue by

sepi|94

Paiattn
A

Middle 8t
PHILLIPS
CO.,134
DRCCWISTH.
Chemical.
Oriye’,.
7TI OouimeralalSt
J. w. PERKINS ‘X)DKCGH,
Chemical*. Paint*, Oil*,

THE WHITNEY FISH,
fn.oi'B,

Coopoa .5s of 1881.

SAMUEL

Blind* and Fixture*.

JOHN
ETIBBOIBEBIKS,

STATES

tera of

w«

St
DBY
St
DBY LiTTl’jS
Good*, Woolen* and Fancy Good*.
M.ddle
A
159
CHAPMAN
CO.,
TWITCHELL,
DBY
Good*

UNITED

or

*■»*

CHAS. S. PARNHAM A 0u„*»2 Commercial St
DOORS,
* M fr».

FINANCIAL.

—

W

China and Htan Wrung.
0. E. JOSE A CO., 140 £ 142 Middla Sk
KU« and Plaint Watt.
HAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
J. W. STOCK WELL.
Wheels. Ac.

GOOBS AND WlNkUBIVA
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.,137 to 141 Middla
000118, ffOOLEJi*, At.
A CO., 238 A 238 Middla
A.

WANTED.

n

CARRIAGE

••

Cld at PictoO, NS, 19th inst, brig Kildonan, for
Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 20tb inst, schs Leila B, BcsIwiek, and Lottie B, Cosman, Rockland; Lampedo,
Holder, and -Mary B, Barton, do; Sammy Ford, Allen, Lubec.
Cld 21st, schs Clara K Rogers, Rogers, and Eliza
B Coffin, Cole, New York.
Sld 2Utb, ship Belle O’Brien, for Liverpool.

EANKIN O

rinuiugiM_

BABBEIJ

__

Philadelphia.

;:ng24_

enuwi livauwr a

B. Ft WHITNEY A CO.. 222 .ViJdle Bt.
and Cooperage uock.
■ K. ti. HAMLEN. 140 ComT St, A 240 Fore St.
ItOILER (lakers an.) Blnclmnillu.
XJ
QUINN & CO. Ofllce, 35 CommercUl St
ItOOKtl, Stationery and tkmn Paper*.
BAILEY A NOYES, 08, 70 A 72 Excbaa*:i! St

caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callow
without leaving a blemish.
Brush lor applying in each bottle.
3SP-A CURS /3 GUJJtANTKEE^gA
Far sale By all DrassS»»,
Price Ij crate*
Try it and you will be convinced lifefl thousands
now testify to its value.
and
it
used
have
who
lilt 1st Hchlolirrhrok’i Cara and V art
take
no
ether.
and
SalrcBt
1
s
ncr23

FOBE1RN PORTS.
At Newcastle, NSW, 19th inst, barque Hiram
Emery, Wvman, from Melbourne tor Hong Kong,
Ar at Nagasaki Aug 7tb, ship Jj J Morse, Ames,
Cardiff.
sld fm Cadiz 15th inst, barque C F Dixon, Keen,
United States.
Sld fm St Anna’s Bay, Ja, zch St Croix, Haskell,

33 Exchange

and Himes, J.ealhrr On Finding*.
A. F. COX A SON, Manufacturers
»OOTS and Nhacs, I,e»«her & Finding*.
0. J. WALKED & CO., 163 and 166 Middle St
and Himes, Tiunfr*. and Jabbers.
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO., 62 and 54 Union St
Hhoe*. lumber and Findings.
U. Jf. FABN8WOBTH A OO., 133 Middle St
SOOTH ft Bboc*,31frs. I.astir*’ A- 31i**e»
SHAW. CODING A CO.
J Fine Hfaae*.
nitdHbaes, Tiiiufrw. nud Jabbers
»
JOHN P. THOMAS A OO

JiOOTS
JL>

Cm, Wart & town Solvent

BATH-Ar 21et, brig Castalia, JaekfOn, Portland;
gelt Eben Fisher, Reynolds, do.

Cor. Middle &

him

BELTEVG

SOHLOTTEBBBOB’S

for do; Charlie Hanle .Rockland for do;
Maggie Bell, do for Providence; Mary Shields, from
for New York; Sami Fish, St John, NB,
for New York; W E Barnes, Elizabethport for Bangor; LA Boardman, and Wm P Ritchie, Calalsfor
New York; Franconia, Surry for Providence; H hi
Curtis. Bangor for Fall River; Willie Martin, from
Gardiner for Now York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21st, schs O M Walton, Dollard Bangor; Walter O Hall, Emory. Boston for
Thomaston: Pearl. Merrill, do for Bluehill.
DANVEKSPORT—Ar 19th, sch Pearl, Kobineon,
Rockland,
NEWBURTPORT—Sid 20th, schs Mark Pendleton. Pendleton, and L L Mills, Armstrong, Bangor;
Daul Webster, Marshall, do.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 21st, sebs Mayflower, from
Kennebec for Boston; Etta M Barter. Barter, from
Georgetown, DC; Cornelia, Quinn, Rockland.
ELLSWORTH—Sid 20tb, sch City of Ellsworth,
Grant, Portland,
BANGOR—Ar 21st, Boh Harriet, Weymouth, fm

Cleared.

Eaton, Bluehill—N Blake.
*efch Tiger,
Elluworth-N Blake.
N

ACHI(TTI.'tntA

BY U3ESO

Entirely harmless; is

SmSi

Square
ttniry Iarpitv.
menu. GEO. BLANOHAED ft BKO. 40 Union
M’frV. Bert OcU Tanned.
J. K. EUY A (XL, 185 Middle St.
Dauuslio nnrf diimaa Orcmed. *
JOHN L. BEST A CO., 280 Comerclal St.
Market

8,

Corns* BRCSH

Cure Your

Thomaston

Steamship Franconia, Alan gum, New York—Henry
Jtehn R Stanhope. Pillsbnry. Rosario—
Buffri Arthur C Wade. Sherman, Kcunobec, to
load for Philadelphia-J S Winslow & Co.
KelSch Activo, (Br) Bishop, Hillsboro—Ryan &

ft

Sep28

Sch Geo Savage, Low, Bangor for New York.

,.

Implement*.
KENDALL
AtiBlCCii'ICn.U,
WHITNEY,

492 & 494 COMESSand3tST.

Information furnished regarding

news.

and Manufacturer will here hud convenclassified aad indexed, general
iently
merchandise aad supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms whoso facilities, experience ana enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholesale Markets of the country.

w

___

!

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.

Every prudent buyer should secure
some of these bargains.

Gardiner

)fi

PORTLAND, ME.

OF

at 38 cts. per pair; usuaUy sold at
50 cts.
40 dez. Boys’ Grey AH Wool
Hose, sizes 6 to 8 1-2, at 46 cts.
per pair ; usually sold at 62 l-2c.

Wrn Stevens, Belfast for Rondont.
Sailed 20th, schs Yreka, from St John, NB,
for Cheater; Etta M Barter, Georgetown for Portsmouth; George Walker, Philadelphia for Portland;
Onward. Elizabethport for Bangor; Ivv Bell, do for
Dover; LL Mills, Hoboken for Salisbury; Mabel
Hall, Seal Harbor for New York; Am Eaglet Mount
Desert for do; Otranto, CUsworth fordo; MarceJlus, do for Vineyard-Haven; Webster Bernard, Bangor for do; Abuer Taylor, do for do; Mary, do for
Pawtucket; Hattie L Curtis, do for Fall River; M A
Rice, do for do; Pierce, do for do; J K Baker, from

San Francisco.

un-

paralleled bargains for those who

16th, sch Etta A Stimpson,

ats.

Pea.8 2508 87%
Mediums.2 »0@8 00
Tellow Eyas. .2 80®2 40
Batter,
Choice

FALLJ881. WHOLESALE,

expense

countered heavy gales.
Sch A Hammond, (of Bare) Simrson, from Philadelphia for Norwich, is ashore on Reedy Island and
full of water. She has 250 tons coal on board.

__

Notice. Ladies now using cream tartar and
soda In baking will bare better remits by using
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it In biscuits, cake,
doughnuts, pie crust, etc.
,,
Slade’s En»lish mustard is sold by all gro-

tarn.

To this message
following reply
made:
To the President of the French Republio,
Mont Sans Vaudrez:
The sympathy you express for Mrs. Garfield
in her great sorrow, and the profound grief
you testify on your own behalf and that of the
government of the French Republic, are deeply
and gratefully appreciated in this hour of
national bereavement.
Chesteb A. Arthur.
(Signed.)

was

$7,000,

FOR 1382.

amouut to about $10,000 more.
Brig Akbar, from Cieufuegos, arrived at Sagua
I4th inst with less of deckload, and tbo brig Goodwin arrived with cargo damaged, both having en-

fisrepcaa Harken.
Bt Telegraph.;
Liverpool,Sept. 22—12.80 P.M.—-Cotton market
firm; Uplands at 7 8-lCd; Orleans at 7 8-16d: sales
12.000 bales; speculation and export 2000; futures
dull.

Qu»...9%®12«
Qur.... 6@8 e

4 00@8 00.
Pears
Concord Grapes
8 25@3 EO.
Delaware Grapes—2 £>’ boxes-are quoted at, 2 25 £1
dos.
New potatoes 2 2502 50 J1 bbl.
Sweet potatoes 4 60®5 00.

the

fax.

CIRCULAR

TRADE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

__

Vermont—12%@i4

Tennessee...1

Castana.^iis.

..

Hind
For*

bbl

Maine.

From Foreign Countries.

Keceipts-13,000 hbls flour,- 27.0TO bash seas',
870 000 tou-b wire. 42,000 bush oat*. 10,000 ban
rve 87,000 biub bartcv.
8h oe.ents-12 000 bbls Hour, 89,000 blisb wheat,
252.000 bush corn, 71.0C0 bush oats, 14,000 bash
rye, 29,000 bash barley.
ST. Louis, Aug. '. 2.-Flour quiet end unchanged.
Wheat opened active and higher, dosing lower and
weak: No 2 lied Fail at 1 4:1% foi cash; 1 44% for
September: i 48 for November; 1 60% December
No 3 do at 1 82Vi; No 4 do at 1 25%. 'kirn opened
higher, bnt declined: ’,5 V, e for cash; 65%c for October; 68%c for November; 09%c December; 76c
for May. Oats higher at 42%c tor cash; 43%c for
October: 46%c for Novemb r; 46%e for December.
Perk held higher at 2i> Ou asked for cash; salos at
20 26 January. Lard better 12 V«.
Receipts—7,000 bbls hour, 40,008 bush wheat,
83 000 bnah oorn, 32,000 bush oats, 4,000 b-ri
rye. 22,000 bash btx ay.
Shlpments-10,000 bbls Soar, 21,000 bush wheat.
62.000 bush oorn, 18,000 bush oats, 0,000 bus
Barley, 1,000 bush rye.
New York, Sept. 22.—Gotten is steady; Middling
uplands 11% o.
NEW Orleans, Sept. 22.—Cotton Arm; Middling
uplands HVfee.
Mobile, Sept. 22.—Cotton weak; Middling uplands at lie.
Sataheah,Sept. 22.—Ootton firm; Middling uplands llVfeo.
Memphis, Sept. 22.—Cotton Ann; MlddUn.j uplsnds at 11 Vie.

in-bet.
PartlKiul JUuily Witoleimle
Four LAND, Sept. 22. c
Flour firm; Patent Spring Wheats «noted highe
S G0@9 25. Corn and Oats are very strong and ad-

"

WEMOBANDA.
A email coasting schr named Halcyon, was run
ashore 22d, on Cape Elisabeth flats, to stop a leak.
before
Ship L J Morse, from Cardiff for Nagasaki,o.
reported missing, arrived at destination Aug
Shelburne
near
ashore
Barque Nellie Brett, lately
NS, is in the dry dock at Halifax undergoing repairs.
The expense of floating her and getting her to Ban*
Of repairs will
was
and the

dined 2c.

mn eei»ERCiAL

Oraberries,^

Washington, Sept. 22.—The following deswere received at the Department of

Clergymen in attendance.
Physicians who attended the late President.

*

uucu.

B. AVER.

Battalion Distriot Columbia Volunteers.
Battalion of Marines.
Battalion of foot Artillery.
CIVIC

....

tlte

A special permit was ishearse to the cars
sued this morning by Dr. Smith Townsend,
health officer of the District of Colombia, to
remove the remains from this city to Ohio.
Dr. Townsend was the first physician to reach
the President after he was shot and now performs the last medical office in his behalf.
President Garfield’s face has been very much
changed since yesterday, the discoloring stain
having expanded, rendering it advisable to
powder the face in order to soften somewhat
its darkened hue.
Daring the afternoon there were more signs
that the body of President Garfield bad commenced to decompose, and it being understood
that in such au event it was the wish of Mrs.
Garfield that the features of her husband
should be free from public gaze, the lid of the
casket was closed this evening by order of
Secretary Blaine. Funeral services will take
place to-morrow at 3 p. m. in the rotunda,
where the body will remain until taken to the
train, Rev. Mr. Power, of the Christian church
church officiating. The Philharmonic Society
of this city will render the following selections:
Anthem, ‘To thee O Lord I yield my spirit,”
from the oratorio of Saint Paul, and the familiar hymns “Jesus, lover of my soul” and
“Asleep in Jesus, blessed sleep.” At the conclusion ef the services the remains will be
borne to the hearse and theDce to the Baltimore & Potomac Railroad, when the satqe
train which brought them to this city from
Dong Branch will convey them to Cleveland
for final burial. The following is the official
programme for the order of the procession
which will escort the remains from the capltol
to the depot:
FUNERAL ESCORT IN COLUMN OF MARCH UNDER

Death from Injuries.
Babgob, Bept. 22.—Mr. Daniel M. Bickmore died this forenoon of injuries received a

week ego to-day by being struck in the head
by » windlass sweep while moving s building.
Probably Fatal Accident.
6abdifbb, Sept. 22.—Capt. William Libby,
an old an highly respected citizen of Gardiner, wae very seriously and probably fatally
injured Wednesday by falling through the
bridge ever Cobbosaee stream.

Trial of the Chad bournes for the Murder
of Alvin Watson.
Unitao States new, 4’s, reg...11B%
; Dsxtii#, Sept. 23.—In the Chadbouma case United States new, «’a, coup.—.—117%
8’sof #6.............—130
Pacike
of
3.
V.
conWlthaui
was
tlit examination
Tbs following ars the dosing quotations of stocks:
this moralcg. He testified that Ben].
tinued
Arthur
WasHlsaros, Sept. 22.—President
& Alton.
.......131%
Chsdbourae told him his deaf mute son came OMoago
took the oath ol office in the marble room at
Chicago A Alton preferred.. .....138
C. B. Qulnoy.
1B0%
the capitol this morning in the presence oi the
homo about sundown ail cat up and be under*
1
Erie...-. 46%
Cabinet, Justices ot the Sapreme Court and a stood from the mate's signs that Watson and
Erie
80%
preferred..
of
of
the
House
few Seuators and Members
.131%
cut him. He also told him when they i Illinois Central.
Representatives, all who could be notified this a tramp
Laka Shore.....
126%
Also Gens.
feund blood in Watson’s shed that there was ! Michigan Central.
morning in time to be present.
0*
Sherman and Grant, Rear Admiral Nichols,
OH
where the deed was done, where the dumb New Jersey Central
a
and
Beal
General
Hon. Hanuibal Hamlin,
Northwestern.127
Watson.
Alvin
boy murdered
Northwestern preferred.138
few others. Forty people in all were present
New York Central.143
Mrs. Witham testified that she heard Watat tho time the oath was administered.
Rock Island.187
This step was taken after a conference had
son crying and repeating the cry twice about
Milwaukee A St. Paul-.
114%
hour
between
the
an
since
been held about
124
11 o’clock on the night of the murder. She
Si. Paul preferred*.
President, Secretary Blaine and the Attorney
Union Paeiflo stock.... ..122%
as to certain contradictory statetestified
also
General.
Western Union Tel. Co. S7%
Very few people knew that the oath was to ments of respondents, in their acoount they
be administered until the ceremony was over.
and
his
that
OalSsrsla Uluiu« Sleek*.
whereabouts
gave of the mute
The President and members of the Cabinet
(By Telegraph.)
night. Wallace Ghadbourne showed her the
had assembled in the merble room before 12
Baa Etta*cisco. Sspi 22 —The following ar* Mrs
knife that he said the deed was done with by
o’clock. A few minntes before 12 Chief Jusdosing ouotatiom of Mining gtocks to-day:
tice Waite in his fall robes of office, accomthe mnte.
Best’A Belcher.12%
panied by the Associate Justices, proceeded
Adeline Libby testified as to the blood on
Bodie... 8%
from the Supreme Court room into the marble
(Jon.
Virgin!#..
2%
the floor, lounge, window sill, curtain and
The doors were immediately closed,
Could A Carry. 7%
room.
1 Hale A Nororoae..
3%
window.
and without any formality President Arthur
Mexican. 11 Vs
arose, and standing upon one side of the cenLevi McKusick described bloody foot prints Ophir.
S%
on
the
tre table with Chief Justice Waite
Sierra Nevada. 19%
on the floor, difference in shape of them, prints
other, took the oath of office. The President’s
Union
Con.
13%
of hands in the blood and on the lounge and
manner was calm and composed, and his reYellow Jacket...
4%
27
Eureka. ,,
a track of blood made by dragging the body
spone, “So help me, God,” was In firm tones
Northern P«Ue.
and without a tremor.
J12%
out. Chadbonrne told him the mute got his
2%
Savage
THE ADDEES3.
wounds at the corner of his (Chadbourne’s)
The President then read the following adflarken.
Uonee*tie
house and asked if he thought that the mute
dress from manuscript:
(By Telegraph.)
could do the deed alone; told him the mute
For the fourth time in the history of the reNaur Vouu. ?ei t. 22—Evening.—Flwisr market
• shads tinner and in some Instances 6*i0 higher
went to bed at 10 o'clock.
public Its chief magistrate has been removed by
with moderate export and fair local trade.
death. All hearts are filled with grief and
Wm. S. McKuBick corroborated the previous
Beceiptsot Flour 12.067 Obis; exports B494 bbls;
horror at the hideous crime which has darkand testified that Wallace Chadbouma
sales 22,000 bbls; No 2 at 4 10*6 25; SuportlH'
witness,
of
murthe.
and
the
land
ened our
memory
Western
and State 5 306,6 25;oommon to good oxt.
before the murder threatened Watson and
dered President, his protracted sufferings, his
Western and State 6 00*6 60; goodito choice Westhe
example and
tern xtra at 6 70*8 00; common to choice White
asked witness after arrested if he should te tiunyielding fortitude,
achievements of his life and the pathos of his
si Western extra 7 OOSC 800; fancy do at 8 10
He also testified to cert in
fy against him.
death will forever illumine the pages of our
®9 00; oommon to good extra Ohio at 6 S0 <f8 00;
common to eholce extra St. Ijouia at 8 30*8 50
signs made by the mute before Wallace m
For the fourth time the officer
history.
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 80,0.7 25; choice to
elected.by the people and ordained by the con- dicatiug stabs on the body of some out
double extra at 8 30*9 25, including 900 bbls of
stitution to fill a vacancy so created is called to
• litv Mill extra at 7 4007 60 for
W 1: 7 60 6,7 75
James L. McKusick testified that Valise
The wisdom of
assume the executive chair.
for 8 A; 2400bbls No 8 at 4 10@5 26;1300 bbls Sun
told him he had got to have some fun
our fathers foreseeing even the most dire posextra at 6 00
6
1400
bbls
low
at
80*6
25;
perfine
Watson, and if ho did he would fix him. ill- ®8 60; 6200 bbls Winter Wheat «xtr» 9 30*9 60;
sure that the government
sibilities made
(
0
25; Southern
088
Minnesota
extraat
6700lbbla
shoud never be imperilled because of the unness traded with Wallace for a dirk which
n acus—iwniuia itoov
certainty of hnman life. Men may die hut Wallace did not deliver and can now identify uour us miu.
o
bash;
%@% higher, closing with
exports 260,634
the fabrics ol our free institutions remain unless strength; export demand light and only modershaken. No higher or more assuring proof it if shown him.
er»t» speculative business; sales 1,692,'HJO hush,
could exist of the strength and permanence of
Daniel Libby testified that Wallace
including 184,000 bush on snot, ungraded Spring at
popular government than the fact that though uuuruo lulu uiiu iuiH iuu uiuio uotaiucu iu*vo X 22®1 24; No 2 Chicago and and Milwaukee 1 40;
the chosen of the people be struek down his
ungradod Hod at 1 23® 1 49; No 3 do at 1 48%®
as one.
men aa coming to his house, Watson
1 44%;No 3 Bed 1 40® 1 40%;steamerdol 43®%
constitutional successor is peacefully installed
1 43% ;No 1 Bed at 1 49%@l 50: Mixed Winter at
Watsou stabbed the mute and the in ute stabwithout shock or Btrain except the sorrow
n.. 1___All
v*r»_
1 4401 44%; ungraded White at 1 81@1 4B; No 3
bed Watson, and then they ran and the mute do 1 37; No 2 at I 43; No 1 White, 16,000 bush at
hie aspirations of my lamented predecessor
1
46%@1 46. Bye firm 1 03@1 08. Coi n Va®l
followed.
Beuj. Chadbourne to •- witness
acwhich found expression in his life, the meashigher, closing firm with light export and fairly exsin the
that Watson had received fatal won
ures devised and suggested during his brief
tive speculative trade; recoipts 1 >7,700 bush,
administratiou to correct abuses and enforce body on the lounge and pointed it out.
perts 1723 bush: sales 1,865,000 bush, including
189,000 on spot; ungraded at 65®73%e: No 3 at
economy, to advance prosperity and promote
The Attorney General and County Attor gy
71c; steamer 72*72%c; No 2 at 73®73%c; No 2
the general welfare, to ensure domestic securWhite
at 86®87c; White Western 75 in store; Yelity and maintain friendly and honorable rela- are exercising great care in presenting Jhe case low 76o; No
2 for September 73%(&73%c, closing
tions with the nations of the earth will be garas it depends upon circumstantial evidence
at 73%o: do October at 73% @74y«,closing 74c: do
nered in the hearts of the people and it will bo
at 76% @77o,closing at 76% c,December
November
There
are
to
witnesses
more
many
entirely.
closed 79%@79%c, closing 78%o. Out* are %
my earnest endeavor to profit and to see that
The public are
be examinod for the State.
the nation shall profit by his example and ex%c higher and less aciive; reoeipts 56,650 •bush;
sales 281,000 bush; No 3 at 42c: do Wbito at 49c;
perience. Prosperity blesses our country. much Interested in the case.
2 at 43943%c; do White at 60%®60%c.|No L
No
is
well
Is
fiscal
fixed
Our
by law,
policy
at 4»%e; Whitedoat 52%c; Mixed Western at 41
grounded and generally approved. No threatdo White at 47@55o: White State at 6< @
®*8o;
Wisconsin Republicans.
ening issue mars our foreign intercourse and
66c, including 85,000 bHSh No 2 for October 43%
Milwaukee, Sept. 22.—The Republican ®44e; llS.OoOdo November at 1 46% ail 47%c.
the wisdom, integrity and thrift of our people
the
State Convention of Wisconsin nominated
stager is Bros; fair to good redoing quoted at 7%
may be trusted to continue^ undisturbed
®S; refined aotive and firm ;standard A 9%c:crushGen. J. M. Rush for Governor on the sixth
present assured career of peace, tranquility
ed 10%e. lUtlson unchanged. Prhsienm Is
formal ballot. He received 134 votes; S. S.
and welfare. The gloom aud anxiety which
dull and lower; united at 95%; refined 8%. TaJFitield nominated for Lieutenant Governor;
have enshrouded the country mnst make relaw rather easier, prime city 9%@9% ; sales 90,J. Finuie Secretary of State.
pose especially welcome now. No domand for
000 lbs in lots 9@9%. PorB opened stronger but
No
adeA
was
heard.
has
been
platform
adopted
expressing
sympathy
speedy legislation
closed dull and lower; sales 670 new mess on spot
with President Garfield’s family, aud declar19 75920 00; do September 19 20; do October and
quate occasion is apparent for an unusual sestin
in
General
Arthur’s
sion of Congress. The constitution defines
patriotism and November 19 20® 19 30. Lord fairly aetive.opening faith
is
of
the
execuand
functions
intentions;
6@7%c hivher, clesing with advance nearly
ing
polygomy
good
denounced;
powers
lost; sales 932 prime steam on spot at 12 32%fe,
tive as clearly as those of either of the other
while corporations must be encouraged, there
140 city steam 12 25: refined quoted at
12
42%;
he
two departments of the government and
must be no further subsidies granted to rail12 45 for Continent. Hauer is dull: Western 13®
must answer for the just exercise of the disroads. It recommends legislation by Congress
36c. Cheese is dull and weak; Stato at 9@13 poor
relative to the counting of the electoral vote,
cretion it permits and the performance of the
to choice.
Summoned to these high
duties it imposes.
and also legislation settling the question of gFrvighu to Liverpool easier; Wheat 57 steam 2%.
and profoundly
duties and
the President’s inability.
Chicago. Sept. 22.—Flour in good demand >at full
responsibilities,
conscious of their magnitude and gravity, I
prices. Wheat is active, firm and higher; No 2
assume the trust imposed by the constitution,
Chicago Spring 139*130 cash; 130% for September; 1 81% for October; 1B3%®1 33% for
Fatal Explosion.
relying for aid on divine guidance and the vir36% for December; 1 29 all yeariNo 3
tue, patriotism and intelligence of the AmeriChetapa, Kan., Sept. 22.—A locomotive on November^
do 1 20; rejected 96c@l 00. Oorn active, firm and
can people.
the Missouri Pacifio railroad exploded yesterat 67%®67%c for cash: 67 VC for Septemhigher
After the reading of this address by fhe
day killing four men and wrecking the engine ber; 68®68%e for October: 67%c November,67%
and a dozen cars. The killed were George G.
President, Secretary Blaine stepped forward
December;72%e May; rejected a'. 62c. Oats active,
after
and
and grasped the President’s hand,
Adams, engineer, Simon Bailey, fireman, Jehu firm and higher at 41041%o cash: 41c September
and Octobe ; 42c for November; 42%e for Decern;
him other members of the Cabinet and others
named
O’Neal.
Denny and a stranger
her; 47%o May. Eye is steady at 1 07%@ 08.
present shook hands with the President. ExBar'ey is higher at 1 10*1 10%. Pork higher at
President Hayes arrived at the Capitol soon af19 27919 60 cash: 19 36019 37 for September and
MBTEOBOLOGUOAL
ter the ceremony of takiDg the oath was conOctober; 19 66@19 67% for November; 19 25®
cluded and in company with Gan. Grant
19 30 all year. Lard is shade higher at 12 16 cash;
sc» smt
(Bests
swear**woo*
12 17%@12 22% for October: 12 32% for Noshortly afterwards left the Capitol.;
Formally Inaugurated Yesterday—His
Inaugural Address.

Tile canary bird was introduced Into Buropo
early In vhs sixteenth century.
During the siege aX Sebastopol by the Eng.
n»h
roana* ot shot wet* thrown into
fee elty.
Tb* qaestio* at tbe Haueveitan succession
to the throes at England was carried by a tingle vote.
Tbe phllebeg or thert kilt skirt worn in tbe

Bighltuds

p lire following are to day’s eletf ng quotations of
Govern men toecuritles:
United States #s, ex...100%
1U1
United States 6’s ext.
United States new, 4%’s, rsg.
113%
United States »otv, 4%’e coup.,.,....113%

THE FARKMAN TRAGEDY.

PRESIDENT ARTHUR.

nUUY S0K3TSG. SEPT. 23.

samm*... a---

Fora

Bilks An

H»l>.
82

f
Plainer. and Shippers.
J12
Ca.urnurdal
A
S
HAWES,
TIMMONS
Oik, Varnishes ft Stt,H>Ii«,
JOHN W. PERKINS .4 GO, 74 a 70 Cum’

OYSTRBs.
FAINTS,

Sl l'PlilES, Oils nil kind*
F10KE1T a CO, 187 Fore St
T1AFGB Hangings, Books A Stationery
J: LURING, SHORT* HARMON, 208 Middle St
Materials.
J. D. DEXTER a CO, 480 Congress »
Vinegar, Cider, Keu htip ftc
u. D. PETTENG1 Li. & Co, Mlis, 8 a 10 Market
BBElt GOODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
Portland Branch, oor. Middle a Union str.
Importers dr Dealers.
EMERY Cl FUR ISH, Hoad of Union Wharf,
HROK
EK8. Uteres A Chandlery
UllIF
J. S. WINSLOW & GO, 8 & 4‘C»ntr»l Whi
55
BROKE Its, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN a KELSEY. Itil OoouneroialSt
Plated and Britannia Ware.
RUFUS DUNHAM & SON-, Mfrs, 218 Fore st

PAINTERS’

J. B.

FHOTOGBAPUIC

PTCXT.ES,
KS

SALT.

SHIP
SILVER

Ranges, Sinks and Castings.
'CJTOYkS,
PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO, 244 A ore

'55

ft Molasses importers.
GEO. 8. HUNT a Co, Agts Eagle Itodnery
fiULKLK Block.Galvanised Beat Trine
JL
tiling.. T. LAUGHLIN a SON, Center St.
Coffees, Spice* and Grocers’ Sundries,
U. W. SI MONTON & CO, Mfrs, 18 a 15 Union
i. A' it A it

55

II10Alt,
Dealers.
tVAKK. Mfg’s
ang TENNEY & LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
Bag* *«•> Ml". **ad Orslcn,
TRUNKS,G. B. BROAD a CO, 152 Exchanges:
& Tniler*’ Trimininne,
WOOLENS
CHADBQURN SKENDALP,-108,170 Middle
and

4

THE

THE PRESS.
TEE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. 0»
Fuestmian- Marquis. Brunei & Go- Andrews, Anastrong. Goa, Wonnyorth, ttodsdon, A. T. Cleveland.
T8 Middle St-Waikato, Boston ft Mains Depot, iuni
OUisholm Bras- os all c?airs that run out of tt*

Yesterday morning at 10 o’clock tea commit*
tee ol the city council and several prominent
citizens, including Ex-Governor Washburn,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Judge Goddard,
Dr. Carrntbers, Rev. EL 8. Barrage, editor o
Zion's Advocate, and several clergymen met at
the common council rooms to arrange tor a

Bangor, J. H. Baht ft Co.
Bath, of J, o. Shaw.
Riddstord, F. M. Burnham.

Jollerson’s Bookstore.

Bridgtcn, l>ani«l Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. i ‘ennison.

Own i-rlsnd Mills, F. A. VerTllL
Daraartscorts, E. W. DunbarFri.ei.ort. W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg. B. C. Harmon and Shirley ft Lewis.
Gardiner, Palmer ft Go.
(lcrfcam, J. Irish.

suitable observance of the funeral day. A
committee consisting of the Mayor, Alderman
Chapman, Councilman Thurston, Man and
McAieney and Rev. H. 8. Barrage, O. W.
Goddard and S. W. Terra bee was appointed to
arrange tor services to be held at City Hall, on

_

Hallowed,

O. L.

Spaulding.

Lae-ftton, Chandler ft Estes.
Usbcn. O. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A* W. Bridge, F. A. Nlilett.
Norway, A. Q. Noyes.
Richmond G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
Satan ns. E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Past Office.
8aeo, of L. Hodsdoa and Q. B. Kendrick,
Tbomostoa, 8. Delano,
Vinalhaven, B. Lana.
Waldobc.ro, G. llllss.
WaterriUa, J. M. Walk
Wiscasset. GB>bs ft RutxUfd,
Woodford's Gamer, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Cloombs.

ENTERTAINMENT golems.
SPECIAL KOTiQES.

Fall. 1881
HEW ADYERTISBaansaa*.
and white bimthus—8todky
Taxes fol 1881—City of Portland
For sale—Daniel IK>ugh<SB
House tn bo lot— -On. Id Jends
Wanted—Jua P Sister
P G ft F D Association
Wanted—A Little & Co
AUCTION O&WiVS.
Administrator's sale
Black

Flancel Dress Goods at 11% cents, former piles 25.
Keck Scarfs

at

PvnmittA

M./l

case

OR

Aorri-

H. I. XeJscn & Co.’s.

condensed form,” all its

good prcperiics. For gout, entail eons disorders
and kidney troubles they are unequalled.
Price Ki.OO; (rial size, 10 cents.
eeplMw

this

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE nOSiT-f.

Thursday.—Patrick McGrath on 1 soarch and
seizure process, paid {100 and costs,
John X. Smith, tor the same offence,' paid {ICO
sod costs.
George A. boring, tor the larceny ef a watch val.
ned at $ 15, the property of Frederick H. A dams,was
sentenced to eight months in Jail.
John H. Gallagher pleaded guilty to an indictment for stealing a lap-rabe, horse-blanket, etc.,
from Aider. T. Cleveland, and charging him, Gallagher, with being a common thief. Sentenced to
five rears In State prison.
Edward C. Thompson was indicted at the September term, 1S80, for arson in setting lire to the
dwelling-house of Oliver Dole of Gorham. His connMi, Mr. Parker, Hied a plea of insanity and the rebv order of Court, was Bout to the Insane
v! am for examination as to his mental condition
by the superintendent who, in May, reported that
he was not insane to that degree which would render him irresponsible for bis aots; that in his opinion Thompson knew the nature and consequence of
the crime with which he st nds charged. His counsel then filed a demurrer to the indictment, which
was overruled by the full court.
Sentenced to the
State prison for life.
Thomas J. Bridges, forth* larceny of a watch,
chain and locket of the value of {126 from William
P. Morgan, was sentenced to three years In State

un

n

$100

setting

cal trick pantomime, “Humpty Dompty,’’ is
known the world over, but notwithstanding
the tact that it has been before the public for
years it is always attractive, and in its many
forms is sure to please. In every respect this
was the case last evening. The pantomime
was replete with new tricks and pleasing features never before seen in connection with it.
The “Humpty Dompty” of Grimaldi Zeltner
was excellent, and in many respects the equal
of George Fox. Chrisdie’s “Old One Two”
was good. In act second a number of specialties were presented, including the great London dog circus, a whole show in itself. Some
of the features in this latter show are entirely
new and must be seen in be appreciated.
The
dog Prince it one of the cleverest canines ever
seen on the stage, his Jumping being really

jail.

liquor tndlMaentt, p*H

ffnes amounting to #3W and coats.
dames K.liey, on a search and. seizure complaint,
paid $ 10U and costs.

wonderful.

BAIBD'S

BEZOBE JUDGE KSIGUT.

ThubsuAY.—Geo H, Fitzgerald. Indeeent exposure. Fined #10 and costa.
Charles H. Daniels. Larceny. Sixty days In the
county jail at labor.
Brief
saw

tions in 1605.
There will be an Important meeting ol Pine
Tree Hodge lx. of P. this evening.
Drummers from the West are going through
Maine and Canada attempting to bny up th0
There are indications of a big
potato crop.
speculation in potatoes the coming winter.
By mistake the New York I/ife was credited

The Baldwin and Sebago Union Farmers’
dob will bold their fifteenth annual exhibition at West Baldwin, on Freeman Burnell’s
There will he a
farm, Tuesday, Oct. Utli.
band of music in attendance.
In striking the 0 o'clock evening hell for
time, the first blow will be five seconds before
9 for notice and the second blow at exactly 9,
and the error from exact time will not exceed

Personal.

seconds.
The reported loss ol the schooner Eldorado
belonging to 0. & II. Trefothen, of House
two

Miss Nelly H. Bntler, a daughter of Bov.
Dr. Bntler, of Hallowell, has received and ac-

cepted an appointment as teacher of intellectual philosophy and science at the Young Ladies’ College of Highland Park, in., a popular

Island, was a mistake. The vessel lay at anchor in tbe tideway when she tripped her anchor and drifted into the railroad bridge, do-

school, the presidency of which Nathaniel
Butler, Jr., holds. Miss Butler graduated at
the Classical School at Hallowell this summer.
Miss Dora Norton left Farmington
last

ing no damage.
Yesterday was the first day of autumn, and
too.

Young- Men's Christian Association.
Tbe Young Mea’s Christian Association of
tliis city is acrongiiig for a grand reception to
cash-boys, news-boys, telegraph-boys and boys
A fine musical enterwho are not employed.
tainment is to be provided for them, and there
will he recitations, dialogues, addresses and a

Thursday for Columbus, Ohio, where she is to
engage in teaching drawing and painting, hav.
lug been elected to a position giving a salary
of $190 per month.
Hon. J. \Y. BradbuTy, of Augusta, was in
town yesterday at the Falmouth Hotel.

George Cain.
George Cain, who was run over

holding the
reception and other particulars will be given
in a few days.
Farmers desiring to donate
fru-t of any kind will please notify the AssoThe time of

Gorham.
An error occurred in giving the names of
the individuals prominent in tbe
citizens
Isaac
meeting at Gorbam Tuesday evening.
McLoliau, Esq., was selected as secretary, and
bis name should appear as a member of the
committee of arrangements for a future meeting. John G. Wateou and Simon B. Guthrie

selected

mittee.

as

members of the same com-

reported yesteday:

Staudlsb—Elisha'S trout to llenj.
land and buildings.
Giay—Mary J5. Morse to John

M. Strcut,

acres

acr.es

the Port-

__

Heal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers ol real estate were

100

on

land fit Ogdensburg Bailroad on Tuesday last,
died from his Injuries yesterday at B a. m.
Coroner Gould empanelled a jury, who returned the following verdict;
George Cain came to his death at Portland,
Maine, cn the 22d day of Srptomber, A. D.
1881, by reason of injuries sustained from being run over by the train being made up on the
Portland fit Ogdensburg Bailroad Sept. 20th,
about 5 o’clock p. m. And the jurors further
find that no blame attaches to the said company or their employes, but that the said accident occurred through the said deceased attempting either to get on the sa’d train or to
unshackle the said Cars whiio the said train
was i n motion.

ciation.

were

fund.

Baldwin—Joshua 1>. Small to
acres land.

Chase, 161-2

Newbegin,
Kichard

:

jmuucd

uuu

Uio

v'uuuu,

the instrument into the spinal canal (represented by the roundish opening in the bone)
Other perils
and injuring the spinal cord.

might be named, hut these would be sufficient
to deter any careful surgeon, especially in
view of the fact that bullets so eommonly become encysted, and thus secured against prob-'
ability of doing harm, Two other methods
might bo.pursued in snob a case: one by opening the belly from the front, displacing the
bowels and other organs which stood in the
way; the other by entering from the side near
the kidney. Neither of these would be justifi-

20
F.

|

even

ball

lay

ball or by a sharp splinter of bone from
tbe broken vertebra. This hole in the artery
closed and healed up; bat the mechanical Irritation of the ball, which was in oloss proximity to it, probably caused a weakness and thin-

ning of its walls and at last allowed an escape
of blood, which speedily deprived the patient
of the little strength which remained to him.
If he had been in perfect health and Vigo* tnis
bleeding woald almost certainly have killed
him; for its exact location (almost In the middle of the trunk) could not have been determined, and, even if known, coaid not have
been reached in season to save him. As it
was, if the hemorrhage had not occurred,
the President could not have much longer
withstood the drain upon his powers. The

large collection of matter (abscess cavity) near
the gall-bladder had no connection with the
wound, as far as could he discovered, and was
evidence of the extremely depraved condition
of the whole

It would be well for the people to know how
those who have had meat to do with the treatment are regarded by the medical profession.
Dr. Bliss is a man of marked ability as a surgeon, however one may regard his courtesy;
Dr. Hamilton is an authority, a noted teacher,
author and practitioner, and is justly esteemed
a leader in the profession; and Dr. Agnew has

That
not a enperior in surgery in America.
these men were in error as to the location of
the ball, they themselves have frankly con.
fessed; but, if another case of similar character were to arise to-day, they, balancing the
must in surgical practice
as well as in so many other human affairs,
would almost oertainly be obliged to decide as

probabilities, as

ouu

ora

liVnlo

a

musing

Second

Saccarappa Wednesday. There was a prayer
by Eev. Mr. Bacon end a sermon by Eev. Mr.
Bradley. The singing uwSer the direction of
Mr. Quimby, the organist, consisted of “Thy
will be Done” and “Nearer my God to Tbee.”
The stores and places of business wore closed
during the services. The young man was a
general favorite, and his loss is deeply felt.
at

HeBeltine,

an

engineer on s shifting engine in the Grand
Trunk yard, dismounted from bis engine to
A locomotive was backing
down on an adjoining track at the time, which
he failed to see. The tender of the backing

Larcenies.
Yesterday two meu from Portland arrived at
Bast Deering in a white boat and while there
stole a nice coat at a grey color.
0131 ours Burnham and Fields yesterday arrested two men for the lareeny of a bat and
coat from Ling & Holland's stable on Pearl

shackle a car.

street.

did not Set id fee WouM recover.

engine struck Heseltine

ret:

dering him

uncon-

scious. He was taken np and carried borne
and about S p. m. recovered consciousness,
Dr. Small thought if oangestion of the brain

Vay’e Shooting of the Mata©
Sportsmen's Association.

bringing down etroDg-winged birds were given.
Tbe squad posted around the circle of flags to
prevent the pigeons from being lost, mads
B. Jones
3.
excellent
shots,
of the Peaks Island
Club bringing in
IS or 12 birds at the close of tbe afternoon
which had fallen before his unerring aim.
some

Ground traps have been substituted for the H»
ami T. traps, and the sport is enhanced, as
t
B.

CAMBRICS,

X'

at very low

prices. Will
also let the same, in any
quantity desired, for deco-

rating dwellings and stores,
at

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

very small per cent.

For Ladies

Only. For Gentleien Only!
UNCOMMOW

Probably no Retail House In
this section has the facilities for
giving such phenomfaal bargainsln

facilities

AS

—

STUDLEY,
253 Middle Street

1.

has an

opportunity

to escape.

Capt.

tea birds.

Second prize was won by J. H. Peavey of
the Norombega Clnb, Bangor.
Third prize was won by O. S. Stevens of the
Peaks Island Club.
In Class B, or second class of ties, the first
prize (cash $25) was by mutual consent divided
R. Shaw of the
Androscoggin Club. C. O. Tibbetts of Angusta won the second prize (cash $25), fn this
class. The third prize reverted to the associabetween O. K. Mans <n and

;

|

tion.
In Class O, or third class of ties, El W.
Moore of the Cushnoo Clnb took first money.
The secoud prize was divided between F.
Irish and JJ. Burleigh of the Androscoggin
Club. W. 8. Brackett of the Peaks Island

Clnb won third prize.

STATE NEWS.
HANCOCK COtTWTSr.
au old aud respected Citizen of Castine, died on the 18th, aged 88
of
years. The deceased had been postmaster
Castine since 1840 with the exception of the
four years of Buchanan’s administration.

Charles Rogers,

The Ellsworth Woolen Manufacturing Com"

pany which was organized more than a year
ago, and commenced the building of a mill,
bet for several reasons suspended operations
at the time, are now at work again hi earnest
and will complete the mill tide fall.
Andrew Fox, of the firm of A. M. & A. J.
Fox, lumber manufacturers aud dealers of

Eiisworth, was arrested last week charged
With forging the name of Isaac L. Emery.
At his preliminary trial he was bound over in
the sum of $1000. The amount of paper alleged to have been forged is not yet fully as-

certained-

Ladles’ Vests and Pants at
35 cts., regular 50 cent

—

We have secured during the past few
most faultless
weeks
the
assortment of Ladles’ Undervest that it has
been
onr
fori
nne
to
ever
Yonr
possess.
attention Is called to just a few of the

; grades.

Conspicuous among the many notable

are our Ladies’ Merino Undervests at 50 cent s, wit h Drawers at I be
same price. These goods contain n large
percentage of wool, are nicely finished,
and accurately numbered and are the
best goods for 60 cts-, ever offered In
the market.
Many wise Pimfeians direct their
Rheumatic and Henraliric patients to
wear
81ARLET UNDER FLANNELS.
That is a prescription that we can pat
up for we have a complete assortment of
Ladies’ Red Underwear, at the lowest

bargains,

§1.00.)
FOURTH. JOB LOT. We have Mirured
lot of Ken’- stout,
mi immense job
mixed, cotton and wool Merino Shirts A
li
rre shall run for 50
Drawers, whl
cents each while they Is4.
Al-o, we
sell an excellent analicy of Men’s Youths’
and Boys’ Undershirts and Drawers U>r

Wo have Ladies’ very flue, soft Merino
Vests and Pants, handsomely bound,
and finish) d at 75 cts each, also, many
grades both cheaper and better.
Every variety or Undervests tmd Drawers for Boys and Girls ranging in price
irom 25 cts and upward.

quality, subject to slight
imperfections, and an extra good bargain.
Children’s Tests and Pants
at 25 cts., regular 37 1-2
et.

Full line of Children’s Scarlet and Fine Scotch Wool
Tests and Pants, very

cheap.
Look at our 87 ct. Ladles’
Felt Skirt. It’s a good
bargain, good quality and

1st.

Fowls—Danford Black, Plymouth Bocks, 1st; S
S strout, 2d do; A 8 Whitney, dark Brakmas, 1st;
A 3 Whitney, 2d do; W W P ullen, light Brahmas,
1st; W S Allen, 2d do; Walter M Farwell, ducks,
1st; Eben HansoD, Hondan chicks, 1st.
Grain and vegetables—J. Barston, Dutton corn,
1st; A. Haskell, 2d; Joel LelghtOD, 8-rowed corn,
1st; A. FarriB, do, 2d; Percy W. Loring, pop oorn,
1st; J. A. Frost, 2d; A. F. Winslow, Early Ohio,
1st; J. Woodbury, 2d; S. L. Clough, Early Bose.
1st; Alvin French, 2d; G. F. Hall, onions, 1st; Fred
Merrill, 2d.
Mention was made of wheat, beans, buck"
wheat and Bquashes, but not in quantities to be

25 cents each.
NEED FORGET that we, and WB
ONLY sell tec “Bou .nza,” wMte unlaundered shirt, which is probably the
heat 75 cent shirt known.
■m n n via finri « slow k?«

THE

CHEAPEST

248 Middle Si.,
Sap20

Genteel. Household

Wednesday, 8opt 28lb, at 10 o\slocfr ft. m
we shall sell at house 173 Bute 8*., restdcue#
Oeu.
Thom. Parlor Suita, Easy Chair*. Tabid,
Of
Ebony Table, Elegant Draper!os, Shade*. Brae* Fir*
Bet, Andirons, Feeder*, &c., Brussel* Carpets and
Mats, Gas Fixtures, Chamber Furniture Bedding,
Carpets, Toilet Sets, Stair Carpet*, Dlulng TabUl
and Chair*, Silver Plated, Crockery andGlas** Warn,
Refrigerator, Ice Cream Free ter* C©fk Store, together with the Kitchen Furnish lag*. r*ewb g Ma*
chine, &c. The pa» lots were recently riuhly inr*
nisbert by W. Corey & Go., and 1* all of the l»e*f
quality. Can bo examined at bo’olpekon xneming
of sale#
/AX

VF

$4.18 per thousand I
THE
SEMI-EMM MICE

F, 0. BAILEY & CO,,

OF
Is the

ADHISISTRATOB’S SALE,

iEWYORK.

aud CHEAPEST Ir*
offered hr any Cumand Is secured by As*
sets ajuoiratlfig' to over
rer

snrance
Rsinv,

square feet.
The house is covered with mastic, ha* fifteen
large rooms, slyo a large stable and a garden well
filled with fruit trees, hedges, .eh/iob* and grap*
vines. Altogether one of the most desirable fi;».v
lions in ..ho city. The property will be sold iubjeot
to the tBxes for 1881, also to mortgage to Benjamin
Walker, on which is duo five hundred dollars and
the interest since Maroh 81, 1877. The title Is b*>Jieved to be undoubted and clear. Terms, five hun-

EXPUSAII9N.

Two smart, active boys, 17
or 18 years old, to learn
the dry and fancy goods
business.

These policies arc settled in 20 years by the payment in cash, of one-half the amount insured, or in
event of death occurring during that period to the
betsoiieiary for tkefull amount insured.

quire of the Administrator.

ROSWELL M.

guiuiiuij.wjkvi

Asa 35 (others ages in proportion.), PoUcy of
$1,000 annual premium of $23^8.--

$583.60

500.00

253 Middle' Street.

Little Dais?
down they
best of the

dtt

s«pas

throughout
the heat, though closely pressed by Little Nell.

Taxes for 1881.

Time 2 250.
Seoond Heat—The second heat was merely
a repetition of the first, Daisy taking the lead
on the first quarter and held it to the wire.
Time 2.52.
Third Heat—The third heat and race was
won by Daisy with ease. Time 2.51.
SOMUABT.
2.60 class—purse *100 divided.
Alvin Doughty, Little Daisy....,...1 1 1
9 3 2
Chas. Record*. Roger D....
Wn. Bolton, Cashier.............4 4 4
John E Noyes, Little Nell.2 2 3
Time, 2.60, 2.62, 2.61.
1'BBB FOB ALL.
All the horses entered in this race came up

NOTICE

WANTED.

SEVERAL

TER, Bordantown, Now Jersey.

P. O. & F. D. Association.

WAffTED.
man te travel for a Dry Goods
House, one who has had experience. Good
route, and liberal salary ts the right man.
A. LITTLE * CO.
Set 33-dU

A

A

B. Sh aw ns bro s Tom Patchon....... 2 111
0. Hall ne blk s Black Arthur.3 3 3dr
C B. Trask ns b g Dandy J.1 2 2 2
Time-2-3*, 2.32, 2.32, 2.35.
H.
y.

House to be Let.
home, No, 26 Green street. One half the
rent may be paid In table board of one lady.
sep23dlw*
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.

BRICK

Have you tried, as a remedy for your Cold ox Sore
Throat, Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and
Tar? Composed, as It is, of two of the best and
most simple ingredients In nature, it cannot fall at
relieving yon. Wild Cherry and Tar are universally admitted by everyone at all acqualn: oil with medicine, as sure remedies, and the be t for Coughs,
Colds, Sore Throat, Broneht is, WLooping Cough,
Hoarseness, and all other disease* of the pulmonary organs. Many having used Dr. {Daves’ Balsam
speak highly In its praise. II when you are afflicted,
you will give this really valuable remedy a trial,
yon will not be disappointed In his effects. Sample
10 cts.; generous tike. 60 eta,
va..

—

V V——

——

a^a

AewatIv,a4-1 ATI

smart, energetic

FOR SALE.
FIRST-GLASS Stove end Tin 8tore, tool* and
Mock. Apply to DANIEL DOUGLASS, Got.
sep23dtf
bam, Me,

svmMaby.
Free for all—Purse *160, divided.

— -*■

aw

GRAND
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rnrriQnfl
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ill lechanics’ Institute
BOSTON, MASS.

T.lw

during the last three i
weeEcs by THOUSANDS dally.

Impro-rod Family Catharla Fill,,
made by Dr. Gravos; prioo, 85 eta. per box. For
dale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co., Portland,

Visited

Considered by tbs Press and Public as an exhibition never excelled In (be United States except by
the famous Centannia.

FERNALD8

every afternoon and evening.

Admission,

sepl*

25 cents.

eodtoo.17

CHAS. E O’BRION,

Hr. Fernald with his entter, Mr. Itmt
Just returned from New Tods with
carefully selected stock of

Wholesale and Retail Dealer la

Overcoatings, COAL.
SUITINGS,
Kltirtling
Pomneti* Coals
Price.. Also,

a

Specialty, at Lowest Market

Wood.

A!SD

236 Commercial Street,

TROWSE RIN G S.

FOBTLAKD, 1SAINB.
Order, received by Telephone.
aplddm

Having carefully noted everything new
they are prepared to give
the gentlemen of Portland garments that
Tele*
are in every particular correct.
and nobby,

potpourri jars;

phone So. S?0.

sspi7

A fine assortment at

GYRUS

ALD,

F.

DAVilS’

FINE ART STORE,
$93

Street, POBTLUID.

ange

aaw

CONGRESS

STREET.
oodtf

DUTCH BULBS,

Wood ill in Plant Stands,

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and CROCUS Bulbs, lor fall planting.

and POT TRELL ISES*
A large assortment at low prices.

eoflBw

J

&

<jo^~

F, 0,

SaleitMU IS £wlnsge tt.
G. V. AimOt,
BAILEY,

WATCHES,
CHAINS.

AH the desirable patterns to
solid Gold or Hulled Plate.

Fleischmann & Co.’s

Compressed
TEAS T

.

Absolutely fresh and reliable at all times, from
their grocer or baker, as wo now supply it

FRESH EVERYDAY.
ig^Hbiir Yeo«t ts.tteiwirety counterffetted
Notice caret ullv our Label, which is orimad on yellow paper, and bears signature of Gait', Heisclnniuai
& Co, without which none is Genuine.

DIAMONDS,

Bln?, Drops* Lace Pins* da

JEWELRY,

Handsome patterns to 8et*s
Lace Pins} Drops, Saar*
Pina, Finger Bings, &a>

C. A. 1SECKFORD,

GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,
Federal Street,

220
sepSO

Portland.
<UI

SILVERWARE,
«AD the Tfoyelttes,”

as

TreS

staple goods,
French Clocts, American Clock*, Opera
Glasses, Spectacles, &o. Please call
nud examine before you pcrchase*
os af all line of

UPTOWN
Stationery Store.
Stationery,
Visiting Cards,

ATWOOD &
WENTWORTH,
509 Congress S

BirthdayCards

to be foand in Portland.

Alee a fine line of

The Index.

Autograph & Photograph Albums,
Gold Pens & Penis.

PRANK B. CLARK,
515 Congress St.
bwat

eepl9_„

THE NEW PLAN
Ar...1

»

TlmliKxl

>

tnvthnr

of orders daily far delivery of coal by the
Excelsior (.'mil Wagons, will be received

bI

H. I

PAUSE,

COMMERCIAL. ST.

2

Dealer in special Coals, which tor pari'
ty and preparation are not excelled by
any Coals placed upon this market. Wifi
moot the market on prices* either by ton,
carload, or cargo.

P.O.Boxief».

Telephone

By CARL ZE RRAHNL
Sacred and Secular Choruses,
Selected and arranged
For Singing Societies
and Musical Contentions.
Chorus assoclatlens of all kind, will welcome this
new compilation of Just the musia the mastar who
makas tt likes to use, and a-ee no snccoaefully, in
musical saeetings. 27 Cheruses, ’44 octave pajaa.
Frio* Id hoards, $1.25; paper $1.00.
The IDE it (75et*.)by Emerson, is the ringrng
The beat of all hi*
school booh for »b« season.
singing school boohs, as the HERALD Off
his ob«*eh mnala
of
is
probably
FJKAI9E i$l)
far
books, and of UlV *«yu BEM» (60 Of.)
caul. uo uotrM 1
he
same
the
common schools
may exwllcnt
H
tie
also to examine Tildea’s truly
COME CHOKES ($1) which is undoubtedly
who desim
tha best high school song book for those
Alsokeep m o il'd ItltiiSI F A>D
a no®'ono.
of auwl»y B-itiual
LIFE (35 ct» ) in the front rank
sona books. a worthy companion or which JSedtTkffy
DEicOIV III CHIT (30 ots.)
Any bo»k staffed for retail price.

-orS

01,1VSR MTiON & CO., R#aton.

ho*

THE PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY,
NO.

53

FREE STREET.

The only place iu this city, t iget Ct*t-cIittS wor*
dene. (We use no machines to destroy clothing.)
Come and see our wot it, and satisfy yourself.

THOMAS 8c JORDAN.
"epl7_<*lm

Business Chances.
WILL buy a profitable Mu fnejtt, nr ell
established, together with machinconnected with Publishing and Printing
the
trades,
only we of the kind In Boston. All tta6
work that it can do, end ean bo largely increased.
Sold fbr no fault; the owner is engaged in same
For particulars addtesj
business in another city
If. WALCOTT, 47
at factory.
(Turn's easy.)
8ep21d3t
Waruham St., Boston, Mast._

(II* KCWI/A

ery etc.,

Removal*

VARNISH.
JOHN BABCOCK A* CO.’S Stand*
ard Coach Varnishes, are for sale by
w. w. tvHn’riE & co,,

M, W. If.

I‘nf

<1.

Bdi'

middle

Portland,
MPJO

CHASw E. JOSE & CO.,
rrunm'f1 to th. corner of Preble n«4
Congress Street*, where they offer at whotesalt
and retail, a fine stock of tiroekery and Glass W ata
with » greai variety « rich, orna-meainl »mi useful
hare

..

'"

ITb.

MleES,
Advertising Agent,

■
TllEMOTT NT..
J- racM for AdrarrtwmrnW
Un!*e4
•dtlee >.l ’.owns at

ii

Street,

BffHWH

tTtie. Oanada

9

>'

Srtfbl, »Wi)winces.

BHiH9lll™r

1

paxtjculkrn, writs -TSA 70KE3, Korth yv
aVWjWMte
salboro’; hie.
For

dfw*

■

Sgnspaper, in

•"SUkecure y-mt D&uxKBsaiESg...
1—19’
It

Maine.

^eepioada

articles,

HOBURTS

DENTIST,
370

I'a. inciB

sep-0

jrl4dtf_~

Send for Catalogue.

Kendall & Whitney, Portland. 1 Kendall & Whitney, Portland.
«2w
WpBX

LoTiimET

-

getting

jgH Ml (Tlarlcn-Mqaurr.

__

FLOWER POTS,

WpS*

Gaff,

Tre___

haw

237 Middle

can depend upon

Grand Promenade Concert

Fall Opening.

A. S. FEK.

|

dEvr

FAMILIES

--

and

Mduj

rvsnr

—FOR—

Street.

Tfeo iMgesi an <5 bssi assortment Of

EXHIBITION

+/<,

la Gold or Silrer Cusps* ft*
Ladies or Gentlemen,

T3E3CE1

er Complaint, use

a

Exchange
gng31

31

sep28-d3t*

rnHE annual meetingcf the Portland Grocers and
A Flour Dealers1 Association will he held at the
Rooms of the Board ef Trade, on Monday, Sept. 26,
1881, for the choice of officers and the transaction
of any other business that may come before it.
U G. BOYD, Seo’y.
(sep23dSt*) Per order

Dandy J. was ahead for the first
was drawn.
first half, when he broke and caught his foot
he could get
his boot, and before
in
straightened oat Tom B. had opened such a
gap that It was impossible to close it. Time,

2.3S.

Live Sewing Machine Agents, comp

tent to appoint and hand e canvassers and t
take sole agency (beet Sewleg Machine aitachmen
oat), for several Counties In Maine and New
Hampshire. 91,600 to 94,000, (according to s’ze)
per county can be made first year. Energetic agents
only address (with full references) JAS. F. SLA-

***v**^-«

Anctioneers and Commission Mmfcant*

AGENT,

win be allowed on all said taxes paid on or bofore
MONDAY, October 31st, 1881.
H. W. HEBSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
*ep23 dtd

off in the followpositions
ing order: Dandy J. pole, B lack Arthur n ext
After
and Tom Patchen on the outside.
scoring a dozen times, they got the word,
Dandy J. having a little the best of It and
proved himself a good horse by.winning the
heat in 2.32.
Second Heat—After several ineffectual attempts they were sent off and a prettier heat
never was trotted.
Dandy J. took the lead,
with Tom B. a close second, and when they
turned into the home stretch Torn was about
two lengths to the rear, l-it by a splendid
hurst of speed he beat Dandy nt and won the
heat by a head. Time, 2.32.
Third Heat—This was another exciting
heat, but Dandy J. was a little too fast for
Tom B. and went under the wire a length
ahead, bat was set back for running and the
heat given to Tom B. Time, 2.32.
Fourth Heat—In this heat Black Arthur

RIOHARBSOT,

vs

W. D. LITTLE, HEADQUARTERS

A DISCOUNT OF THREE PER CENT,

and were sent

for

for further inform at ion, apply to

CITY OF PORTLAND.
TBEASITBEE"S OBSTCE.
Sept. 22d, 1831.
1* hereby given, that the Tax Mils for
the ywl881, have been committed ts me
with a warrant far the collection of the same. In accordance with an ordinance of the City

tcmiiV

Regular sale of Ftiruftnre and General Merehao*
■Use every Saturday, comuMBotng at 10 o'clock A
oowfcltf
Be.
Conaignmente solicited,

two-fifif CLASS.

four came

***v

I'ortland, Aug 25,1S80,
f. o.baTulks <Jt Go., Aacdsneen.
(fl«
se?23

j

V I vn

w*

bury,

Total cost 31,000 insurance far 20 years, $83.60
Annual ewt of $1,000 Insurance against death
for 20 years, $4.18, exclusive of all dividends, <
which are declared annually as with other forms ,
and available on the anniversary of policy.

cTiim cv

that the track throughout
in bad condition, excellent time was made
at the trot in the afternoon.

dred dollars at time of sale and remainder in ten
davs, which time the purchaser will have for examination of the title. For further partteniar* in-

ULCSTKAnOh.

20 premiums of $23.18 each,
One half of policy retnrned In 20 years,

was

Congress Si

license of the Jodge of Probate far the Connty of Cumberland, I shall *eli on Thursday, thf
twenty-ninth day of September, A. D. 1881, at 8
o’clock In the afternoon, at pubUo aaoti-n oa thf
premiies, the three story brick dwelling bou»© and
lot, situated on the corner of Congress and Walker
street*, in Portland, known as the homestead of
Nathan L. Woodbury, deceased. The lot Is abooX
feet on Congress street and about 212 feet o&
Walker street, supposed to contain about 20,6oA

SAF ST

WANTLD.

strength.
Notwithstanding

AUCTIONEERS.

eep2lflu)

$90,000,000.

tion of

Furniture

BY AUCTION.

BY

W

to the wire for the first heat.
having the polo. The third time
got the word, Daisy having the
start, which advantage she held

AUCTION BALm

i

Safest life Insurance
in the World!

253 Middle Street

Leighton, do, dc; Mrs J Hulet,
cheese, 1st; A D Lowe, do, 2d.
Observing the ease with which the Granville
Hall oxen walked away with ezOO pounds on
the drag, and is view of their record at State
fairs, &c., the committee on trial of draft oxen
reoommended that the said Hall oxen be retired and pensioned. The black steers of A.
F. Winslow also did admirably in the exhibi-

(llw

—AND*—

--of acaE-

STUDLEY,

let; Frank Merrid, Lo, 2d; A F Winslow, 2 ysar
old, 1st; Wm M Merrill, 2d; H M Wilson, 1 year
old 1st; G T Merrill. 2d.
Draft Oxen—Granville Hall: oxen over 7% feet,
1st prem, 34; A F Winslow, do, 2d; W 3 Prince,
oxen 7 feet and under 7V4. 1st, 3*; Chas Morrill,
2d do, 33; Robert Leighton, oxen under 7 fast, 1st,
$4; Edw Russell, do, 2d. 33.
Butter and Cheose—Mrs John Barston,butter, 1st

Of the seven entries in this class

Portland, He.

House No. 732

steers 6 months Old, 1st
prem; Oscar Rideout, steer calves, 2d.
Colts—Samuel A Prince 1 year old colt, 1st prem;
W D Ramsdell, mare and colt, 1st; Oscar Rideout,
2d do for 3 year old; X M Lewis, 3 year old steer,

M

Staples,

246 MIDDLE ST.,
eop20_PORTLAND, 313._dim

style.

entitled to premiums.
Steers—B F Hall, yoke

prem; Mrs

quality.

Horatio

Just am gltea Iff

to those gentleman who Imre irotyat oroTided themselves with warm. COMFORT*
ABLE UNDER FLANNELS for the emning cold winter, FOUR NOTABLE LOTS
renllv deserves your attention.
FIRST.
And b«*t are the elegant
AUSTRALIAN WOOL Undershirts and
Drawers. These goods are heavy, ana
yet soft and delicate to tee tench. Persons to whom the feeling of ordinary
Flannels is intolerable, can wear these
with perfect comfort, they are colored
in beautiful tints of Scarlet and White,
Old gold and White and Nary blue ami
White. Samples can be scan in our large
corner window-.
SECOND. RED UNDERWEAR. Many
persons who are subject to Rheumatism
or Neuralgia, are greatly benefited hj
wearing Scarlet UuderflanneN; »c show
these goods in four grades, from a light
weight cotton and w<ol tithe heaviest
ribbed, double-breasted* efl wool (Jeulo*
cook Goods.
THIRD. BONANZA. These are heavy
mixed, ribbed, double-breasted goods,
price 75 cts. (last year we sold them for

STAPLES.

HORATIO

arc

HORATIO STAPLES

LADIES7 and MISSES7 UNDER FLANNELS

possible prices.

plums, 1st; Mrs F 3 Blanchard, canned
traits, let; Mrs M E Stront, loaf bread, 1st.
Very commendable displays of apples were made
by Edgar Bussell, B a Leighton, 3 L Clongh,
Nathaniel Wilson and Albert Rideout, and of
pears and apples by James Doten; of plums by
John Staples.
Mrs. Elira of Yarmouth, 77 years old, was awarded 1st premlnm for silk quilt; Mrs. M. J. Wilson,
Deering, patch work quilt, 1st; Mrs. Thomas Sklll'n,
Gray, 2d do; Mrs. J. D. Lowe, No. Yarmouth, eounterpane, 1st; Mrs. Wm. P. Winslow, rag rug, 1st;
Mrs Jennie Allen, West Gray, 2d do; Mrs Thomas
Skillin, yarn rug, 1st; Miss H Knight, 2d do: Mrs
John Barston, floor carpet, 1st; Mrs Joseph Hieks,
mixed yarn, 1st; ditto white yarn; Eva Leighton,
woolen hose. 1st; Mrs Sarah Morrill, half hose, 1st;
jogsle flint, woolen gloves, 1st; Mrs 8 L b trout,
mittens, 1st.
Awards for stallions were as follows;
V O Hall, Windham, stallion, Black Arthur, 1st
premium, S3; ditto, 6-year-old stallioon, General
Shepley, 1st, S2; H B Shaw, Portland, stallion Tam
B Patchen, 2d premium, 32.
Cows and Beifen—George Blanchard, best herd
Jerseys, 1st prem, 34; ditto, pure blooded Jersey
cow, 1st, 32; ditto, 1-yeai-old, let; Id do; ditto,
best beifer ealf, 1st; M N Leighton, milch eows, lot
32; F Winslow, best stock cow, 1st prem, 32; J
Dennison, 2d do, fl; A P Skillings, yearling beifer,

Willard of the Willard Club and J. F,
Randall made some excellent long shots.
Wednesday the first prize (a portrait of the
winner and 20 per cent, of entrance fee), was
captured by Capt. B. J. Willard of the Willard Club of Portland, who killed nine out of

large gather-

Saccarappa.
The funeral of the late Fred Webb, son of
County Treasurer James M. Webb, took jdace

Yesterday

aq

Wednesday, from some inexplicable cause,
tbe shooting was a little below the average,
although some fine exhibitions of skill in

uuu-

Burglary in Gray.
Sometime last Friday, Charles Daniels of
Kennebunkport, who was stopping in Gray,
entered the house of Henry Thayer and stole
therefrom a silver watch and chain, a ring and
He was arrested by Deputy Shera penknife.
ift Dow and brought to Portland Wednesday,
and yesterday morning put before t$e court.
returned the
He confessed the theft and
articles taken.

Accident!,
morning Mr. B. A,

ha Tars annfi riant in nrnnnrtinn

ON THE WING.

cert on Friday evening. Free entertainment
by the citizens of Norway and half fare on the
railroads from Portland, Lewiston, Canton,
Gorham, N. H., and intermediate stations are

promised. All are invited and
ing is anticipated.

tn

they become better informed, and probably
many who have been eager to question the
competency of the President’s medical staff
will, on studying the nature and relations of
the anatomical parts involved, be more charitable in their judgment of the devoted men
who for eleven weeks watched every changing
pulse beat of the victim of assassination, and
who must be admitted to have had at least as
much at stake u3 those who, actuated by disappointed ambition, hasten to malign them.

Oxford County Musical Association.
The Oxford County Musical Association are
to hold thair animal festival at Norway, commencing Oct 4th. Mr. Kotzsohmar, who gave
snob satisfaction as musical direotor last year,
is to occnpy the same position at the coming
meeting. Mendelssohn's “Hymn at Praise”
ui> uw

one

they did in tbis case. As regards tbair treatment of the President, it is very generally considered by medical men to have been careful
and judicious. It is not difficult to predict
after the event, and it is very easy to criticise at
any time; but those who are so ready with thai*
advice on subjects which they know nothing of

J. \V. Bradbury of Augusta, Hon. Nathan
Webb, Hon. George F. Talbot, and Hon.
Bion Bradbury and Judge Fox will reply.

given

system.

Already certain surgeons aro endeavoring to
excite public feeling agains t those who had
charge of the case, by making unfavorable
criticisms upon every step in its management.

At 2 p. m. to-day in the United States Circuit Court, the committee on resolutions in
regard to the death of the late Judge Clifford
will report. Remarks will be made by Hon.

rtuearacu auu

supposing

The report says, "The immediate cause of
death was secondary hemorrhage from one of
the mesenteric arteries adjointng the back of
the ball.” It is not stated in words, but it is
probably the case that this vessel was
cut at the time of the shooting, either by the

Court.

DO

it to be known that the
Just where it did in the President's

able,
body.

finding them go downwards almost of their
own accord, and knowing that normally no
[ channel exists in that direction, they very
naturally tbonght that the bullet had made
| this channel, and their attention was diverted
from its actual track by the fact that the
greater part of it gave'no obvious symptoms—

wui

in doing

great aorta itself, which, for aught any one
could have told bad been seriously injured and
ready to rupture on a alight touch. There
would have been the further risk of plunging

Thus, the matter,
or pas,
kept working farther and farther
down, conveying the impression that the bol.
let was at the end of this channel between the
muscle*, and misleading the surgeons as to its
The abscesses in the back,
true location.
Which had to be opened several times, were
collections of this pus which had gathered in
pockets at the side of the main channel.
The bullet was found encysted, that is to
say, enclosed in a firm sac of dense material.
This is nature’s method of disposing of many
foreign bodies in the soft parts. It never entered the cavity of the peritoneum, for this
lies in front of the pancreas.
The question has often been asked, why did
not the surgeons find the ball before the President died? But it will not be asked by those
who appreciate the extreme danger to which
the patient is subjected by the introduction of
any exploring instrument deeply among these
structures. It is a well honored rule in surgery
not to drive probes through resisting parts
when searching for a hall, The surgeons re'
luoqitCU

already

ol tbe vertebra which was

this there would have bean danger of wounding some important artery, perhaps even the

Presentation of Resolutions in the Circuit

nnlnr_ wTiArfirrnnn iho rants,in nnshp/i

hall Showed numerous additional entries. An
interested group could be always found about
an elegant harness, exhibited by Geo. H.
Sheffers of Yarmouth. Among many marked
improvements in these harnesses, as manufactured by Mt. Sheffers, is the patent yoke for
single harness, ot which he makes a specialtyMiss Hattie G. Hayes exhibited an ancient
silk dress which retained all its original lustra.
This garment is more than 100 years old. The
attention of many waB held by the beanty of a
clock case of scroll work by 35. F. Doten of
North Yarmouth.
Recent additional entries
of vegetables had brought this department up
We append e list
to the usual completeness.
of awards upon articles exhibited in the hall:
Mrs John Bara to a, best collection of plants, 24
In number, lBt prem; Miss Mattie Pride, 2d do;

John Hulet. collection of cut flowers.lst prem;
Wiualow 2d do. M is» Ellen Loriug, best house
plants, let; Mrs A M Farris 2d do, Mrs W L
Prince, bouquet, 1st; Mrs Bldeout 2d do. Mrs 8 K
berlog, flowers, gratuity; Mrs John Cleaves, North
Yarmouth, lamp mat, 1st prem: Mrs E A Blanchard, sofa pillow, 1st; Mrs A E Merrill, tidy, 1st.
Ada Coffin, toilet cushion. 1st; Mattie 8 Marshall,
set table mats; Alice M Bawyer 1st: Abble F
Roberts, pillow sham, 1st; Mrs Alvin Hall, shell
work, 1st.
Cyrus Soper, lace cap, 1st; Mias Alice Stubbs,
pair worsted shirts, 1st; Mrs. Henry Nelson, table
linen, 1st; Mrs E A Blanchard, shirt, lBtj same
towel rack, let; Mrs Thos Sklllin, hair wreath,
1st; E F Doten, clock case, 1st; L Winnie Sawyer,
worsted picture frame, 1st: Alice L Haskell, pen
wiper, xst; .John Hulet, best exhibition of fruit of
all kinds, 1st, *2; Samuel Skillings, North Yarmouth, 2d do, |l; Otis A Mouutfort, best display
of aupies, not less than ten varieties, 1st; A F
Winslow, Falmouth, 2d do; John Hulet, best exhibit of pears not less than four varlsties, 1st; Samuel Skillings, North Yarmouth, 2d do; Mrs E B
Woodbury, Falmouth, best jelly and preserves, 1st;
John Hulet, Cumberland, best specimen grapes,
le.*. Cnn....l
Ill:—
TV_iL

body
badly mangled and weakened, and

the crew were ordered by the captain to take
in sail, The crew paid no attention to the
order. The captain then seeing the vessel
would run on to Ram Island, told the helms
man to stand off. The helmsman refused to
a

BLACK
AND
WH5TE
BUNTINGS
AND

Mrs
Mrs

the

JUDGE CLIFFORD.

him aside and with the assistance of the mate,
kept the vessel away till the tog Scott, Capt.
Bogan, came along. Capt. Bogan song oat to
take in sail and the crew obeyed him, and the
vessel was taken oat of danger. As the bark
neared the Portland Company’s wharf, the
crew all made off in a boat belonging to a
boarding-house keeper that came alongside.
The captain has, probably, pnt this case in the
bands of the authorities. It Is said the men
were shipped for the voyage and paid in advance, but claimed a further allowance, which
was refused.

policy.

distribution of fruit.

explanatory list below.

would have to crowd tnexr instrument tnrougn

Wednesday night as the bark S. R. Scarce,
of Philadelphia, was coming into the harbor,

nhAir

yesterday as paying the ?23,000 policy on the
lato President's
life lest Tuesday.
The
Equitable Lite was the company that paid tbe

disagreeable day

the

ffEONT.

Mutiny.

thorough discussion of 'Weymouth’s explora-

meat

Is situated at the upper part of the loins.) All
these are shown in the cnt, and each is marked with a distinguishing letter which refers to

i indeed, no symptoms at all which were not as
To-morrow Stockbridge will sell <he tickets
for the Ideals’ performance of the “Mascotte."
easily referable to the channel between the
At nearly every place where W. W. Cole’s
lean muscles.
great shows have exhibited this season thouBnt, even if they had known exactly where
sands of people have been turned away unable
the bullet lay, they could not have extracted it
to gain admission. This is the result Of having the “Best show on Earth.” It will be in by any justifiable means. I! they had followPortland Oct. 8th.
ed the line which it took In entering, they

Mercury 50° at

sunrise, 60° at noon, 58° at sunset; wind southwest.
A special meeting will be held at the library
ol the Maine Historical Society, cm the 36th of
November, lor the reception of papers. An
interesting report of the field day excursion is
expected, and win doubtless occasion a

a

MINSSSJS1S.

HOTS*.

J outage.

yesterday.

a man standing erect to be cut in
two by a knife oarrted horizontally two inches
above the level id the navel; suppose the upper part to bo removed; as we looked down
upon the eat earfaoe of the lower part, we
should see the organs as represented in the

puausuiy

Baird’s popular minstrels will appear at the
Portland Theatre next Monday night. There
are forty performers and include the celebrated church choir boys, the Zouave Cadets, the
great London quartette, Matt Elder’s brilliant
brass band and a host of other talent.

Municipal Court,

CBoadjr and

noam.

gram says:
“One of the largest audiences that has assembled in the Opera House for a long time
witnessed the production of Humpty Dompty
by Jay Rial’s mammoth company. The comi-

Stephen Bonchant, for the larceny ol • watch
valued at #16, the property of dames JF. Sheridan,
was sentenced to two years in jail,
two

The church

Dompty troupe,
Jay
embracing- thirty-fonr artists, will appear at
Portland Theatre to-night. The Toledo Tele-

Smmou

Dyer, on

Van the

~

nostras

Conway, otherwise called Philip Conway,
pleaded guilty to an indictment against him as a
tliiei, and was sentenced to four years In
e State prison,
Coffee
David
pleaded guilty to the larceny of a
yratch ironi the person of Solomon R. Hawes, and
to
two years in jail.
was sentenced
; harles McKenney, who waa indicted for the same
not
guilty, took the stand, and in
offence, pleaded
the opinion of the jury, committed perjury, was Senthree
tenced to
years in State prison.
Wilson paid a duo of #5o en an indictment
Lydia
fm fornication.
Elbridge Griffin and Charles Harford, for a conspiracy to burn the Reform School, were each Son-

William H

the vena cava (the great vein which
brings the impure blood from the lower part
of the body to the heart), and the first lumbar
vertebra (a segment of the bask bone which

backbone all have a general vertical direction
running up and down alongside of the spinal
column, of which column the vertebra in
question is one piece. These muscles were
tom through by the bullet, and when matter
formed, as it is almost sure to do in such a
wound, ft borrowed its way down between
these muscles and made a channel which of

Rial’s great Humpty

dam.*

•

on

body),

itself gave forth more pus.

ST-pto prison.

in

six ribs

back.

MUSIC AMD TER DRAMA,

prison.
Divia,
jail.

vears

va Oft

pastor, Rov. A. McKeown, D. D.
will be draped for the occasion.

Re-

was sentenced to three years In Jail.
Andrew Reagan, convicted at this term Of an assault and battery npon Patrick O’Connell, was sentenced to pay a fine of $50 and costs or to three
months in Jail.
Herman M&rtelL Hugh Gillen, Lester Small and
Jam** C. Flo pleaded guilty to an Indictment for assault and battery upon the Superintendent of the
Reform School. Martell was the ringleader and had
a knife which he was attempting to use when arrested. Martell was sentenced to four years tn the
State
Gillen, Small and PIO each to three
years in iafl.
John
for adultery, was sentenced to two
O-nths tn
Thomas Kalor, convicted at this term for rape upon Flora C. Cushman of Gorham, a girl fifteen years
of age, was entenced to ten years Imprisonment in

tenced to three

each side, many muscles, the
trunk
which distributes
aorta (the main
nutrient blood from the heart all over the
or

R. rib.
1, Intestine.
LK, left kidney.
KK, right kidney.
L, liver.
P, panoreas.
LV, first lumbar vertebra,
S, spleen.
A, aorta.
V, vena cava,
M, loin mnsoles.
G, lowest part of stomach.
X, point beneath which the baltotwM found.

evening.

i_*

ADVERTISEMENTS

imen

minute guns to be fired from sunrise to sunset.
Chestnut street M. E. church will hold a
funeral service for the late President next

prison.
Charles J Gerard of gaccarappa, on two search
and seizure complaints, was sentenced to pay {200

form School,

the

present to our readers a wood cut and full explanation which, we hope, will make plain
the points which have been so poorly undera

j

Sindent,

an-! t> ifis, ana in aeiauit, to mx uioiudb in jnu.
an indict meat for common seller to a fine ot
and costs or two months in Jail.
fire to
Koeooe C. Bailer, for arson in

The following parts would
sake of clearness.
the liver, spleen'
have been out through;
pancreas (which is called sweetbread in a calf)
both kidneys, large and small Intestines, five

Among the draprags yesterday we noticed in
Dr. Macalister’s window, corner of Free and
As one kidney is sHnated naturally higher
Congress streets, a portrait of Garfield and a than the other, they are not severed by tbe
tablet with the motto “The Nation Mourns.”
knife in corresponding portions,which acoounts
Owen & Moore’s large show windows are handfor their different appearance. The intestines
somely draped, and in one a broken column is are normally coiled and twisted, so thatthesecwreathed with smilax and supports a drooping
tion shows them in irregular and fantastic
banner whose folds are cangbt up with crape;
shapes. Bat a small portion of tbe liver iscntoff
on the base of the oolnmn is Garfield’s monowith this halt of the body,and only a minute slice
gram. In Bean’s dry goods store window a
of the lowest part of the stomach and the lowportrait of Garfield is surrounded by flags at er end of the snleen. The broad black line
half-mast, J. M. Dyer & Co.’s, Clark’s book miming from E to X represents the track of
store, on Congress street, are all tastefully
the ball, as described in the official report. It
draped. On Middle street, A. Aansnaon the entered at a point a little above E, that is, at
clothier, McKenney and Armand, the photo- a level above any portion of this seotion,
graphers, Solomon Shine, M. A. Bosworth, broke the eleventh rib, ploughed through the
Studley, A. B. Butler, Bines Brothers, A. Lit- great loin muscles (shaded dark, as are all
tle & Co., Loring, Short & Harmon and Storer
the other muscular strnotnres), just missing
Brothers, were all draped more or less elabor- liver and right kidney, both of which it was at
the
one
of
ately. That of Storer Brothers was
first feared were wounded,
then crashed
handsomest in the city. F, A. Leavitt’s flag
through the body of the first lumbar vertebra,
arrangement on Exchange street is very appro- breaking off splinters of bone and driving
priate; Garfield’s portrait is bordered with them into the soft parts around, passed dose to
black and bears the motto “The Nation’s
the aorta, and finally Btopped just below the
Loss,” while Arthur’s is bordered with blue, panereas, at a point beneath X In the picture.
and bears the legend “Our Nation’s Hope.” , The
report does not^ state that the track was
Dresser, McLellan & Co., and Levy’s stores on ; ■fTtticThf- hnf. n. fltr&lorfit linn drawn from tha
Exchange street were also draped yesterday, right eleventh rib to the left, forwards and a
and Edwin Marrett & Co.’s on Temple street.
little downwards, would traverse exactly the
W. 8. Banks' window on the comer of Free
route above described. In the drawing it is
and Congress streets, was draped with fine
impossible to show this downward deflection,
effect
as the cot surface is horizontal, but,
by reGov. Plaisted, after consultation with the garding E as a little above, and X as little beCouncil, has ordered the batteries stationed at low the level of this surface, it wffl be easily
Portland and Lewiston to be on duty the day
understood.
of the President’s funeral, and has ordered !
The great muscles accumulated around the

AsniiCRSBAH, Mass., Jam. U, 11880.
I have been very sick over two years. They
I tried the most
all cave me up as past cure.
tkilltni physicians, but tbey did not reach the
The lings and heart would fill up
weret pin.
'.t and distress me. raid fhv throat
ever
<-v
I told my children I never
was
bad.
shou’ ‘lie in -isace until I had tried Bop
I haTU taken two bottles. ’They
B>:
-ed me ray much indeed. I am now
hi
ere was a lot of rick folks here who
yrf
how tbey helped me, and tbey used
heare cored, aim feel as thankful as I
tb
ere is so valuable a medicine made.
do*
Miss Julia G. OuBHiJia.

Despite the threatening appearance o£ the
morning, and the continuance of
disagreeable weather throughout the day, the
attendance yesterday was neatly double that
ot the preceding day. A look through the

XXI.

MoKeown, Hon. Nathan Webb, Bishop Healy,
Judge Goddard, Gen. S. J. Anderson, Hon, T.
B. Reed, Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Hon. Bion
Bradbury, Hon. W. L. Putnam will be invited
to address the meeting, bat the list is subject
to revision. The sub-cominittee an nmsio and
speakers will report to the. gensral committee

"Bartlaae," the French name for It unlock,
As an
is as popular in France as in America.
autt-seerburic, aperient and diuretic, a cannot
be too highly eitoDed.
Burdock Brood Beta

We have consequently invoked
surgical friend, and this morning

pnblic generally;

are

appointed
Thurston, Barrage and Marr as a sab-

yesterday afternoon at 4 o’clock to decide on a
list of speakers- It is probable that Rev. Dr.

Popular Everywhere.

combine, “in

aid of

of no moment to the
and these are omitted for the

anatomist, which

an

ho invited to sing on the occasion.
A meeting of the sub-committee was held

lTlot

hb2J_08t

ters

found.

we

committee to arrange tor music and the
Mayor, Jodge Goddard, C. J. Chapman, 3. W
Earrabee and Wm. McAieney to secure the
services of speakers to address the meeting.
To-day the city bells will be tolled from 2
to 3 o’clock, the time of the services in Washington,
On Monday all places of business will be
closed after 12 o’clock, and there will be no
afternoon services of schools. At noon minute
gunB will be bred under the direction of Gan.
Beal, by order of the State authorities. The
city bells will be tolled at the same time. At
two o’clock there will be publlo services i*.
City Hall. These will consist of a dirge by
Chandler’s band, reading of Scriptures by
Bey. Dr. Hill, prayer by Bev. Dr. Carruthers,
singing by the Weber Club, addresses by prominent citizens, music by the band and benedic-

City liall—The Mascot.

nmawermn-Mtl

picture. There would be, et oonrsa. In a complete representation many details o! interest to

have had a report at the post
mortem examination of the body of President
Garfield, few outside of the medical profession
are sufficient familiar with the anatomy of the
parts involved to obtain from it a real comprehension of the condition in which they were

Although

The committee ol arrangements
Messrs.

ADVHKTlSHMB»m TO-DAY.

ono

History.

skies In the

building.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Tosses Bros, cdter to-day

of its Nature and

stood.
Suppose

Monday. Aldermen Winslow and Tewksbury,
and Councilman Melcher and Clark of the city
council were appointed a committee to superintend the draping of the dtj and county

_

NEW

Explanation

An

AmogeiBffiiti tor a Proper Oiraerrftnc*
of Monday Next

Willard Small & Co.
°*Anburn,
Augusta, F. Pieres.

NEW

8oeo*d Day.

meeting of the city committee
ON ffimEEAL CEREMONIES.

i miiAV mokkiso. sial'. gs.

CUMBERLAND FARMERS’ CLUB FAIR

THE PRESIDENTS WOUND.

DEAD PKESIDENT.

_

Wit and Wisdom.
die. Further along we see an oak and black
gum, uninteresting of their own account, hut
whichienable the villager to get the bearings
A humorist, embittered by long manufacture
of the now up-torn locust where Grant and
Lee first met to talk. That spot is in an open
of jokes and the fiendish pursuit of puns, once
field, about two hundred yards north of the
impaled a baleful joke upon his wife at the
court house, and well down the slope towards
close of a washday, she then preparing the fruWhen we forded that
the Appomattox.
stream, the clear, soring water flowing over
gal evening meal, whereupon she smote him
sandy bottom did not so much as wet tho
his broad brow with a stewnan. The dyiDg
over
ten
hubs of our buggy wheels. It is less than
j man cried out as ho fell with a ~Eleam of imyards in width at this time, though in stormy mortal triumph in his eyes, “Stewpandous
weather when the soil above takes to itseu |
joke!” and passed away to a better land.—Bufsomething of the fluidity as well yfts the color fington Hawkeye.
of blood, the rivulet truly swells into a river
and passes eastward its one hundred and fifty
Years of Suffering.
miles to the James with rush and roar that tell
Mrs. Barnhart, eorner Pratt and Broadway,
of tho highland bed wherein it wag born. The
Buffalo, was, for twelve years, a sufferer from
source of the stream is three miles above—a
spring that is visited daily by darkey boys rhoumatism, and, after trying every known
who balance backets upon their head3 with as
remedy without avail, was entirely cured by
much dexterity as the thumb of the sweet
Thomas’ Eclectbic Oliswell at Long Branch throws into the twirl of
his cane.
lt does seem, after all, that the colored peoAT TUB APPLE TREE.
ple are slow to learn. Two of them fought a
Tho spot where stood Lee's apple tree is
soon readied, as leaving the creek we go • part
duel at Paterson, N. 3., the other day, and one
of the way up the slope, and bait by a roadside
A couple of whites
was dangerously wounded.
orchard. Persons have said that the hole loft
might have fought a duel all day without eithby the removal of the stump is now visible. er one receiving a scratch.—Norristown HerIf so it is microscopic. The driver showed us
ald.
“near ’bout” and “put nigh” the place when
the hole ought to be. The day after the surCaution.
render the tree was removed root and branch
The wide popularity of Hub Punch has led
by soldiers who wanted relics to take home to
to the appearance of inferior imitations.
And as anple
their wives and sweethearts.
wood is anple wood, several other trees in the
also.
same orchard were cut up into reliqs
John Bull sneers at our navy, hut he Is probThis season a crop of oats was taken by FarmSeptember ably not aware that wo can turn out 15,000
er E. G. Hicks from the field and
stubble now makes the whole hillside brown.
bands at the very first hint of foreign inIt is true that Lee held a brief council under
vasion.—Boston Post.
a
is
not
tree
of
the
and
the
story
the apple tree

_POETRY._
Dirge.
The following lines from the pen of an unknown writer, wore sung At the death of Pres.
Barrisou, in churches and various public
or
gatherings.—to the “Dead March in Saul,”
“Unveil thy bosons etc.as arranged in ZeuAncient
Lyre.
ner'e

That hope has fled, that light is gone
£hr*u led beneath the funeral pall!
The mourning train move slowly on
Their slept m measured cadence fall.
S^rth yields to earth, and dust to dust,
lx>** breathes th .*igh as sorrow liov s,
Tbs grave-receive* the eeenm trust,
Our frit nd there taaea his last repose.
goon he awakee ! a fairer uern
Break# on him from the heavenly throne
Cay allied wreaths his brow adorn,
Be lives and moves in light alone.

still we pause in silent grief,
Still bend awhile btneaih the red.
Still seek in tears a sad relief
And kueel before a chastening God.
Bnt

lay a ftuther in the tomb.
We mourn a faiier and a friend,
He sleep* not in lernai gloom,
We

night

Soon he awakes !

a

fairer

myth.

morn

on

Appomattox.
▲ Visit to the Place of Lee’s Surrender.
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'^Yes,” repeated Dr. Patterson, the obliging
of the village, ‘,vre had school there

j^jBciar.

alitor Winter.”
“Well, I should—irradiate,”

Jocose companion,

remarked my
who was here with Sheri-

dan sixteen years ago.
“But where were the

prisoners?” I protested,
thieves, vagabonds, cut-throats, forgers

"the
and awful creatures of that kind?”
"Why, sir, sometimes Appomattox jail is
without a tenant of that class for two or three
year*.; we are a law-abiding people, and love
God."

“An’, bedad, strangers,” interrupted a less
polished native, “ef ye feel kind o’ thirsty ye’ll
be

'bleeged

tar

g’way from

licker, ’cause there ain’t a

heah ter git yo’
drap o’ the critter

In ole Appomattox.”
Such was my introduction to the scene of
Lee’s
surrender and Grant’s triumph—as
peaceful and pleasant a spot as can be found
the continent. What I take to be the comidea oi the whereabouts of the out-of-theway court bouse and its apple tree is that they
are lying around loose somewhere within an
hou. *8 ride or go of Petersburg. At least that
on

Mr.

flat fields

and

_A

BEAUTIFUL VALLEY.

But as soon as we got ont of the woods and
drew near the village the whole surroundings
took upon theuisel .es that which forced our
close scrutiny and admiration. The court house
landscape, made up of a little valley and its
botduuig hills, seemed to me to be as soft and
pleasant a pict ure as one could wish to see To
the right from the roadway stretch rolling
lands and te the left are similar clearings, with
a plantation house a quarter of a mile distant,
in the midst of its field. Beyond and in the

00,

the sun.
Slightly below the point from which we see
these sights is the Court House village. It is
snuggled up agsintt the hill, half way dow i
the slope, and is nearly hidden by shade trees.
As we move on we pass a graveyard that covWithin
ers lees than a square rood of ground.
the enclosure, as our driver tells ns, are buried
the last victims of Lee’s last campaign. The
only slabs in the place of burial are wooden
orna, and the only tombstones are such rude
recks as have been gathered from the highway. A few hundred yards farther along the
to..<t we corns to the McLean house, the place
of surrender, and a moment later we hitch our
hours in front of the coart house, in the heart
•f the little settlement.
wav ot

AN ODD LITTLE PLACE.

It is plain at first glance that the village was
built with an eye to the geometrical. The
half sere of grassy ground in which squats the
ooort house is of ectagflnal cut and hedge.
Four Bhort streets form a square around the
octagon, and aronnd the outer sides of the
saaets are tho one hotel, the three stores and
the thirteen dwellings that constitute ftho village. The coart bouse is a brick building of
low pitch in a grove of locusts. Stone steps
lead in steep succession np to a porch, passing
which Judge or jmor finds himself in the hall
of justice. Blackstone is uppermost in tho
main room, hut in the basement below the Bible holds sway, for upon occasion the court
hoc-., can serve as a church. The jail looks
like a brick dwelling, and its harmless appearance is in keeping with every other thing
about the delightful village.
••The only excitement* we have,” said Dr.
Patierson, "are in conrt weeks. Coart met
yesterday and Colonel Beadjoster Cameron
spoke here, but, as you see, there isn’t much
stir. Yes, the apple tiee place is beyond the
creek there, and—by the way, do yon see that
house? Well, there’s where Mr. Peers lives;
in the yard of his honse the last Confederate
gun fired in Virginia went off on the Sunday
morning of tfc -surrender. On the other side
of the county imilding is the McLean house;
do yon see, geutlemeu?—that brick house.”

or

attempting

to assume an

C

pply

CJOHN

n

as it

stood at the surrender. In 1861 SYilmer MoLean, a quiet citizen, owned a farm near Bull
Bun stream, in Prince William county. When
en Sunday, 21st of July, in that year, the great
armies slashed for the first time his fields were
devastated and his home despoiled. Ho jumped
at the conclusion that the war would be waged
in front of Washington, and to get away from
the fuss, he pocketed his household goods and
to the untroubled hills of
m< ved routhward
Appmnattox. Strange does it seem that he
should have balield the first act and the last
act of the war in Virginia, but it was immedialclv around him that the coufiict had its begiumg and end. He was at Mauassas when
the gay young rebel, sashed and planted, gave
MeIX-icti *hat first sockdolager, and ho was
tm-.ox whan the same rebel—
tiere ;' A
ahc ui«.s. thirhss, the recipient of a
ragg’
thousand blow —stacked arms forever.
■WHERE THE WAR ENDED.
to
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COUNSELLOR

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

399Ya Congress Street.

I

L
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L

I

L
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M

Emery St.

Street.

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

Exchange Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,
COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY.
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
51 Ya Exchange Street.

CIGARS.

Fmui»hiwtf Goudit,
J. BURLEIGH & Co.
184 Middle Street.

0

woman
imvo nrrsnri

ATTORNEY

AT

P

Post

COUNSELLOR

AT

Doors, Sash, Klinds and Mantles.
C. S. FAKNHAM & CO.,
292 Commercial Street,
Portland, Mb,
eod eow2w
gepiy

R

Exchange St.

Nptci uly Natis*

and at

POOR, No. 253 Commercial 8t,
FFd and i'avku ftfannrfaciurers,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH & SON, 133 Exchange St

Hosiery,
Glove», Lsce»,
Embroideries and Worsteds.
CORNETS.
W. E.
and Brown Sts
Cor.
Kid

Congress

Kiu Gloreiu Ribbon*,
Embroideries, worsted Crewels, &c
E. 8. MERRILL, 467 Congr&ss St

CORNETS,
Laces,

Ware.

China and Bias*
R. S. RAND,

569 Congress St.

GOODS, Silks, NUavvla,
Groocta, Woolens, Linens, arc.

DRY MILLETT &

Ore**

LITTLE. 227 Middle Street

Bonds, Faucy Booris,
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls,* &c,
DRY
241 & 243 Middle St.
BINES
Fancy Goetitt, Hosiery,
Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.
Cleansing;, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CiTY
DYE HOUSE 13Preble St, op., Preble House.
Wedding and Culling
Cards and Fine Stationery.
WILLIAM S. LOWELL, 513 Congress St,
Cuetoua and Ready ."*2*;te Vio2ui»*
"jLlINE Gents’
JT
Furnishing Goode.
ALLEN A COMP AN >% 229 Middle St
Resign and Choice

DRY
Gloves,

EIVBKAVIftGL

Flowers specialty.
;
1^LORISTM,Fi!uci’at
W. E. MORION &
a

CO., 616 Congress St
and g>on;e»xic, Candle**,
Children's Christina* Toys
GEO. fi. CUSHMAN, 486. Ccffigreea

IjlR-UlT,Foreign

B

Men of education and good business ability to
learn, by actual experience in the field, how to sell
books by my system, and then to take charge of territory and start men; will nay men who asuccessful, after a three-months’ trial, from $000 to $1200
the first ye^r, and largely increase it the second.
Give a-ie. experience, and send this. W. J HOLsepl6eodlw
LAND, Springfield, Maes.

Houses Wanted.

LAW,
119% Exchange St.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
"ICO Exchange

ft

t

4c.

Exchange

Kebronacd anu
LEV! 3. BROWN, 33 Market Square

Fixtures

ENTS’ FnrnNbtnit OobiN, Keckirrar,
Underwear Ac. Fine .'iiiirtt to order,
If
CHARLES CUSTlt & CiO., 41)3 Congress St
V. ho,
.a
OiidKv.mil.
Fine Peas, coffees ana Fancy Groceries.
&
C. SHAW
CO.. 565A687Coug. A 237 Middle

Exchange St.

THOMAS B. REED,

COUNSELLOE AT LAW.

93 Exchange St
EMERY S. RIDLON,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
61% Exchange St

S

STROUT,

COUNSELLOR

LAW,
34 Exchange

X
GEO.
BOCEECK.
X Fine goods and low prices.
W. L. WILSON A CO., Exchange & Federal St.
'Teas and
I'iour.
B.T. SOULE & CO47 Free Street.

Cl

Street

idem, i?isieTcas,
Groceries,
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, Ac., Ao.
WILLLAM
00- 532

su

Congress St
AND FI8HI7G TACKLE.
Agent for Du Font’s PBlVUis*. and
RENDtiOCH. U. L. BALLET, 221 Middle ,84.

MILLIKJENJi

GUNS

LAW,

38 Exchange St

LAW,
191

Middle St.

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

93 Exchange St

HATS

DUES'

KH.
PA.

PIANO, ORGAN

E. iMFELh,
VOimSINGIXQ

St

Wntckt", Chruaouistrm,
JEWELRP,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
SEN’XER
CO.,
Exchange St

Boots

a

=

ESTATE.

in

on

IVt

cottage

rooms.

Lot contains two

able for
of

summer

myl4 dtf

acres

residence.

Very desirthe premises

of land.

Apply

on

a

No. 83

sepl0eod3w

Exchange St.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Boots and Shoes

Accountant and Notary Public.

and Troublesome Feet.

GEO. C. COWMAN, Office No. 184 Middle
Sweet. Pmrtwnl.

Book Binders.

MEN’S

II, Urfmem
DU, A. QUINCY,
Rtrlinncr No. til Pirk.n*. S|r»M.
Roost

Merchant

No. 4 Elm St
fancy «««>ms,
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laeoa.
MRS. J. DRYDEN, Cor. Congress and Casco SB

Millinery

Known to be fr m
’ess than elsewhere.

are

Your Boots

60 cent*

to

sent

MUSIC,
Tff.A
iv

musical

organs,

uujirumemh,

OPTICAL

The be&t make.

Exchange Street.
HANGINGS. Interior litre ora*
tions. Drapery Work, L pludstery Goods, &c.
BOSWOKTE & MORSE, 691 Congress st

FAPEK

Cititkeniiji & S«us, LihJ<

PIANOS*;EdBAILEY
pianos.
Five

FlTRBUSH

W. 51.

§J.OO per pair

StJOTMEK ASBAJIGEMEMT.
On and after Holiday, Jane 3?,
se55*»5Rj 3 f,«i,, Passenger Trains will leave
s-i.v !”^15PerilaBd at 5T.SO a. m., and
p. m,, arriving at Worcester
m.
Returning leave
at 2.15 p. Ei. and 7130 p.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
a., arrltfeg tt Portland at 1.10 p. m. ana 0.10 p.
_______

m.

Fitchburg,
Ayer June.,
Ulitiaoa,
NitMhua, Lowell, Windham, and I£ppiuii at 7.110 a. m. and tft.£5 p. m.

Per

For i*Ihucheater, Uoscord and points North, at
I. 115 p. as.
Fa? t&ocheuter, Spring vale, Alfred, Wat->oro aoa «nc» niver./.ow

**•

».

i.^n

hu., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. w». Returning
kftve icociiester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.05
a. m., and 4.05 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.85 a. m., tl.10 p. in. and 6.10 p. m.
JPoy e'iarbam, Sacvarappa, Cumberland
Woodfard’s.
We>itbr««b
and
at 7.30 a. m.. tl.35, 0.30 and (mixed)
*0.3© p. in.
The 1.35 p. *aa. tiain from Portland connects at
Jane, with Hoaiac Tunnel Route for
the We»t, and at Union Repot, Worcester, for
Yew Verb via Norwich Line, and all rail,
r?.

N. E. R.
7ia Springfield,
R. (‘'Steamer Maryland Route’Tfor Ubiladelpbia, SSaleiusore, Washington, and the
and vrith 'Ron toft & Albany R. R. for
.be West.
Close coanoctlons made at Westbrook Jane
2«oi2 v/ith through trains of Mo. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrnni
Franafer, Portland, with through
traina of Grp i) Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
.* Una & Adams*, No. 22 ExDepot o£ioes U
change
With
Parlor
Car
attached.
t
* Does nc
stop at Woodford's.
J W. PEr&JRg, Gen. Ticket Agent.

SON.

&

4.36

A

to order.

Congress St

All kiilu;> Ft.vu
Frum ULfc'Jy.
a Sue. i tlty.
Pine Gold r mi
e »t.
R. li. KNlGlI i, 37 Tempi*

E’.m
TO d
te'BSaT» MADE
Furnishings, Liuderv
J5
MEllillLL & CO., Under Preble JQouse.
Leather
OADDLKBY BmuwfirC) Uai
and Horse Goods. Wholesale ami lit; ail
5L
N
GEORGE

I.

A'

WE

GKO.

points.

5.57 P* m.—Through train from Swanton, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Sup t.
jne26dtf
Portland, June 24 1881.

O Supplies.

tv
j&iuneu
«».•. >:<-*
mge.
Agents for the “Cr.wior
& HO WALD. 233 & 226 Federal St.

Agent
Stoves,

for

m<t>i

*«« r #*»«.€

«■♦.

Wood, Bishop & Uo.s’ Goods.
VV. 1>. AMES, 29 Market Square
f;urtK'tce*.
Furnace Co.’s Gc
ft
13
•a.ijteSl

an

FttruntM, it.-*-.» SKnn^*'**.
Sole Agents lor the “Falmout h L.mge.’

STOVEfel, F.
dealer.

&C. ii,

Always

I

o»

German,

GAN SAVE

MONEY,

RAILROAD TICKETS
AT

baud the b«5iJ

English Goods.

WUJLKOHL1NG.

that
VOTIU! is HER FRY GIVEN,
I-ly ■' : i-iod and
j.N thesubscriberh
<■
■.

B«

Exchange St

Fine Goo^1 *l**d
and Braijirr
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E CORNISH, 249 Middle St

Administrator
taken upon liim-eU tbe tru-i
with the Will annexed f the .-slate of
late
of
P.
ANGELA
COLLINS,
Portland,

in the Count of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as tbe law directs. Ail persons having demands upon the estate of said dece ived, are r quirel to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM I. THOM, Adm’r with Will annexed.
sep?dlaw3wF*
Portland, Sept, 6th, 1881.

m%ILOR A!VL HiMP ? f •.
Jg Fine Goods always on In ml.
F

guaranteed,
TN

6J

f

6

.u

faction

i l'

e-iere.l

DUET 4 54 .« £iS, : a--hi t •«#*»
s
*lu Lk iu.‘*r.*>.
Kotos, * M evo< y
S
MflK EH NA 4 Of*
aist# Clock rssikcr,

WATM-TI
WM. SENTER

uliver Gerrkh, ut
<5lc CO.’S, 64 Exchange

Street

Bcalcr* iu ftawed Wood and
Kindlings* MORwE & FiqKETT, 19 Plum.

WOOD.

MUKIVTM.

dtf

angll

Trains Leave Portland
for
Dally (Night Express from Bangor) SaBlddeford, Portsmouth, Newboryvort.
lem, Lyon and BOBtoo. A special PuBman Sleeping Car will be ready for oecapancy in Portland
at
and
m.
9
at
(week
p.
days),
attached
and will be
11 p. m. Sundays,
rest
to this train. Passengers hare a night’s
and arrive Jn Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season tor
all morning trains Sooth aad West.
S.45 n. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.16 p.m.
Express i.IO p. m. Daily exoept Sundays, for
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Conway June., Klttery
Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
parlor
Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea, and Boston, with
ear arriving at 6.10 p .m. In season for Sound
and Ball oonnootious South and W»3t.
A train will leave Portland for Boston and way stations, at 0.00 p. m., arriving in Boston at
10.00 p. m. connecting with aU rail lines for
New York.
For Portland, leave Barton,
7.30 and 8.30 a. m. and 13.80 and 7.00 p. m., arin
Portland at 12.00,12.26, 5 and 11 p. m.
riving
The 7 p. in. train runs daily.
Through tickets to ail points Mouth and
West at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commereial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron. Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
a.

NEW TIME TABLE.
JUNK 37th,

after

ran as

To Montreal and West, 9 a. ta., and 1.90 p. in.
To Quebec, 1.00 p. ui.
To Lewiston, 7.10 n. ID., 13.40 and 3.10p. m.
To Gorham (mixed) 3.30 p. m.
To Norway, So. Faria and Gorham, 0.00 a. tn.,
1.00 and 5.10 p. in.

for

Tickets

Car

Pullman

ARRIVALS.
From Gorham, So. Faria, A Norway, S.35

MAMIE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, Mept. 19th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows; Lease Portland
for Ml. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and aU stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.60, and tl 1.16 p m.; St. Andrews, St. SteFredericton, Aroostook
County,
loosebead Lake, and aB stations on K. A
Piscataquis B. R., 111.16 p. m., (or 12.60 p.
for
m., noon, and remain In Bangor over night);
Bangor, Bncksport, Dexter, Belfast and
.15
12.50
12.45
til
p.
p. m.,
Skowhegan,
p. in.,
12.60
m. Waterside, 7.00 a. m., 12.46 p. m„
6.16
m.
m.
and
Saturdays only,
p.
p. m., 11.16 p.
Angnsta, Hallowed, Hardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.60 p.
m., 5.16 p. m., til.16 p m.j Itnlb. 7.00 a. ui.
12.60 p. in., 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. K., 7.00 a. m., 12.60 p.
m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. ni.,
6.06 p. m. f.ewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., til.16 p. in.;
Farmington, Phillips,

Shen,

Danaalas

I.oktl

?■

Read field. Went

an

nilth

111

Anson, 12.45 p.
Brunswick, 7.00 a.

m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m.y 6.00 p. m., St.
John,

8.15

a.

m., 8.00 p. m.; Houlton,

9.00

а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; ttucksport,
б. 00 a. m.. 6. p. m.; Bangor, 7.60 a. m., t8.O0
p.m.; Dexter. 7.10a. m.,4.00p. m.; Belfast,
6.30 a. m.f 2.35 p. m.: Skowhegan, 8.30 a. m..
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.27a.m. 2.00, flO.08
p.m.; and 5.16 a. m. Mondays only Augusta,
6.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.42 p.m., flO.68 p.m.;
Oardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.28 a. m., 3.02 p. m..
fll.20 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.00
p. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.45 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., f 12.36 a. m., (night.)
Rockland,
8.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. in.,
11.25 a. m., 4.16 p. m., fll.20 p. m.
7.10 a.m.; Farmington, 8.50 a. m.: Winthrop, 10.25 a. m. North Anson, 8.30 a. m.
The morning
being aue in Portland as follows:
8.36
and
from
trains
Augusta
Bath,
Tbe day trains from Bana. m. Lewiston. 8.40.
gor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.55 and 1.00 p. m. The
afternoon trains from YYa tervillo, Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.42 p. m. The Night
Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.
Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.

Phillips,

only.

through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
morning.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
St. John and Halifax on sale at reduced
t Runs

t uaadft, lletroh, C hicago, fVilv. ankee,
Cincinnati, St, Louin. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Panl, Salt Lake City.

Dearer, San Francisco,
and all points in tho

Northwest, West and Southwest
JOSEPH HICKSON, Oenoral Manager.
W. J. SPIOEK Superintendent.

Ju28dtf

TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Sept. ICth, 1881.
dtf
sepl5

Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port ETcry Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From
Wharf, Boston, 3 p,
Long
From Pine Street Wharf.

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Dollars. Round Trip 915#
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAMP AON, Agent,
I© Less

deSItf

Boston

Urn
Steamers!
The .avorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
DOBTon, tu o o ciock p. in. v^uuunyB excepieu;.
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
HT* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Bail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. 0. COYLE, Jr., Or «**» Agent,
dtf
aprb

Norfolk. Baltimore & Washington

26th

land,

will bo

inst., the day
a. m.

at

for Port-

9.00

a. m.

JOSEPH HICKSON, Gen’l Manager.
Montreal, 13tb, September, 1881.
spl5eod5t

oeawTkg room cars
FOR

—

NORWICH LINE STEAMERS
I'T)R

LEAVE

kvkky weEk day ap

1.SS F>. M.
VIA

—

Portland & Worcester Line.
No Tratuferi.

at

3 P. 1H.

Mass.

bills of

lading given by the

above named

Pamase to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, 919
2d Class, 99.
For freight or pawsage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash*
or
other
information
to
ington,
apply
E SAMPSON, Agent. Central Wharf. Boston.
no2 itf

Maine Steamship Company.
Steamer* Eleanors and Franconia

—

PORTLAND,
—

add SATURDAY

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington aud
Alexandria b> steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all Points South and South
C. P Gaither.
west via Yra. and Teon. Air Line.
Agent.240 Washington street, Boston Mass. To all
point* of North and South Carolina and teybnd via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air line to
Raleigh. Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, tne Caroliuas and Georgia Points. Waldo A.
Pearce, Agent, No. 22D Washington Street, Boston,

Semi-Weekly tine to New fork.

—

NEW YORK,
—

S,

agents.

C^KURCTLSG WITH

—

(tteauihif*.

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MfLLER.
From Bonton direct every WEDNESDAY

Through

—

New London,
—

Clan

WM. I*AWHENCE,

discontinued.

—

Firal
L

NOTICE.

loaviDg

a

a

S. (V

iDMneil li

Lrun iBurumiiA,
JAPa», IHlffA,
<frn‘«K*l

(SVw
AuHlrniia.

Hnadwifh

n«i

s«dl from Nsw
York on the 10th, 2«tb and 30th oi each month
carrying passengero and freight for Sao Fmactec
The

new

splendid

ft*

steamers

as below.
S. 8. Colon... Oct 20. j S 8. City of Para.. Sep. 30
of Panama only,
8-8. Crescent City, for lathm
Oct. 10.
oi
For freight
passive rates an A the tallest tafo r
rottion. apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C- L. BARTLETT A TO.,
115 State .htrm, cor. BroM.l Mt., floe ion.
or to W, D. LITTLE <fc
81 Pscfcaiigft 8:v roi-riena.
j«88dtf

Portland, Bangor & MacWa*
STEAMBOAT TO,
—*t>»

/

—

nj. DESERT, ROCKLAND, LASTIAB,
IfllLLISRIDBE and HACHIA9.
The Steamer LEWISTON,
DEERING.
Master. will leave Railroad Wharf,
i.YlBfc—jifesPortland, every Tuetnlay and

.TCkl

n CHARLES

at 11.15 o’clock, or on arof
Express Train from Boston, fer
Rockland, Caatine, Deer l*le, Sedgwick.
Mo. West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)
Hillbridge, Jouespori, and Hachiagport.
Ketnrmug, leaves Machiasport, every iHonday and Thursday Horning, af 4.30 o’clock,
touching as above, arriving In Portland the same
evening, connecting with the Pullman night train
for Boston.
Connects at Rockland with Sanford S. S. Co.
steamers each trip for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with, steamer on Monday, Wednesday and Friday trips for Green’s Landing, B! uehill
and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with steamer for
Lamcine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick with stage for
BluehiU.
Coming West.
At Rockland Mondays and Thursdays with Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings lot

Friday evening*,

rival

Portland.
Tickets and State Rooms
senger office, 40 Exchange

secured at Union Passtreet, Portland, E. A.

WALDRON, Agent.
All communications bv mail or telegraph for
should be addressed to
t .'Portland.
GEO. L. DAY. Gen. Ticket A

rooms

K. Uu SUING, INMni ftUuagCf.

jyCdtf

Portland. July 1,1881.
line

NTKA!YINUfll*i«.
Allan

Sailing*

from

royal

QUEBEC

every

^ail

SATURDAY

route presents unprecedented ad vantages to
tourists, enabling them to view the magnificent
scenery of the Lower St. Lawrence. In addition,
the distance from Quebec to Liverpool is 500 miles
shorter, and of the reduced distance 1,000 miles
is inland navigation, reducing the actual ocean
voyage to a minimum tl five days.
Extra ships
from
GLASGOW, GALWAY.
AND LONDONDERRY DIRECT
0 BOSTON.
For passage and information apply to
..agent at......
or LEVE & ALDEN, Agents,2<*7 B’way, N. Y.;
201 Washington SL, Boston; 107 South 5th St.
Philadelphia. E. A. WALDRON Portland Agent.
d6m
Jy4
Thi*

?TXEEN9TOWN

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Tickets by thi*
Inman. White fitnr and

Canard, Allan,

Anchor Lines of European Hteniners
sailing jweekly from Boston and New York. For
further particular* call on or address
T. P. McOOWAN, SookseHer,

«!»!» UONCRKK8 WBLET,

n

dt

ISLAND STEAMERS.
TELEPIIONB

FOR

4.5,1.

THE|SLANDS.
Line.

LEAVES

PHILADELPHIA

m.

pa

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

—AJn>—

Grand Trunk Railway.
Monday, the

formation regarding the saiuo may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For CfrctUais, wilt Excursion Routes. Tickets,
and further fnformattop apply at
State Rooms
T. C IIEKCom pan}’’* Office. 4“ Rxcban^re St.,
ind
SF.y.
seplGdtf

Tourists’ Steamboat

8TKADIHBIP LliYK,

the

ON AND AFTER HONDA Y, SEPT. 19lh,Mteamthis Line will
of
era
Leave Railroad Wharf,
foot
of
State
©very
street,
Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at 6 p. in., for Kastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Knboiniton,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Dlgby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Bathurst, Dalheulie, CharPiotou, Shediao,
lottetown, Fort Fairheld, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. in. and any in
53^-Freigbl

PAYSON

FARE $1.00.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

an<l after

WEEK.

W tltlhrAn.

North
Waterville
Farmington ria
m.,

a. ns.

74 EXCHAN GEL STREET

a*

PER

TRIPS

THREE

and

PASSENGER OFFICES

ON trniu
leaving Montreal at 7 30
train
Portland
it

PALE ARRANGEMENTS.

and

Heats

Berths said at Depot Ticket O Ace.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and T >cket Agent.
0. W. SANBOKN, Master Transportation.
dtf
jne25

and 13.40 p. in.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, S.33 a. tn.,
1.00 p. m., 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal ft Quebec, 13.40 p. in.
From Montreal and the West, 5.30 p. m.
From Lewiston .Junction, mixed, 9.40 a. m.

Ve

Eattport, .vie., Calais, Jle., 81.
John, A. B., Halifax, W. 8.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Diamond,

Trefeth&n’s
and

Portland.
6.15 A.M.
8.45

Evergreen Landings.

10.30

7.00 A.M.

9.30
11.06

2.00 P. M.
3.15

2.30 P. M.

4.30
6.10

6.00
6.40

Tickets

Peaks.
7.10 A.M.
9.15
10.55
2 20 P. M.
3 35

6.10
6.30

for Sailing Tiip 23 cents.
dtf

sel4

____

MONDAY,
under:
ON 1SS1, train, will
und

IMEBXAT lOKAL BrEAMSHIP (JO.

m.

No

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

6 0 ST CM

«>I.B COLONY KAIL.
BOAD.
BOSTON TO THK SOUTH,
rime. I.ow
Semi-Weekly Line, Quid.
21a tea, Freqaeni iieyanuea.
forwarded
to FALL
and
received
daily
Freight
RIVEB. there connecting with the Clyde Steamend
SATURWEDND8DAY
era, eniling every
DAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Line*
to
CharlceSteam
Ulvde
with
Philadelphia
ten, S. C., Wnekingtea, O. C., tieoraetovsa, J>. C., Alexandria, Va., and all Kai
and Water Lines.
Iveo
)• Through Kate named and Bills of Lading
from any point In New England to Phdadelphi
For rates of Freight and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Wm. P. Clyde A- Co., General Managers,
No. 19 So, Delaware Ave,, Philadelphia.
feh6
In connection with

..

3

Jlyftttoel

^

STEAMSHIP LINES

FROftf

r*

STEAMERS.

272 Middle St.

CLYDE’S^

Philadelphia & Mew
England

PAcIfi< mail's.

—

Q. H. YOUNG’S,

fpAlLOIl
I

RCItV

a

COMMENCING JUNE 27tfe, 1881

f

NASH, 172 & 17 4 Fore St

fTUILOR. French and

SIGN OF THE (SOLD BOOT.
eodtf
seplO

aw L' M9

TRAVELERS

—

Railroad,

Eastern

jm24dtf

l\ .vp.pt.

UTtfVBB. Baattct, * a «

:

tions.

1.00 p. m.—From Fabyan’a and White Mountain

■'

Organs.
Block

4314 jfUBIt

by mail postage

iverufcemonts teceived tor every Paper in the
Itaite- l Stales an-i U.hif-b Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given
*jud estunales promptly f uruished.
File of the Press kept for i uspection at any time
f &ilmates
Send for Circular,
of for 100 choice Newspapers.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free si

& Oi’iaaA. Weber* Ki Ufeltch
Pianos, aud Smith Am. Organs.

D

ns.—From

*unan

MeCamorou V Maine Piano Co.’s
& .NOTES, 72 Exchange St.

& son.

Sole Agents for Magee
A, N. NOYKB

S

Portland and Worcester Line.

Eye* iu Great

PIANOS
i
Bach

that
that

$.•*■■■
Mlv«rti«ng Agency,
RONTON
« itNKWin'Ofl ST.,

Transfer Station, Exeter, Cawrence and Boston.
TH ROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
L. William*, Ticket
Souta may be had of
Lgent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JA8. T. FUKBER. Gen. Sup*.
H. STEVENS, Gan. Ajont, Portland.
dtf
£ClO

—un>—

C.K. HAWES. 177 Middle St

GIum«
Good*.
Variety of Shape and Color,
H.
F
All
0.
LEY, No. 4

STOVES,

;

Portland,

at

Rooms

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Music Rooks, Stria«», .Suaieal
Instruments and Mcrcnandise.
0. S’i'OCKBKLHGL, 156 exchange St

KNIGHT

shoe

Dining

First class

ment*.

uaces.

TLIUNIC 4k MUSIC fSOORS, Pianos,

JL

prepaid.

the

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes tor refresh-

«;«od«,

EASTMAN A CUTTS,
Millinery,
Noe. l A 2 United States Hotel Boi

Jl

by mail. Goods

Millinery

Millinery
Velvet*, Satina, itibbonfc, lowers &
A. E. BARNES, 402 Congress St.

leading styles.

My irereasing trade demonstrates the fact
people ap reci te (ine stylish goods, at prices

a-

aud Orgaxui c we»4
■J3IANOS
makes of Pinuos aud four oi

Jersey Congress Boots, Light Soles, Bevel Edge,
Width. AA. A, B and C, Men’s flue stylish goods in

all the

tailor, a pl*c
nsaortmeiit of Cloths for. Gentlemen a W ea r
AUG. S. FERNAUU, 2a7 Middle

u

Inquire of J. C. PROCTOB,
UWW

Federal St.

231

F. A.

and

TnrnTTRF and lnt.
137 Onmheriand street, will
n be sold at a BARGAIN if »oJ4 immediately,
a« the owner i9 about to move from tbe Uity.

IUO

vine Assort

merit of

FESSENDEN, ESQ.,
31Vi Exchange St., Portland, Me*

FOR SALE.

Shoes.

For Difficult

road to the

A
MERCUANT~Tnllor.
Imported Goods.
SMITH,

D. W.

WANTED.
JUUIW

a

the

tion.

JEWELRY,

or

BOOTS and SIM.
IIVULIIOOVUIU

JEWELRY,

OWEN,

Gape Elizabeth,
two lights, and within tive minutes walk of
SITUATED
house containing ten
.the Ocean

it 42i tmEssmm.

TV 1UU,

Watcher, Clocks, .’sitter S>
Plated Ware, Fine Waioh Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, 513 Congress
Watches, Clocks and Silve.
Ware, Manufacturers ot Maronio Goods, Ac.
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 233 Jiiddlo 3t

CLOVES, Luce>.,
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
MOORE A CO., 5< ‘7 <4 503 Congress

FOR SALE.

Specialty.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,

JEWEIR7,

rstuullwnre* and

Reuse,

and

BRANCHES

~~

faff it. ifi t.fiA ‘PhillfifcinA Yinn.fi A

rocu WllU

IN ALL

a.

64

A

Watches, Uiamotuh,
Solid Silver and Flated Ware.
CARTER BROS., 531 Congress, cor. Casco Et
Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks.
SilTerware Msnuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
6U0 Congress St
A
WENTWORTH,
ATWOOD

Tenor Noloist, 96 Park Street

Goat Walking

INDIES’
Ne^jjfrrk

HARMONY,

Steckhridge’s Mnsie Store.

REAL

Pine

AND

PORTLAND
Bartlett and Intermediate star

ARRIVING AT

8.40

HATS,

JEWEIjRV,
KOTZSCHMAR,

Steamers at Sebago Lake for Naples, Bridgton,
Harison and Pleasant Mountain.
6.05 p. m.—For ell stations as far as Bartlett.
Daily stage connections with the 12.4G p. m. train
for Standish, Llmington, Sebago, So. Bridgton,,
Cornish, Porter, Keaar Falls, Denmark, Bridgton Centre, Lovell, Conway Corner, Jackson and
Glen House.
Direct connections with Proflld House. Jefferson,
aud Summit of Mt. Washington.

anq Centre Harbor

BY BUYING THEIB;-

MERRILL A Co., No. S Market Square
Munnfn. and dealrrn in
Harness leather, Wholesale and Retail.
CHAS. J. WA LKER A CO., 163 A 155 Middle St
4k PUBS. Special Pice, New
York Goods. Buffalo A Wolf Rohes a specialty
MEKR i, the Hatter, 237 Middle St
Caps ami Eure. Manufacturer
and Dealer in Furs, Robes, &c.
G. A. SUS8KRAUT, 232 Middle St.

WM.

TEACHERS

MUSIC

Woltborough

or

1. L.

Home*. Mii"<uw Rooks and Cases.
Homeopathic
S. E. WILTMIRK. M. D. 410 Congress

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,

W

THREE

Oil

S

Rockland. Mt. Desert, Maoliias, Eastport, Calais, 8t.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
♦rnd Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Sta-

Jewelry am! Human

Hair

phSb macs’.

WANTED.

t

>»■: 1
Sou cord. ft. II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.46
i. a..', (via Now Market Junction) at 6.16 a. m. and
l. 10 p, in. Morning Train leaver Kennebuuk
;oi- Portland at 7.25.
Parlor Oars on trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a.
in., 1.10 and 6.00 p. m. Returning on trains leav7.00 p. m.
ing Boston at 8.80 a. m., 12.30 and
Parlor Car Heats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
gp-*The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connect*
York
on ad Line Steamer* for New
ith
and all rail lines for the West. The 6.00 p. m,
Bail Lines for New
train connects with
York aud the South and West*
Notk.—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland will
not 81op at Scarborough Beach or Pine Point. The
6.00 p. in. train will not stop at these stations except to take passengers for Boston; and the 8.30
a. in. train from Boston will
stop only to leave
passengers taken west of Biddeford.
siUftOAV TRAIN81 Leave Portland for
Bouton
Boh ton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

Mair Goods of all kinds made to order.
HAIR
A. BLOOKLINGER, 5 il Congress St.

HARNESS

THOMAS ft BIRD,

COUNSELLOR AT

c

~

31% Exchange S

BYRON D. VERRILI,,

Ronday,

LEAVING PORTLAND
All points in
8.25 a. m.—For all stations.
White Mountain*, Northern New Hampshire
and
and Vermont, Montreal
OvdeuNburp.
12.45 p. m.—Express for White Mountains.
(This train will not stop at So. Windham, White
Rock, West Baldwin or Hiram.

_

fTABDWAEE, Cutlery, Fools,
Glass and Builders’ Snpplio?.
S3.

GAGE ft STROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

modern

TIN PLATE and Sheet Iron Workers.
None hut first-class need apply. W. D. AMES,
No. 22 Market Square, Portland, Me.
•aep21dtf

Made,
Hag# RewfttCustom
mtmtor 4(P)t wear.

lev

rSnf-liBC

GROCEJKIEg,

Store.

AT

AT

ARKAN^ppHPSF.

alflo with IV.

CIKOOERIES,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW.
100

FRANK W. ROBINSON,

V

XT

Street.

dyer,

which cash

particular,
W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate Agent,
180 Middle Street.
sept9eod2w*

4k>

"

G1

HENRY C. PEABODY,

COUNSELLORS

every

Kerosene

Fixtures, {Lamps
Old Fixtures Kebronxed.
GAN
128
CLE VELAND &

MARSi'ON,

8

T

BflTand *i>Si©5ss<- y.
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE Co., 40 exchange St.

JAMES O'DO'-'NELL,
AT

bait-

KSnugc*
FURNACES,
agents tor the improved Highland Range.
O. At. & 1>. \v. NASH. No, 6 Exoi,.-. .:■■*<? 3t

O V BIN I TV BE, Carpets, Crocks y,
and House Furnishing Good;.
HOOPER, EATON & €0., 123 Exchange

85 Exchange St.

COUNSELLOR

H. P. BALDWIN,
Ascent C. R. R. of N. J.

Fine

JC

WANTED.

$7000,
$4000
prices
be paid. Must be first-class and
AT will
in best localities.
in

variety
CIO
/ factory Prices.
80S. H.

FVRNITU

LAW,
31 Yj

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

Bray

guarantee prices.

Office Building.

P. MATTOCKS,

PARTIES

manufacturers are from *ix to eight weeks behind
orders. We carry the largest stock in town, and

for

Boys’
ITIen’M,
Fine Goods
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
CLOTHING.
182 Middle St
C. *J. & F. R.

anal Stave*.

LAW,

sep22d3t

on

to

IUen>A Boy.’

Youth’s &

WILBUR F. LT7NT.

purposing to buy outside windows, to
know it is time their orders were placed, as

from

Uliittufttcturer and Importer
of Havana cigars, Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

DYEINB,

J. J. LYNCH,

MC.

WANTED.

Six

CABINET

1

WANTED.
to 25

LAW,

AT

34

CAPABLE and Experienced American

Apply

Gow, 566 Congress Street

Mnlifrn
and Upholsterer*,
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 & 186 Middle St

Boods,

COUNSELLOR

»pl8ood2w

Mtiaf.

Street.

J. LARRABEE,

P.

199 Middle

WANTS.

references.

i.wtirtuwH-,
successor to

LORD,

I. F.

CROCKERY,

AARON B. HOLDEN,

L

E’tEAS MeMAKTER, Manager.
P
loth
1881.

<in froncrul hnnaournrlr

Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
luO Exchange

I

The saw, clapboard, shingle and planing mill, on the Salmon River at Scots*
town. Province of Quebec, Canada, is
now to let tor a term of one or more
years.
Machinery new, and in good running
order, Railway siding passes through
mill yard; Logs easily obtained at moderate prices. This saw mill is driven by
water power, with large pond for logs,
good mill yard, and possessing every
facility for doing a profitable business.
Tenders for rent, accompanied with
good security may he addressed to the
undersigned up to 15th October next.

tiv

LAW,

93

Pasa.

MAINE RAILROAD.

FALL

BROS,

BOX 1173, Portland, Maine.

«pt.

AT

{£££&, «

:V»s!b*; fion Street, Boston.

f ASTON &

r»ur

PLUMMER,

CLARENCE HALE,

L

To Let.
Furnished Rooms in nioe looation

Street.

SETH L. LARRABEE,

|

dtl

Saw Hill To Let.

A

tsu'.i

(IJ
LAW,

199 Middle

IN

o

Street.

FRANK,
COUNSELLOR AT

rtm M

NEW EIC1 t.NDAITENCV,
■*!5?

passenger train?
follows:

Until further notice

Boot*

A Ij in full

to

LET.

Q.,

Square

FARRINGTON,

J. n. fogg,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
42 Ya Ewhange

Six Rooms to Let.

Scotstor/u,

k,.t

«

r

house No. 643 Congress street, near Park. Sebago, gas and furnace. Apply between 8 and
10 a. m., to DR. GEKRISH, 675 Congress St.

ill.
——>

pAjFL3E3,
eii.

ChildJ dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing Co., 255 Middle.

LAW.

AT

SUMMER ABBANfSEMEWT.
On and after Monday, June 27, ISS1,

KOITE.

BOOTS

(ILOTIIINO,

COUNSELLOR

EKOOR

SOUW!>

Art

CLOTlIIilGoml

LAW.

AT

J H. FOGG,

r

STORE

ftl

Stroet

UKUMMU.NB,

D. FESSENDEN,

Portland & Ogteliurg Railroad

or steam
to bay ticket*; (*t any
boat office in New England) ria

Train*
Esl, Panaemger
PORTLAND
,i»
LEAVE
1
-FOR BOSTON at (i. 15, 8.46 a.m.
puo i oukspik
l,lo and 6.00 p. m.. arming at Boston at 10.45
iS by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
а. m., 1.16, 6.10, 10.00 p. m.
Returning, leave
Absolutely permanent Photographs asp ccialfcy. Boston at 8.30 a. m., 13.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m.,
at 12.25.6.00,8.00 and 11.00
Portland
at
arriving
lUATERiAI,S,Ar€hilecW&
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods p. m. iHnrtinnd tor Scarborough Beach
mul Pine Point, at 6.15. 8.16, 10.26, a. m.,
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 693 Congress St
12.60, and 5.30 p.J m. [See note! For Old
Stationery A Blank Books.
Orchard Beach, Saco, and Biddeford, at
Clark’s Circulating Library.
б. 15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m. 12.60, 1.10. 5.30 and
FRANK B. CLARK, 616 Congress St. „6,00 p. m. For Kennebnnk, at 6.15,8.45 a. m.
1.10, 6.30 and 0.00 p.m. For North Berwick,
ami Shoes, Pine Cu.com Work,
Malaga Falla, (Treat Falla, Oarer, Exeter,
for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell, at 6.16,
B. F. WHITNEY & Co., 222 Middle St.
K.45 a. m., 1.10 and 6.00 p. m. For Well* and
f'.'ctv Itarlcei, at 6.16, 8.46 a, m., and 6 00 p. m.
nn<i Shoe*: Fine and .Medium Giyuls at
low pried?.
J. H. WETHEREI.L & CO.,
or
Beekeater, Farmington, N. II., and
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.
i.ton Bay, at 6.15, 8.46 a. m.. and 1.10, p.
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and rent suitable for drew making or
millinery, corner of Federal and India Street.
Rent $10 per month. Also rooms at No. 72 Federal St.
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FRED T. MEAHEK & CO., 473 Congress St
A POBHECARV: The
refill FieparnXXL tion 41 Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA .(E., 6S9 Congress St

172 Kiddle Street,
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HENRY REEKING,
No. 37 Exchange St.

my27

Stone Balias
Express Trains, Double Track,railroad

Or.!

u

Portland for Canton 1.00
and 6.10 p. «n. Leave Lewiston for Canton, 1.67
and 4.36 p. m.
Saturday tiokets to return Monday at roduced
prices.
Stage connections with Bemis, Itangeley Lakes,
Byron, Mexico, IMxfleld, Pern, Livermore, West
Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKI), Supt,
Iu27dtf
Portland Juno 27.1881.
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On and after Oct. 1, 1880, the
»re»nlses now occupied by F. O.
Hailey & Co., No.’s 35 & 37 Ex.
A
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which eschews color. There white—deaj.coid,
cheerless white—forms the background
and keynote of the total decorative effeot. The
ceiling is white all over. The wall-paper is
white with a few patches of regularly disposed
gold ornamentation in geometrical squires.
The mantelpiece is of whits marble. Tfce carpet has a white ground sprinkled with red aqd
The cheap chromolithograph*
blue roses.
do duty for fine art have broad
which
white margins; and there is no deeper color
to balance and neutralize this chilly general
tone. The place of honor over the hearth is
filled by a great gilt mirror, which reflects the
white ceiling. The chairs and sofas are covered in pale blue satin. The vases are in whitish
glass. The ornaments are Parian statuttfes,
alabaster boxes, and white spar knick-knacks.
There is hardly a bit of color in the whole
crude
room: and whatever there is consiste of
blue’red and yellow, isolated in groat harsh'
patches amiu the prevailing sea of inhospitable white. The place seems contrived on purpose to repel one by its utter unhomaiiness.
Now, just contrast such a room at this with
my iHtie drawing-room in the small house at
Hampstead. Our coiling is covered with a
pretty continuous distempered design; our
walls are broken into a decorative dado of
storks and water plants beneath, and a small
upper piecing above, with geometrical interlacing patterns in a contrasting hue. Onr
floor is polished at the sides and has two or
three different rugs placed about between the
Bo every bit of the framec.1 tios and table.
work o1 the room is simply full of color—subdued, pleasant, restful coior tor tho most part,
witn
unobtrusive patterns which
I allow,
do not solicit or fatnue tlie eye, bat still um-.t
nts different as possible from
coior,
unmistakable
the poverty stri'-keu white of utter PnilUua.
Then we have a few pictures hn.g upon the
fastened
upper piecing; a few decorative putes
against the wall; a cabinet with Venetian glass
and good old Chinese porcelain above the uurk
rod mantelpiece; and a hearth set above with
green auu blue Forsian tiles. We have chairs
and solas covered with pretty tapestry; wo
have a tow crewel work anli-macav ars (which
l myself detest, but eudure for Mrs. Cimabue
Brown’s sake); we have flowers in abundance;
and on reception nights wa have the dresses
and fades of women enlivening the whole
If you were to drop in at one of our
scene.
Wednesday evenings I’m quite sure you would
say you never saw so much color crowded into
a single room in ail vour life before.
Only the
color is not dispersed about indiscriminately in
it
is
harmonized
and
great solitary patches;
snbdned and combined into a single decorative
chromatic effect.
When I say I know you would think so, I
am not speaking quite at random, but am gen-V
berlv fr -in my wv esperienc
'lizb'g
nv.l .'wqu :i: t-dices of mine, who
ay.
gu-1
unit
hut
l./ive
h
a to
hObV,
ur office (iho Sec
me at l.i-din: ets.or at
1 i .'veito ; >r Scv
Ian.I'e) have su'd to in
should
Mr.
Br
evn, we’re quite sure
“Weil,
not like your style of furbishing; wa’va heard
Bui whenevi, y so very severe and aesthetic
see i
er I’ve asaed them just to drop iu and
almost
invariably gone away, not only
they’ve
fixed
a
determination
to
but
with
charmed,
furnish their own houses in the same fashion.
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IN AT THE START AND THE DEATH.

In Mrs McLean’s pailor Grant and Lee met
agn-o upon the terms of surrender. The
born
5
a
rwo-story brick structure, with a
porch extending the full length of its front
It was intended originally fora tavern. The
yarn is a large square gi*ss plot, bordered by
six
towering loot-. ; trees. A huge willo-v
that st.v i at the dmo of the surrender, has
been cut away, stump and all. lathe middle
of tie, yard is a w-d ot sweet water. The
sninmer house that once covered the well is
gone. At the ed-e of the porch arc a number
of geranium pots with flowers in bloom. The
palm -s are vhifs with a fresh coat of lime and
a!;o.< l. -r rhe property is as neat and pretty as
it is j- -ssible to make it. A wide hall leads
from the perch through the middle of the
ho- -9. It wss with one room only—the parlor
to ibe left of the entrance—that the commandAn alleged engravers had anything to do.
ing of the historic conference hangs over the
pe.-ior door, but (he villagers say that several
of the lederai officers who show their fine uniforms in the picture, were not present except
The
in the engraver's accommodating eye.
room would seat comfortably fifty or more
There Is a window at each end and
parson-..
The fireplace Is
both windows are wide.
screened by a pictured board. Around the
of
rotm are portraits
Ragland beauties am)
beaux, and wl he Mis. Ragland’s luruituru
ami or- aments irske the hisiorio parlor qoiie
ly, they aiaouuke it commonplace. The
id:.i
c-resnggnfcte tender court.d
ruhtr than incidents of hard o ining
p» , aii..:.
-n l-i .,v'u
n,
ing the tops of
-n
the
eft the McLean boose and
jCo
more
the
paihroogh
village, clear
over which iny com) -anon swore that he could
knek a base ball in sky scrapiug curve. Here
at this wheelwright shop fell the dashing Root,
the last officer of the Army of the Potomac to

1
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earnest ideality after Sandro Botticelli, or
talking the burlesque jargon about subtle influences and ntter intensity after Mr. Du
Maurier, why, then, I promise you to forfeit
five hundred pounds down without a murmur
for the benefit of the Royal Hospital for Incurable Idiots. And I will use my first nomination as a Benefactor to insure that person’s
immediate admission within the wails of the
Institution.
If you torn from fancy to fact, tlio real thing
that we have accomplished is this; We have
obtained the general recognition of culture as
in English life. Even tiiose
a distinct aim
people who laugh at us most have re illy adopted our principles and imitated our practice.
There is hardily a middle class house in England where our wallpapers and our cretonnes
have not penetrated. The mautlepieces which
used to be covered with blue and gold vases
and ormolu clocks, are now decorated with
olive green Vallauris pottery and quaintly
pretty Satsuma teapots. The girls who used
dnee to work Berlin wool tapestry with square
mosaic pictures of ladies and lapdogs and monstrous realistic roses, now work with crewels
in really beautiful decorative patterns drawn
to conventionalised designs. Our womea universally dress in suudued and delicate colors;
even our children play with toy books made
lovely for them by Kate Greenaway and WalSome of the attempts that people
ter Ciane.
make at the beautiful are itill doubtless painful and ridiculous enough; bat at any rate,
they make the attempt instead of remaining
as of old in a blissful and contented state of
ntter Fbilistiae ngliness. To know a little
about art, about| poetry, about the emotional
side of life altogether, has become an object
and a desire with thousands and thousands of
people who never felt it to before. And that
result ha' been brought about in large part, I
confidently assert, by us, the despised and
much-ridiculed “ajsthetes."
There are a few other more 83rious objections, however, sometimes urged against the
great contemporary aesthetic movement typified by my unworthy personality, about which
objections I should like to say a few words in
passing, now that I* have got you fairly buttonholed in a corner by yourself. The|first of
them,—a very common one—it that we “esthetes” are sworn enemies to color. There
never was a greater mistako on this earth. Wo
revel in oolor; we perfectly roll in it; we live in
the midst of green and blue, and scarlet, and
purple all our days. Nobody who has once
seen the interior of a really good modern
ajsthetic house, csuld ever afterwards seriously commit such a ridiculous blunder as to say
that it was “dingy” or “gloomy”, or “fadedlooking” as a thousand p.nthinking crttics assert
unhesitatingly every day.

long declivity. At the foot oi the hill is the I
Appomattox and crossing this stream, here a
the road ascends at a slight
mere rivulet,
grade until it is lost to sight in the horizon line
to the north.
Up tho valley are hillocky fields
and down tho valley, which carves to the
somb, are hillside groves. Where we now
rein in our horses to get a mental picture of
the stretch of rolling earth Grant once stood,
as with field-glass he scanned the tent-dotted
slope whereon lyre's last bivouac was made.
The sunlight is soft, the sky is one of pearl,
the air is perfumed with the breath of the pine,
the oak aau the locust, and far away rise the
Peaks of Otter, pyrami s of blue beauty,
itandin<r as sentinel towers hard by the gale-
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(Drug?.
Astral Oil.
APOW. W. WHIPPLE
Agta.
CO.,
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Fine

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
BBION BRADBURY,
34

offices 2 story Merchants Bank building,
Exchange street. Beat by steam. First class

about two private person’s irresponsible opinions on the hundred and twentieth clause 0/
the Irish Land bill. But if you see auvbody
posing in mediaeval attitudes after Fra Angeli

a

It stands, with slight change,

on
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Bound Brook Route.

Torn and maw
TOOLS,«AKOEN
Field and Flower Scads, Fertilizers, &e.
WM. C. SAWYER & CO., 5, 7 Si 0 Preble Si.

watciiks,
Jewelry Silverware, *JIock».
Americas
CHAS. H. LAMSOH,
Middle

0. ANDREWS,

AW.

r

and greens and yellows; and that yon will
hear more conversation abaut Italian pictures
and Mr. Lang’s last Ballade than about the
latest fluctuations of the Stock Exchange, or

hickory gad.

Ragland.

SURVEYOR,
Middle Street.
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find the girls dressed fopthe most part in pleas-

of a score of little darkies at play around a
school bouse, on the stoop of which sat the
white f aired and strong a^med swinger of the

r 1....

LAND

The following are members of the Cumberland
Bar Association:

for the poor man to undergo such scrutiny. However, he probably
was not insight. He was donbtless put in an
iron safe, and the safe loaded on a flat oar.
Mighty pleasant way to make a Sommer tonr.
—Oil City Derrick.

I acknowledge also that you will find old
china plates put up against the wall, and Venetian glass in the cabinet, and some good
Persian tiles around the fireplace, and a pretty
Indian rug on the floor. I allow that you will

through thick timber. Until we issued upon
the Appomattox valley the only thing that relieved a trot otherwise tiresome was the sight

-i.

ENGINEER AND

CIVIL

mighty embarrassing

I can promise you, all the most aesthetic
people in London assembled together. I acknowledge that yon will find a sunflower decoration in the hall; and very pretty it is, too.

scraggy collection of stores,
which, apparently, have more clerks than customers. The ride thence to the court house is

A

0. JORDAN,

K.

The following Trade Circular is rest;', ctfally presented l»y the undersigned Uete*i Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names or those large
dealer* who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.
Kf“Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the fallowing classifications with perfect rshanec
that their orders will He promptly attended to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.
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During the Czar’s recent railroad journey to
Moscow, soldiers were posted at every hundred
It must have been
paces along the line.

see,

a
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lSOVit Middle Street.
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infirm always.

Gilbert’s
Maurier’s clever sketches or Mr.
of my wife’s
comic operas. Come to one
Wednesday evening At Homes, and you will

busy Lynchburg eonld be seen on clear days
just over among the mountains to the west.

•

|
J

to this great disease conIt repairs the ravages of
disease by converting the food into rich blood,
and it gives new life and vigor to the aged and

ment the best ridiculed and most jlaughed-at
man in all England; aBd yet I am not ashamed
of myself. I ask you to look at us as we really
are, not as you see us caricatured in Mr. Du

westward on level land for five full days. So
it wet that when, with a fellow traveler of
chance acquaintance I got oat of the cars at
Appomattox station on the Southside railroad,
I was surprised to learn that the smoke of

across

Clmabue Brown
sive.

[Belgravia.]
I, Cimabue Brown, am probably at this

my notion until I tried to get here. I had
forgotten that when Lee left his Cockade City
lines and that when Grant unleashed his army in hot pursuit the worn veterans of the
o; e and the jub;lant host of the other pushed

northward,

H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,

OlVIXi XUNTGH3STJEGEK8.

queror Hop Bitters.
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ailments
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The station is

F. H. FASSETT,
ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.
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Trains leave Canton for Portland
•strand Lewiston, at 9.60 a. m. and

STATION IN NEW YORK

ARCHITECTS.

Easily Proven.
It is easily proven that malarial fevers, constipation, torpidity of the fiver and kidneys,
general debility, nervousness and neuralgic

lee’s apple tree, locust and poplar.
The weary leader was hemmed in on all
sides. The thousand days of fighting were ovThe
come.
er aud the one day of parley bed
army of Northern Virginia had spent its
in
tireless
in
many mauinuvres,
strength
marches and in terrific battles.
Hungry, sore
and sick, the poor remnant of a once seeming)v
invincible host now under the bright light of n
April moon slept its last sleep with the knapsack for its pillow. From the apple tree the
rebel chief sent out his white sign of peace—a
Biding down
poor, torn rag, but how fatefull
bill and across the stream he met Grant near
the locust. County Clerk George T. Peers
saw Grant and Lee meet.
They saluted, chatted, touched hats, wheeled and rode in opposite
directions. To appearance it was an ordinary
Soon aftermeeting of two mounted men.
wards Lee returned from the further side of
the Mcentered
with
the creek and,
Grant,
Lean house. Then the vanquished captain rejoined his comrades and under a poplar, now
iirtnnatilnv in its urnwth on the farm of J. W.
Flood, one mile northeast of the court house,
bade farewell to battle fields.
Here ended the long, fierce, pitiless struggle
which in the record of the world’s wars vastly
Following the lines of
overtops all others.
scarred earth from Manassas thither, a youth
predisposed to carp becomes aware of the
smallness of closet critics and of afterbattle
valiants. He feels that the war was waged under mighty impulse and that those who fought
overcame obstacles to which the labors of HerThe footcules were as the tricks of toys.
prints of the grand armies will outlast the generation that made them and grow to gigantio
breadth and import for those who come after.
Myriad graves border the grounds of combat,
but peacefully above each battle-field the flag
of the Union has its place.

him from the heavenly throne
tinselled wreaths his brow adoru,
lie live; aud move# in light alone.
Breaks

PORTLAND, MS.,
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that knows no end.

RAIIiROAB,

EDUCATIONAL RETAIL TRADE
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Yet not in vain, a softer heart,
A purer spirit fills the breast,
As tears of tusdar sorrow Biart
The angry waves of Passion rest.

Rumford Falls & Bucfcfleld

CIRCULAR.

TRADE

-AND-

j

How soon the dawn the* »hown so ttf&ht
is deeply veiled lu silent gloom !
How seen a Nation's hope and light
Sinks iu the vUrkuees of the tomb!

Not bis the

PROFESSIONAL

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

GUIDE.

THE BUYERS

ttoiu for passengers, making this & very convenient
Net
v;-: comfortable route for ’ravelerr h.twee
York and Maine. During the summer mouth, tb.
stumers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their par
York. Pass igc mcluiilue
sage to end from Now
State Koom, $5; meals extra. Goods destined beyors
York
forwarded
to destination a!
Portland or New
For further information apply to
once.
General
BENKY FOX,
Agent, Portland.
J. F. A MRS. Ag’t, Pier 87, E. K. New York.
Kooms
can
be obtained at 31
Tickets and State
Bxcnange Street. From Deo. X to May 1, no pasdec6dtf
■engere will be taken by this line.

HOTEL

DIRECTORY.

Embracingthe leading Hotels at wbiob the Daily
Press may always be found.
ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—ft. H. Coding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. A A. Young, Proprietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.-Cbarles Mllliken,

proprietor.

BATH.
SHANNON’S HOTEL—derry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—0. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BOLSTER’S Nlll.UN.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.

PARKER HOUSE, 8chool St.—H. D. Parker A Co
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.—Stumcke & Good-

win, Proprietors.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Ilioe & Son

Proprietor,.
BBUNS5VIUK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS- W. R. Field, Proprieto
CORNISn.'
DAVIS HOTEL-M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G Mor
rill, Proprietor.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
UBERTT HOUSE—W. II. Stickney, Proprietor.
EASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H. Buoknam,

Proprietor.

HIRAM.
i*..

MT. UUTLKK MOUSE—uiram

to., r-roprieter

PORTLAND.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Middle and India St.
C. H. Wilkins, Proprietor.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw A Son, Proprietors.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 15.7 Federal St.—,T. G.^Perrj

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congrees St. J. Lindsey & Son
Proprietors.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts
—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
B0TKPOBT.
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter, Prop.
RAYMOND TILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. If. Smith, Proprietor,
AACCARAPPA
PRKSUMP3COT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Proprloto
SROWHGGAII.
TURNER HOUSE,—W. G. Ueselto
Proprietor
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH
i
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. .>

HOILTHN.
SNELL HOUSE aD. O Floyd, Proprietor
LEWISTON.
DkWITT HOUSE-guiuby & Mnreh, Proprioron

NOBRIDHEWOt

R.

DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Damortli, Proprietor.
NORTH ANSON.
HOUSE, Brown A Hilton, Proprietors
SOMERS

■%

